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Abstract  

Most sport event organisations rely heavily on the assistance of volunteers to prepare for and 

stage sport events. The significance of the contribution of sport event volunteers highlights the 

importance of having good recruitment and management strategies in place for sport event 

management. As volunteer work is most effective when properly managed, it is important to 

understand the motivations and characteristics of volunteers and maintain good relationships 

between volunteers and their organisations in order to increase volunteer satisfaction and 

intention to continue.  

Attempts to understand the intricacies regarding sport event volunteerism have received much 

attention from many published studies. This thesis provides a systematic quantitative review of 

published articles in English language academic journals on the ‘motivation of sport event 

volunteers’ and ‘volunteer management in events’. The review examines the nature of the 

research, methods, key concepts, theories used, and types of research questions formulated in 

studies associated with the ‘motivation of sport event volunteers’ and ‘volunteer management in 

events’. Published studies on these topics were geographically concentrated in several countries 

and have been the focus of increasing research attention in recent years. The majority of the 

published research was limited by the lack of a clear theoretical framework and most studies 

used survey methods to collect data from volunteers at mega-sport events. The studies regarding 

volunteer management frequently utilised volunteer motivation to investigate the influence of 

motivation on volunteer management practice. By conducting a systematic review, this thesis 

identified the current status of the literature and the research gaps. It developed a better 

understanding of approaches that have been adopted to investigate what this thesis sought to 

find, and highlighted the importance and contributions of this thesis. 

By addressing these research gaps through a systematic review, on the basis of incentives 

approach of Knoke and Prensky (1984) and sport fan involvement approach grounded in social 

identity theory, the first empirical study conducted for this thesis was able to identify specific 

sport event volunteer motivations and to segment sport event volunteers based on their 
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motivations using exploratory factor analysis and hierarchical cluster analysis on standardised 

variables. Chi-square tests were then undertaken to explore relationships with other variables. 

This study investigated the distinct features of four motivation-based volunteer sub-groups (i.e. 

sport & community enthusiasts, altruists, material benefits seekers, and career & relationship 

seekers) in terms of their socio-demographics, volunteering-related experiences, and the type of 

sport event at which they volunteered. The results identified that levels and factors of 

motivation were different amongst the four volunteer sub-groups and were related to each 

characteristic of volunteers in the groups. Event organisers might be able to use this 

understanding of different motivational groups to develop more effective volunteer management 

strategies.  

The second empirical study in this thesis investigated sport event volunteer motivation and three 

psychological contract (PC) types (transactional, relational, and ideological) with regard to the 

relationship between PC fulfilment, satisfaction and future behavioural intention based on PC 

theory. By conducting exploratory factor analysis, hierarchical cluster analysis on standardised raw 

variables, Chi-square tests, frequency analysis, ANOVA test, paired t-tests, correlation analysis and 

regression analysis, four motivation-based volunteer sub-groups were compared regarding 

expectations and experiences of PC types, as well as overall satisfaction and intention to 

continue volunteering. PC fulfilment was investigated to find the impact of PC fulfilment on 

satisfaction and future behavioural intention. Amongst these volunteer sub-groups, ideological 

PC tended to be considered as the most important PC type, but different motivations were 

associated with different PC preferences. Volunteers who had different motivations had varying 

experiences of PC types, overall satisfaction and intention to continue volunteering.  

Two operational definitions of PC were investigated: PCFe (PC fulfilment by experience) and 

PCFg (PC fulfilment by gap).The former simply used the post event ratings of volunteers’ 

experiences of the fulfilment of the psychological contract, while the latter was based on the gap 

score between pre-event expectations of PC fulfilment and post-event experiences. PCFe (PC 

fulfilment by experience) was strongly related to overall satisfaction and future behavioural 
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intention, and was found to be a better predictor of volunteer satisfaction than PCFg (PC 

fulfilment by gap). 

This thesis contributed to the theoretical body of knowledge in volunteer management by 

strengthening understanding of issues relating to volunteer motivation and psychological 

contract as applied to sport event volunteerism. Also, practical implications were provided for 

the relevant organisations, volunteer coordinators, managers and staff in the sport event industry 

to develop more advanced volunteer management strategies.  

This thesis identified five research limitations (e.g. not being able to collect data from all 

volunteers included in the sampling frame of this thesis, consideration of other possible 

motivation items, little evidence of PC breach, issue of Common Method Variance and lack of 

qualitative research methods), and future research directions were suggested based on these 

research limitations. Taking this research into account, an understanding of volunteer 

motivations and PC types can improve the effective management of sport event volunteers and 

increase volunteer satisfaction and intention to continue volunteering. Ultimately, the efforts of 

sport event organisers and managers to develop advanced volunteer management strategies will 

contribute to the hosting of successful sport events. 

Key words: Sport events, volunteers, human resource management, cluster analysis, 

psychological contract theory, volunteer motivation, volunteer satisfaction, future behavioural 

intention, volunteer management, systematic review 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

 

The introductory chapter provides general background information for the thesis. Chapter 1 describes 

the research background and why this research is important. Research questions are identified and key 

terms are defined to understand the main concepts of the studies. The applied theoretical framework 

for this thesis is explained and the conceptual model and content and structure of the thesis are shown 

at the end of Chapter 1.    

1.1 Background 

In the sport events industry, volunteers are an important human resource in the staging of a successful 

sport event as they provide their skills, knowledge, time, and effort without monetary remuneration 

(Lockstone, Smith, & Baum, 2010; Sharififar, Ganjouie, Tondnevis, & Zarei, 2011). Paine, Hill, and 

Rochester (2010) discussed three core characteristics of volunteering through a review of existing 

approaches to defining volunteering. According to their study, the first characteristic of volunteering 

is that it is an activity which is unpaid. The second defining principle is that volunteering is 

undertaken through an act of free will. The third definition of volunteering is that it is related to an 

activity which is of benefit to others. Therefore, volunteer work can be defined as non-compulsory 

work to help others, and is without pay. In the United States, 62.6 million volunteers participated in 

volunteer work and devoted approximately 7.8 billion hours in 2015. It was worth $184 billion to the 

United States economy (Corporation for National & Community Service, 2015). In Canada, 12.7 

million Canadians or 44% of people aged 15 years and older got involved in volunteer work in 2013. 

They spent almost 1.95 billion hours doing their volunteer activities, a volume of work that is 

equivalent to about 1 million full-time jobs (Turcotte, 2015). In Australia, the contribution of 

volunteers has increased in economic terms from $19.4 billion in 2006 to $25.4 billion in 2010 

(Volunteering Australia, 2015).  

Sport events have relied heavily on episodic volunteers who participate in more flexible, short-term 

and once-off volunteering (Holmes & Smith, 2009; Lockstone et al., 2010) and who provide an 
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irregularly occurring service to an organisation for a single-day or multiday event. Such episodic 

volunteering has become more common (Handy, Brodeur, & Cnaan, 2006), particularly in the context 

of sport events. For example, about 70,000 to 100,000 individuals have become involved in volunteer 

activities for Olympic Games, such as the 2008 Beijing Olympic Games and the 2012 London 

Olympic Games (International Olympic Committee, 2013; Yan & Chen, 2008). In other cases, about 

15,000 individuals volunteered at the 2010 FIFA World Cup South Africa and the 2014 FIFA World 

Cup Brazil (FIFA, 2010, 2014).  

Not only mega sport events but also smaller local sport events can be used to promote the 

development and growth of the host city and nation. The media exposure in relation to a global event 

can offer an ideal opportunity for the promotion of a city image or identity to attract increased 

visitation population, investment, or trade (OECD LEED, 2010). Visitors coming to the city for the 

events contribute to the visitor economy with money they spend, causing a multiplier effect for local 

businesses (OECD LEED, 2010). When sport events are hosted well, they become a catalyst for local 

development and global reach. As the development benefits from staging sport events are largely 

desirable and essential, the significance of sport event volunteers has increased in the staging of 

successful sport events.  

In acknowledgement of the important role of sport event volunteers, it is important that sport event 

organisations have appropriate management strategies to properly recruit, manage and satisfy 

volunteers. It is important to build and maintain good relationships between volunteers and event 

organisers. These well-established relationships are likely to make a meaningful contribution to the 

success of sport events that involve volunteers.  

In this regard, understanding of the motivations, characteristics, preferences and expectations of 

volunteers should be considered when managing them in relationships with their organisations, 

because volunteers are a highly diverse group and are of different nationalities, gender, age, career 

backgrounds, personal characteristics and previous volunteer experiences. Farrell, Johnston, and 

Twynam (1998) argued that organisers should understand volunteer motivation for effective volunteer 
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management regarding recruitment, retention and the daily operations of sport events. The most 

appropriate strategies for volunteer management might be best informed by understanding of the 

motives and characteristics of individual volunteers or groups of volunteers. Previous studies on sport 

event volunteers have advanced the body of knowledge about the motivation for sport event 

volunteerism (e.g. Bang, Alexandris, & Ross, 2008; Bang & Ross, 2009; Bang, Won, & Kim, 2009; 

Dickson, Benson, Blackman, & Terwiel, 2013; Dickson, Benson, & Terwiel, 2014; Dickson, Darcy, 

Edwards, & Terwiel, 2015; Hallmann & Harms, 2012; Khoo & Engelhorn, 2007, 2011; Twynam, 

Farrell, & Johnston, 2002; VanSickle, Pierce, & Diacin, 2015). Although a substantial number of 

relevant studies have investigated sport event volunteerism with regard to volunteer motivation, there 

are few studies of volunteer segmentation in sport events (Alexander, Kim, & Kim, 2015; Schlesinger 

& Gubler, 2016). By segmenting sport event volunteers, sport event organisers might gain a better 

understanding of the factors that influence sport event volunteering and be able to use these factors to 

design more advanced volunteer management strategies. 

Not only the understanding of motivation of sport event volunteers but also the application of the 

concept of psychological contract (PC) has emerged to better understand and effectively manage sport 

event volunteers (Nichols & Ojala, 2009). PC has been defined as “individual beliefs, shaped by the 

organisation, regarding terms of an exchange agreement between individuals and their organisation” 

(Rousseau, 1995, p.9). It may explain volunteers’ beliefs about what they are expecting to receive 

because they believe that their organisations made promises to provide those things. Although 

volunteer management in sport events has appeared as an important area of research endeavour 

(Farrell et al., 1998; Nichols & Ojala, 2009; Wang & Yu, 2015), there is a lack of research on the 

analysis and impact of PC in sport events volunteerism (Kim & Cuskelly, 2017). To clearly 

understand and select suitable volunteers, and ensure they are satisfied with their volunteering 

experience, the concept of PC types could be better applied in volunteerism. PC develops and sustains 

a relationship between the organisation and the volunteer over time (Taylor, Darcy, Hoye, & 

Cuskelly, 2006). On this point, the approach to volunteer management based on PC theory is likely to 

examine important factors that facilitate and maintain good relationships and teamwork between the 

organisations and volunteers. 
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To address the lack of research in this field, the objectives of this thesis are to conceptualise the 

motivation of sport event volunteers and PC types in sport event volunteerism and to explore its 

linkages and impacts to key components in the process of volunteer management, specifically in the 

context of sport events. In the next section, this thesis identifies research questions drawn from the 

research background, contributing to knowledge about volunteer management in sport events.  

1.2 Research questions 

The preceding section highlighted the growing importance of further understanding the manner in 

which volunteer motivation and PC can be strengthened. This study focused on an investigation of 

sport event volunteers at three annual sport events. Therefore, this thesis sought to explore volunteer 

motivation and PC types of sport event volunteers to better understand the characteristics of volunteer 

sub-groups and predict overall satisfaction and future behavioural intention.  

To provide a clear direction for developing a research agenda and guiding the research process, first 

of all, this thesis identified research gaps and described the current state of research in this field. A 

systematic quantitative literature review can provide specific and available systematic evidence by 

arranging the literature in relation to subject, location and research technique (Pickering, Grignon, 

Steven, Guitart, & Byrne, 2014). Therefore, this thesis implemented a systematic quantitative 

literature review to identify the existing literature. The following overarching questions were 

proposed for the investigation of the research gaps that were found:  

What is the current state of literature on ‘volunteer management in events’? 

What is the current state of literature on ‘motivation of sport event volunteers’?  

In addressing the research questions, the following sub-questions were addressed in each study 

(Chapters 2 and 3):  

1. Who has conducted the research? 

2. Where and when was it published? 

3. What were (a) the geographical location of events studied and (b) the affiliation of the authors?  

4. What methods were used?  

5. What key concepts, constructs, and theories underpinned the research?  
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6. What types of research questions were examined? 

By addressing the research gaps and limitations identified in two systematic review studies (Chapters 

2 and 3), two empirical studies (Chapters 5 and 6) were conducted to provide theoretical and practical 

implications of sport event volunteerism from the perspective of volunteer motivations and PC types. 

The first empirical study (Chapter 5) investigated motivations of sport event volunteers using a 

segmentation approach. This study specifically addressed the following research questions: 

1. What kind of motivations do sport event volunteers have?  

2. How are sport event volunteers categorised into sub-groups based on their motivations?   

3. What are the characteristics and distinctive features of motivation-based volunteer sub-groups? 

The second empirical study (Chapter 6) identified common features and differences of PC types 

between motivation-based volunteer sub-groups and investigated PC fulfilment in relation to 

volunteer satisfaction and intention to continue volunteering. This study particularly addressed the 

following research questions:  

1. What is the most important PC type? 

2. Do volunteers who have different motivations value different PC types? 

3. What are the experiences of PC types, overall satisfaction, and future behavioural intention 

among the motivation-based volunteer sub-groups?  

4. How does PC fulfilment relate to overall satisfaction and future behavioural intention? 

Figure 1.1 provides an overview of research questions related to what the study in each chapter sought 

to find (see Figure 1.1).  
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Figure 1.1 Overview of research questions  

1.3 Definition of key terms 

To facilitate comprehension of the conceptual framework of this study, in this section, several key 

terms are defined. The main terms are sport event volunteers, volunteer management in sport events, 

motivation, sport event volunteer motivation and psychological contract (see Figure 1.2). As these 

terms have been commonly used in the literature, the following definitions have been adapted from 

various sources to reflect the intent of this thesis. 
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                Figure 1.2 Conceptual framework showing key terms and scope of this thesis 

 

Sport event volunteers 

The changing nature of global markets since the early 1970s, has led to sport being used to increase 

potential tourism development and to promote economic growth through the hosting of international 

sport events (Wilson, 2006). Also, the hosting of this kind of event can enhance global positive image 

and accelerate socio-cultural and political development (Caiazza, & Audretsch, 2015). It is now a 

commonly held view that sports events can play a role as a ‘catalyst’ for economic development and 

urban regeneration (Department for Culture Media and Sport/Strategy Unit, 2002). Although there are 

several negative impacts from staging sport events such as security and crime concern, inconvenience, 

pollution and environmental concerns, service quality degradation and price inflation (Liu & Wilson, 

2014), cities and countries generally appear to embrace opportunities to host sport events. As sport 

events often greatly depend on volunteers, they are generally recognised as providing an important 

labour force for the effective operation of sport events. It is necessary therefore to consider the 

phenomenon of volunteering in sport events to ensure the future success of sport events. 

Baum and Lockstone (2007) argued that free will is a fundamental element of volunteering and 

volunteers are willing to give their time to volunteer without being coerced. Connors (2011) divided 

the involvement of volunteers into three categories: episodic, short-term and long-term volunteers. 
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This is a useful way to identify the types of volunteers according to the length of time for which they 

are involved in the activity. Long-term volunteers offer regularly occurring service to an organisation 

for an extended period of time without a specified end date. Short-term volunteers provide regularly 

occurring service to an organisation for a limited amount of time. This type of volunteer is identified 

as an “occasional episodic volunteer” or a volunteer who “provides service regularly for short periods 

of time” (Macduff, 1999, p.188). Episodic volunteers provide infrequently occurring service to an 

organisation, typically for a single-day or multiday event.  

Wilson and Musick (1997) classified the structures of volunteers into two categories. One is formal 

volunteers who work with organisations and undertake to contribute to the collective good, while the 

other is informal volunteers who conduct ‘helping’ activities such as assisting friends, neighbours and 

relatives.  

Paine et al. (2010) categorised volunteering as being either organised, collective or individual. 

Organised volunteering is carried out in or through a formally constituted entity. Collective 

volunteering takes place in groups that are not formally organised and which Billis (1993) described 

as ‘unorganised groups’. Individual volunteering is that implemented by an individual with no 

organisation or group.  

Using these definitions from several studies, the type of volunteers targeted in this thesis can be 

defined as episodic, formal and organised volunteers for sport events, as this thesis investigated 

volunteers who participated in volunteer work at annual sport events.   

Volunteer management in sport events 

As volunteers can choose whether or not they offer their services (Kemp, 2002), it is important that 

organisations ensure that volunteering is a satisfying pursuit. The efficacy of volunteer management 

can therefore be valued by predicting perceived factors that might influence volunteer satisfaction and 

retention. Volunteer management is based on the principles of human resource management (HRM) 

that were developed in the paid sector, but they have also been applied to the volunteer sector. “HRM 

practices aim to ensure that a certain desired number of persons with the correct skills are available at 
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a specified time in the future” (Stone, 1991, p.66). Effective HRM practices in staff selection, training 

and performance management have been acknowledged in both the theoretical and empirical HRM 

literature as a critical factor in helping organisations to accomplish defined strategic outcomes 

(Purcell, 1999; Storey, 2001). Taylor and McGraw (2006) argued that HRM practices can be 

considered as the most effective way to manage both paid and volunteer staff. Although the concept 

of HRM has been widely used (Keenoy, 1999) and contains a complex package of practices (Storey, 

1989), the essential issues of how to recruit, maintain and motivate key people are central to all HRM 

(Cuskelly, Taylor, Hoye, & Darcy, 2006).  

In this regard, volunteer management is an essential part of the overall sport event management 

process and vital to the success of sport events. Cuskelly et al. (2006) found seven HRM constructs in 

terms of volunteer management practices: planning, recruitment, screening, orientation, training and 

support, performance management, and recognition. Cuskelly et al. (2006) indicated significant 

relationships between volunteer management practices and retention problems. Their study found that 

more extensive use of planning practices and training and support practices were likely to result in 

significantly fewer perceived problems in the overall retention of volunteers. It appears from the study 

of Cuskelly et al. (2006), that successful volunteer management requires determination of where 

volunteers are needed and how many are required, then the recruiting, training and managing those 

volunteers (Gladden, McDonald, & Barr, 2005). Therefore, the HRM approach to volunteer 

management may include benefits such as more effective and efficient management of volunteers, 

better performance, arguably more satisfied volunteers and ultimately, a better event.  

Sport event volunteer management has been developed as a sub-specialisation of volunteer 

management due to the temporary or occasional nature of sport events and episodic and short-term 

volunteers (Australian Sports Commission, 2000). At sport events that are supported by many 

volunteers, it is important that the organisation develops the core capability of volunteers by staging 

events over time. Pauline and Pauline (2009) argued that the growing number of volunteers and the 

increasing use of volunteers at sport events make it essential that sport event organisers better 

understand volunteers in order to enhance their volunteer management strategies. Doing so may 

directly contribute to the success of sport events. As sport event volunteers provide relatively short 
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term but intense experience for volunteering (Green & Chalip, 1998), supervision of episodic 

volunteers at sport events ought to be different from that of other kinds of volunteers. In consideration 

of such differences, this thesis focuses on the effectiveness of HRM in managing sport event 

volunteers. 

Motivation 

Motivation has been defined as the ‘various drives within, or environmental forces surrounding, 

individuals that stimulate them to behave in a specific manner’ (Drafke & Kossen, 2002, p. 273). 

Psychologists have studied human motivation extensively and have derived various theories about 

what motivates people. One of the best-known motivation theories is Maslow’s (1954) hierarchy of 

needs. Maslow’s (1954) hierarchy stated that human needs can be assigned to various levels and basic 

and lower-order needs (e.g. physiological needs) have to be gratified to some extent before the high-

order needs (e.g. self-esteem needs and self-actualisation needs) assume importance. Herzberg’s 

(Herzberg, Mausner, & Snyderman, 1959) two-factor theory is also well-known for another theory of 

motivation. Herzberg’s (Herzberg et al., 1959) two-factor theory indicated that two sets of factors 

influence the behaviour of individuals in organisations. One set of factors is motivators that provide 

positive satisfaction, arising from the intrinsic conditions of the job itself, such as recognition, 

achievement, or personal growth. The other set is hygiene factors that do not offer positive 

satisfaction or lead to higher motivation, but the absence of these factors causes dissatisfaction. The 

hygiene factors can be identified as maintenance factors such as quality of supervision, organisation 

rules and policies, interpersonal relations and working conditions. 

According to the hierarchy of needs, people are motivated by good health, safe and secure with 

meaningful social relationships and self-confidence. In this regard, the organisation must be able to 

realise the importance of jobs to the company and to the people so that people can feel respected and 

motivated to work harder. According to the two-factor theory, motivator factors increase satisfaction 

and motivation, but the absence of these factors does not necessarily cause dissatisfaction. In contrast, 

the presence of hygiene factors does not appear to increase satisfaction and motivation, but an 

increase in dissatisfaction results from their absence. This theory might imply that there is a need to 
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improve both motivators and hygiene factors to ensure a satisfied and most productive workforce. To 

help motivate people, it might be necessary to make sure people feel appreciated and supported. To 

reduce dissatisfaction, it might be necessary to make sure that people feel that they are treated well by 

obtaining better working conditions for them and ensuring supportive relationships are in place.  

Sport event volunteer motivation 

From the underlying theories of motivation, motivation is generally considered as the willingness 

identified by attitudes, beliefs, values and personality to get involved in activities (Chelladurai, 2006). 

As motivation is about being inspired to do an activity, it has been applied in a range of areas such as 

workplaces, learning spaces, event attendance and, in this case, volunteer activity.  

People are motivated by various desires to accomplish or retain the conditions which can fulfil their 

needs. In the case of sport event volunteers, they might be more interested in participating in 

volunteer work at sport events to express their enthusiasm for sport games than non-sport event 

volunteers. As motivation of sport event volunteers tends to be strongly related to the types of sport 

events and event organisations (Bang & Ross, 2009), several studies (e.g. Bang & Chelladurai, 2003; 

Bang et al., 2008; Bang & Ross, 2009; Bang et al., 2009; Hallmann & Harms, 2012; Schlesinger & 

Gubler, 2016; VanSickle et al., 2015) have particularly investigated volunteer motivation in the 

context of sport events. This thesis also explores the specific motivations of sport event volunteers 

and focuses on whether volunteers are willing to contribute to sport communities and sport event 

organisations in order for them to host a sport event.  

Through exploring particular volunteer motivations in the context of sport events, this thesis aims to 

extend the understanding of why volunteers seek opportunities to participate in volunteer work at 

sport events. Thus, the investigation of motivation was important for this research to effectively 

measure the factors which influence sport event volunteers to make the decision to volunteer. 

Psychological contract 

PC is another major concept associated with the effective management of sport event volunteers 

explored in this thesis. While the origins of the concept of PC might be traced to the 1960s, the 

extensive use of PC in the academic and research fields of employment relationships emerged in the 
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1990s following the publication of key articles and books by Rousseau (1989, 1990, 1995) (Hall, 

2008). The definition of PC tends to be related to the implicit understanding of the mutual obligations 

identified by employees and their organisation. Therefore, the widely accepted definition is 

“individual beliefs, shaped by the organisation, regarding terms of an exchange arrangement between 

the individual and their organisation” (Rousseau, 1995, p. 9). 

Rousseau (1989) provided a distinction between transactional and relational PC types. The 

transactional PC type was based on specific exchanges related to a narrow range of behaviours over a 

limited time period. This PC type is likely to emphasise financial rewards in exchange for fairly 

defined sets of employee behaviours (Hall, 2008; Rousseau, 1990). The relational PC type referred to 

a broader range of benefits and opportunities for a longer term relationship in exchange for an 

extensive commitment to the job and the organisation. Although this PC type tends to be more 

intangible and uncertain, it may highlight socio-emotional rewards and evidently it relies on a higher 

level of mutual trust (Hall, 2008; Rousseau, 1990). Thompson and Bunderson (2003) added 

ideological PC into distinctions used in interpreting the concept of PC types. This PC type was 

defined as “credible commitments to pursue a valued cause or principle (not limited to self-interest) 

that are implicitly exchanged at the nexus of the individual organization relationship” (Thompson & 

Bunderson, 2003, p. 574). Ideological PC is therefore closely focused on the exchange of ideological 

currency regarding the contribution to the goals, values, or principles of the organisation.  

As the concept of PC has been widely investigated by researchers, the impacts of PC breach and 

fulfilment have emerged as a significant research concept (e.g. Farmer & Fedor, 1999; Grimmer & 

Oddy, 2007; Robinson, 1996; Robinson & Rousseau, 1994; Starnes, 2007; Vantilborgh et al., 2014). 

PC breach is related to an employee’s cognition or perception that the organisation failed to fulfil one 

or more of its obligations within one’s PC (Morrison & Robinson, 1997). In contrast, PC fulfilment is 

associated with a reciprocal relationship between an employer's perceptions of fulfilment of their 

obligations and employees' behaviours, and it affects an increase in trust and commitment (Coyle-

Shapiro & Kessler, 2003). Although PC breach and fulfilment have been explored by several studies 

(e.g. Griep, Vantilborgh, Baillien & Pepermans, 2016; Harman & Doherty, 2017; Walker, Accadia & 

Costa, 2016), conceptualisation and measurement of PC fulfilment and breach have not been clearly 
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mentioned and not yet occurred in several such studies. As this thesis attempted to investigate the 

impact of PC fulfilment, it was necessary to identify the interaction between expectation and 

experience for interpretation of PC fulfilment and breach (see Figure 1.3). If experiences exceed 

expectations, PC fulfilment occurs. In contrast, if expectations exceed experiences, PC breach occurs.  

Figure 1.3 Interaction between expectation and experience for interpretation 

of PC fulfilment and breach 

 

By comparing the expectations and experiences of PC types, PC fulfilment might be determined so 

that this thesis investigates the relationship between PC fulfilment, volunteer satisfaction and future 

behavioural intention.  

According to the study by Taylor et al. (2006), an understanding of PC types can help to develop and 

maintain a good relationship between the organisation and volunteer. On this point, PC theory might 

be applied to volunteerism for effective volunteer management. As volunteer management differs 

from mainstream management in the matter of monetary remuneration and volunteers have greater 

freedom of choice than paid employees in regard to the type of tasks they do and the kinds of 

organisations where they volunteer, volunteers are likely to have different kinds of perceived 

reciprocal obligations or expectations compared to paid employees. Such factors allow many 

organisations to conduct different planning and screening processes for recruiting volunteers in 
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comparison with the processes employed for paid employees. These different practices enable 

volunteers to have different experiences from those of paid employees. For this reason, an 

understanding of PC was applied differently in the context of management of sport event volunteers 

and therefore this thesis focused on PC in the mutual relationship between sport event organisations 

and their volunteers. 

1.4 Theoretical framework  

The application of appropriate theories is able to explain research aims and findings and provide an 

insight into further theory development and practical application (van Knippenberg, 2011). Theory is 

a significant element in the advancement of academic research and helps to better understand the 

research phenomenon (Sutton & Staw, 1995). For this reason, three theoretical approaches regarding 

volunteer motivation and PC are described and applied in this thesis.  

First, incentive theory developed by Knoke and Prensky (1984) was identified to explain the concept 

of volunteer motivations. Knoke and Prensky (1984) assessed the various components of 

contemporary organisation theories to understand and explain voluntary associations. Their study 

investigated whether organisation theories could be substantially modified and adapted to the 

voluntary associations. In the study of Knoke and Prensky (1984), organisations were likely to design 

and operate incentive systems that serve two strengthening functions: increasing high levels of 

participant commitment and obtaining sufficient amounts of essential member-contributed resources 

(e.g. labour force, information and expertise) to maintain operations. To acquire members' resources, 

greater amounts of ‘visible, valued, and utilised’ incentives should be offered (Burgess & Conway, 

1973, p. 36). An extensive review of the incentive theory reflected that most organisational systems 

involved various combinations of three distinct types of benefits (Clark & Wilson, 1961; Knoke & 

Prensky, 1984; Knoke & Wright-lsak, 1982), labelled as: normative incentives (also referred to as 

purposive incentives, which are based on appeals to the values held by participants and genuine 

concern for others); affective incentives (also referred to as solidary incentives, which are grounded in 

interpersonal relations and social benefits of persons to their groups); and utilitarian incentives (also 

referred to as material incentives, which are goods or services for potential contributors to calculate 
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the benefits and costs gained from the exchange of their efforts). These incentives seem to be 

important mechanisms for volunteers via the exchange of valued incentives for involvement in 

volunteer activities. As several sport event volunteer studies (e.g. Dickson et al., 2013; Dickson et al., 

2014; Khoo & Engelhorn, 2011; Twynam, Farrell, & Johnston, 2002) have applied the incentives 

approach of Knoke and Prensky (1984), these three dimensions appeared to be useful in exploring the 

motivations of volunteers for sport events (Farrell et al., 1998). Therefore, this thesis applied the 

incentive approach to identify the incentives theory that offers a framework relevant to volunteer 

motivations and ensures that measurement items are representative of their corresponding theoretical 

dimension. 

Second, a sport fan involvement approach grounded in social identity theory (Laverie & Arnett, 2000; 

Shank & Beasley, 1998) was applied to better understand sport specific motives. Social identity 

theory focused on the linkages between self, role and society (Stryker, 1980). In this theory, the view 

of the ‘self’ recognised social units that were relatively small networks of social relationships and 

these social units affected individuals’ identities. Another feature of the social identity perspective 

was that the individuals got involved in a subset of the many social networks in society (Callero, 

1985). This theory suggested that society was essential to the ‘self’ as the individual was part of social 

networks that were formed on the basis of common identities. Stryker (1980) argued that the 

individuals have a distinct social self for each role that they play. When they are personalised to these 

roles, they discover their identities. This means that the ‘self’ would be composed of many different 

identities. Social identity theory therefore made it possible to understand how and why individuals 

choose certain identities in relation to specific activities (Serpe, 1987). Santee and Jackson (1979) 

demonstrated that identity salience was a meaningful predictor of activities and Callero (1985) 

suggested that the different levels of identity salience influence identity related to behaviour. 

Therefore, the focus of social identity theory research is on the relationship between identity salience 

and behaviour. In this regard, the application of social identity theory to a sport fan involvement 

approach is based on the assumptions that sport fans are a unique group of individuals and their 

behaviour is socially related to their roles and identities through sport involvement. That is, 
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individuals who have high identity salience for being a fan of a sport team would attend games more 

often than those who have low identity salience (Laverie & Arnett, 2000). Based on the sport fan 

involvement approach grounded in social identity theory, in this thesis, social identity theory seems to 

demonstrate that identity salience is an effective predictor of motivation for participation in volunteer 

work in a certain sport event.  

Third, PC theory (e.g. Argyris, 1960; Farmer & Fedor, 1999; Levinson, 1962; Liao-Troth, 2005; 

Nichols & Ojala, 2009; Schein, 1980; Vantilborgh et al., 2012, 2013, 2014; Wang & Yu, 2015) was 

applied in this thesis. PC theory has emerged as a key issue in both paid employment and the 

voluntary sector (Johnson & O'Leary‐Kelly, 2003; Starnes, 2007; Rousseau, 1989, 1990, 1995). PC 

theory has evolved from social exchange theory (SET) (Coyle-Shapiro & Kessler, 2003). SET has 

been one of the most widely used theoretical frameworks  to provide a general understanding of the 

workplace and has been central to sociological inquiry (Cropanzano & Mitchell, 2005) since the early 

writings of Homans (1961), Blau (1964) and Emerson (1972). SET is based on earlier philosophical 

and psychological orientations deriving from utilitarianism on the one hand and behaviourism on the 

other (Cook & Rice, 2003), bridging disciplines such as anthropology (Firth, 1967; Sahlins, 1972), 

social psychology (Homans, 1958; Thibault & Kelley, 1959), and sociology (Blau, 1964). Although 

social exchange theory has generated a great deal of research, theorists agree that social exchange 

includes a series of interactions that generate obligations (Emerson, 1972) and these interactions are 

usually seen as mutually contingent and rewarding processes involving transactions or simply 

exchange (Blau, 1964). The approach of SET is important for this study to understand how aspects of 

SET can be applied to volunteers and have implications for volunteers’ PC in their relationship with 

their organisations. In addition, SET is a useful framework for exploring the relationship exchange 

between organisations and their volunteers. Therefore, this study examines how PC based on SET can 

explain what volunteers expect from their organisations and how PC fulfilment influences volunteer 

satisfaction and intention to continue volunteering. Eisenberger, Huntington, Hutchison, and Sowa 

(1986) described PC theory as a set of individual beliefs related to how organisations value the 

contributions made to operations. This approach to the value of understanding volunteers’ PC might 

develop appropriate volunteer management processes and improve volunteer satisfaction and 
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retention. Therefore, this thesis used PC theory to provide a clear understanding of PC types related to 

volunteers in a relationship with their organisation and to predict the impact of PC fulfilment on 

volunteer satisfaction and intention to continue volunteering.  

On the basis of three theoretical frameworks, the research model and design are developed in this 

thesis and the concepts of volunteer motivations and PC types are better explained to contribute to the 

advancement of theoretical and practical implications in sport event volunteerism. 

1.5 Conceptual model 

A conceptual model helps to clarify constructs and categories (Voss, Tsikriktsis & Frohlich, 2002) 

and identify possible connections (Botha, 1989). The proposed conceptual model shows a framework 

in relation to what this thesis seeks to investigate (see Figure 1.4). This conceptual model identifies 

main research purposes, relevant variables or concepts, and their linkages to the chapters of the thesis. 

There are four key points in the conceptual model. First, research gaps in the relevant field of this 

thesis are identified by a systematic quantitative review in Chapters 2 and 3. Second, sport event 

volunteers are segmented by their motivations and motivation-based volunteer sub-groups are 

characterised by their socio-demographics and their volunteering-related experiences in Chapters 5 

and 6. Third, comparisons are made between motivation-based volunteer sub-groups in terms of 

expectations and experiences of three PC types (transactional, relational, and ideological) as well as 

overall satisfaction and future behavioural intention in Chapter 6. Fourth, PC fulfilment is investigated 

to predict its relations with and impact on overall satisfaction and intention to continue volunteering in 

Chapter 6. 
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                               Figure 1.4 Conceptual model 

1.6 Content and structure of thesis 

This section provides a clear structure of this thesis according to the generally accepted structure. 

Perry (1998) suggested that a six- or seven- chapter approach is acceptable. As this study includes two 

systematic quantitative literature review papers which are published in peer-reviewed journals and 

two empirical studies which are published and under review in peer-reviewed journals, four chapters 

are required to present the findings of two review studies and two empirical studies. Furthermore, a 

general discussion and conclusion require a chapter to interpret findings, explain new knowledge, and 

discuss the contribution to the body of literature and practical implications. For this reason, this thesis 

has a seven-chapter structure.  
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The seven chapters consist of the introduction (Chapter 1), two systematic quantitative literature 

reviews (Chapters 2-3), methodology (Chapter 4), two empirical studies (Chapters 5-6), and 

discussion and conclusion (Chapter 7) (see Figure 1.5). References are listed after each chapter due to 

the publication approach being taken, although the list is likely to include some repetition in the 

referencing because many cited papers are relevant to various sections of the thesis. This thesis 

structure complies with Griffith University guidelines and policy in terms of inclusion of papers 

within the thesis (see Appendix 1).  

                                  Figure 1.5 Structure of the thesis 

 

The papers and manuscripts included in this thesis were formatted to meet the requirements of the 

peer reviewed academic journals that they have been submitted. Therefore, there is some repetition in 
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the results chapters and references. Some parts of the results in Chapters 5 and 6 were presented at 

two different international conferences in December 2017. 

Published papers and submitted manuscripts included in this thesis  

Chapter 2: Kim, E., & Cuskelly, G. (2017). A Systematic Quantitative Review Of Volunteer 

Management in Events. Event Management, 21(1), 83-100. 

Chapter 3: Kim, E. (2017). A systematic review of motivation of sport event volunteers. World 

Leisure Journal, 1-24. doi:10.1080/16078055.2017.1373696 

Chapter 5: Kim, E., Fredline, L., & Cuskelly, G. (2018). Heterogeneity of sport event volunteer 

motivations: A segmentation approach. Tourism Management, 68(2018), 375-386. 

Chapter 6: Kim, E., Cuskelly, G., & Fredline, L. (2018). Motivation and psychological contract in 

sport event volunteerism: The impact of contract fulfilment on satisfaction and future behavioral 

intention. Manuscript submitted for publication. (Currently under review) 

Conference abstracts  

In addition to publications and submitted manuscripts that are included as part of the chapters in this 

thesis, there are two relevant conference abstracts, but not directly part of this thesis: 

Kim, E., Cuskelly, G., & Fredline, L. (2017, December). An analysis of motivation and psychological 

contracts in sport event volunteerism. Paper presented at the SMAANZ 2017conference, Gold Coast, 

Queensland, Australia. 

Kim, E. (2017, December). Segmentation of Sport Events Volunteers by Motivation. Paper presented 

at the ANZALS 13th biennial conference, Hobart, Tasmania, Australia.                 

1.7 Summary 

This chapter has provided an introduction to this study by articulating the research background, 

proposing the research questions, defining key terms and identifying the theoretical framework and 

conceptual model. This chapter has also emphasised the importance and justification of the study as 

well as the theoretical and practical implications foreshadowed as a result of this study. As the focus 

of this thesis is to investigate volunteer motivation and PC for the effective management of sport 
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event volunteers, this study will enable sport event organisations to better understand their volunteers 

and predict behaviour of volunteers. 

A thorough review of the relevant literature is essential prior to the commencement of any research 

project. For this reason, to identify the existing literature and establish a more strategic research 

agenda, the following two chapters (Chapters 2 and 3) present systematic quantitative literature 

reviews relevant to this study.  
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Chapter 2. A systematic quantitative review of volunteer management in 

events 

This chapter is about a systematic quantitative literature review that assesses the current state of 

literature on volunteer management in events. It identifies the research gaps that are then addressed in 
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Abstract: Most event organizations rely on the commitment of volunteers to prepare for and stage 

events. An attempt to understand factors that affect volunteers’ engagement and retention has received 

much attention from a substantial number of published studies. This paper provides a systematic 

quantitative review of 71 original, peer reviewed research papers published in English language 

academic journals on volunteer management in events. The review examines the nature of the 

research, methods, key concepts and theories, and types of research questions posed in studies 

associated with volunteer management in events. Published studies on event volunteer management 

are geographically concentrated in several countries but published in 35 different journals across a 

range of fields. Volunteer management in events has been the focus of rapidly increasing research 

attention in recent years with almost two thirds of the papers included in the review published in the 

six years to 2014. The majority of published research has not clearly articulated a theoretical 

framework and most studies have used survey methods to collect data from volunteers at mega-sport 

events. It was concluded that to advance knowledge of event volunteer management there is a need 

for increased collaboration internationally between researchers. Moreover, it is essential to engage 

with relevant theory in order to better understand and predict the effectiveness of volunteer 

management strategies in recruiting, retaining and building a sense of community amongst volunteers 

in events.   

Key words: Volunteer management, human resource management, volunteers, events, review 
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1. Introduction 

Volunteer management in events has emerged as an increasingly important area of research endeavor 

and specialization that has drawn on a rich vein of volunteer management research from not-for-profit 

research (Allen & Bartle, 2014; Farrell, Johnston, & Twynam, 1998; Getz & Frisby, 1988; Nichols & 

Ojala, 2009; Wang & Wu, 2014).  Event volunteer management has developed as a sub-specialization 

of volunteer management because there are significant differences between the management of 

volunteers in event settings compared to mainstream volunteer management. Since the majority of 

events are at least fairly dependent on volunteer labor (Elstad, 2003), many event managers spend 

considerable resources on recruiting volunteers compared to other managers. For example, a survey in 

the UK assessed that 76% of the events sampled used volunteers (Rolfe, 1992; Ryan & Bates, 1995). 

At events that are almost completely run by volunteers, it is important that the event develops over 

time a core group of volunteers that have capability in running events. According to Getz (1991), the 

management of volunteer efforts for events is significantly different from managing continuing or 

permanent volunteer positions. In particular, he suggests that the management of short-term events 

needs to focus more on resource acquirement (recruiting episodic volunteers) and creating community 

support (to encourage those within the community to volunteer).  

To recruit and retain volunteers for short-term events, event organizations need to understand the 

tenets of volunteer management in event settings. However, despite an increasing research interest in 

event volunteers to date there have been no systematic reviews of volunteer management in events 

that describe the current state of research.  Therefore, the purpose of this review is to assess the nature 

and extent of peer reviewed research literature on event volunteer management by an established 

systematic quantitative review technique.  A greater understanding of event volunteer management is 

essential to develop a better understanding of recruitment practices, and the commitment, satisfaction 

and retention of volunteers in events (Allen & Bartle, 2014; Allen & Shaw, 2009; Bang , Alexandris, 

& Ross, 2008; Bang & Ross, 2009; Coyne & Coyne Sr, 2001; Dickson, Benson , Blackman, & 

Terwiel, 2013; Downward & Ralston, 2005; Fairley, Kellett, & Green, 2007; Giannoulakis, Wang, & 

Gray, 2007; Hallmann & Harms, 2012; Han, Quarterman, Strigas, & Ha, 2013; Khoo & Engelhorn, 
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2011; MacLean & Hamm, 2007; Pauline & Pauline, 2009; Skille & Hanstad, 2013; Skirstad & 

Hanstad, 2013; Twynam , Farrell, & Johnston, 2002; Williams, Dossa, & Tompkins, 1995; Wollebæk, 

Skirstad, & Hanstad, 2014). 

Definition and understanding of key terms 

The event volunteer management research literature reviewed in this paper is defined by the 

intersection of events, volunteers and human resource management (see Figure 1) and each of these 

key concepts is further explored below. 

 

Figure 1. Conceptual framework explaining the domain of volunteer management in events  

Events 

Event studies is an emerging academic field (Skirstad & Hanstad, 2013) which includes studies of a 

wide array of events from local or regional events, through to hallmark and mega events almost all of 

which involve volunteers. Mega events have been described as “short-term events with long-term 

values” (Roche, 1994, p.1). This description points to the economic as well as political, social and 

cultural motives that encourage cities and countries to bid for the rights to host high profile events 
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such as world championships and the Olympic Games. Roche (2000, p.1) further presented such 

happenings as “large-scale events which have a dramatic character, mass popular appeal and 

international significance” highlighting the role that events can have in destination development and 

image building. According to Getz (2008), events are an important motivator for the development and 

marketing plans of most destinations. Mega events have been analyzed in terms of their tourist 

attractiveness or developmental roles.  Also, Ritchie (1984) discussed a hallmark event as a major 

one-time or recurring event of limited duration, developed mainly to enhance the awareness, appeal 

and effectiveness of a tourism destination. Similarly, local and regional events have potential benefits 

that can be developed in the local area such as the promotion of city brand or identity, attracting 

increased population, investment, or trade, and expansion of the visitor economy. This paper takes an 

inclusive approach to identifying event studies literature. We acknowledge that the event studies 

literature includes studies of events that vary enormously in terms of size and scale. However, because 

there has not been a systematic review of the volunteer event management literature a restrictive 

approach to defining which types of events would be included in the review would have unnecessarily 

restricted its scope. 

Volunteering 

The International Labour Organization (ILO, 2011, p. 13) defined volunteer work as “unpaid non-

compulsory work; that is time individuals give without pay to activities performed either through an 

organization or directly for those outside their own household.” Further the ILO argued that volunteer 

work is most effective when properly managed. Based on the 37 countries studied, the Center for 

Civil Society Studies (2014) estimated that 140 million people engage in volunteering in a typical 

year and contribute US$400 billion to the global economy. The Center for Civil Society Studies 

remarked that if the world’s volunteers constituted a nation it would be the 8th largest country in the 

world and the 7th largest economy in Europe.    

The contribution that volunteers make to the success of an event sees them recognized as an important 

part of the event labor force (Kemp, 2002). The Olympic Games commonly utilizes over 40,000 
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volunteers during any games period (Cuskelly, Hoye, & Auld, 2006) and the 2014 FIFA World Cup 

in Brazil was expected to use 80,000 volunteers (FIFA, 2012). Volunteering is beneficial to events 

because volunteers can enhance the event experience for participants. For example, an event can be 

enjoyable because of the enthusiasm, interest and commitment of volunteers (Holmes & Smith, 2009), 

and the range of skills, knowledge and specific experience brought by volunteers can add value to a 

festival or event (Nichols & Ojala, 2009). Event volunteering can contribute to local social and 

community involvement. For example, event volunteers from disadvantaged groups are often 

encouraged to develop their skills through involvement in event volunteering schemes (Allen, 

O’Toole, Harris, & McDonnell, 2005; Carlsen & Taylor, 2003). Understanding of volunteers’ 

motivation and their expectations has been shown to be instrumental to achieve high levels of 

volunteer satisfaction (Barron & Rihova, 2011)  

In order to better understand volunteer motivations, expectations and satisfaction it is essential to 

distinguish among the types of volunteers in events by how volunteers serve. A useful way to 

differentiate types of volunteers is to examine length of service. Common terms most used to describe 

length of service of a volunteer are long term, short term, and episodic (Connors, 2011). Long-term 

volunteers offer regularly occurring service to an organization for an extended period of time without 

a specified end date. Short-term volunteers provide regularly occurring service to an organization for 

a limited amount of time. This type of volunteer is identified as an “occasional episodic volunteer” or 

a volunteer who “provides service regularly for short periods of time” (Macduff, 1999, p.188).  

Episodic volunteers provide infrequently occurring service to an organization, typically for a single-

day or multiday event. Since episodic volunteers participate in volunteering during a short period, 

supervision of episodic volunteers tends be different from that associated with continuous/long-term 

volunteers (Macduff, 1999). To attract episodic volunteers, event volunteer managers may need to use 

human resource management processes such as recruitment, screening, supervision, training, 

recognition, and evaluation that are different to processes used to manage volunteers involved in 

longer term or continuous assignments (Macduff, 1999).  The present study is focused on episodic 

volunteer management in events.   
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Human Resource Management 

Human Resource Management (HRM) involves specific practices such as recruitment, selection, 

appraisal, rewards, measurement, training and development, communications, and work design 

(Beatty, Huselid, & Schneier, 2003). Although HRM practices are widely variable (Keenoy, 1999), 

HRM is essentially how to recruit, develop and motivate people (Cuskelly, Taylor, Hoye, & Darcy, 

2006).  

However, managing event volunteers is fundamentally different to managing volunteers in 

organization settings (Australian Sports Commission, 2000). Events deal with a different set of 

volunteer management challenges because of their temporary or irregular nature, compared to 

managing long-term volunteers. The difference is due to the short term nature of the commitment of 

event volunteers (Australian Sports Commission, 2000). As such, few event organizations have a 

formal system of HRM and many do very little planning or tend to depend on informal systems 

(Australian Sports Commission, 2000). In the context of event volunteer management, HRM is 

concerned with the demand and supply of volunteer labor.  The purpose of HRM is to ensure that “a 

predetermined number of employees with the correct skills are available at a specified time in the 

future” (Deb, 2009, p. 178). The benefits of HRM include more effective and efficient use of 

volunteers in specific positions, and better performing and potentially more satisfied event volunteers. 

In addition, given the short-term involvement of event volunteers HRM allows the event 

organizations to better prepare for the particular needs of volunteers. Therefore, there have been 

consistent calls for researchers to understand the HRM practices in the field of volunteer resource 

management (Safrit, Schmiesing, Gliem, & Gliem, 2005).  Volunteer management in events has 

examined various aspects affecting commitment, retention, and recruitment, but a comprehensive 

assessment of research on this topic is lacking.  

2. Research Objectives and Methods 

 A systematic quantitative literature review was implemented using a methodology which has been 

used in various reviews (Petticrew, 2001). It uses an explicit and reproducible approach to arrange the 
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literature in relation to subject, location, and research technique (Pickering, Grignon, Steven, Guitart, 

& Byrne, 2014). Papers are searched and categorized through a structured search process using 

relevant keywords to identify the existing literature (Pickering & Byrne, 2014). The identified 

literature is then examined against a series of inclusion standards leading to a collection of papers that 

represent a research topic (Pickering et al., 2014). Papers are then quantified to provide the “scope, 

depth, and breadth of research” (Pickering & Byrne, 2014, p. 6) on the topic in question and the 

reproducible, reliable assessments of the current status of a field of research (Roy, Pickering, & 

Byrne, 2012). The results of quantitative assessment are the geographical spread of the literature, the 

spread of the literature by year, the types of questions researched, the methods used, and the types of 

research results obtained.  

The paper reviews the research literature on volunteer management in events and explores the 

following questions: (1) Who has conducted the research? (2) Where and when was it published? (3) 

What was the geographical location of events studied and the affiliation of the authors? (4) What 

methods were used? (5) What key concepts, constructs and theories underpinned the research? (6) 

What types of research questions were examined? 

Original, peer reviewed research papers published in English language scholarly journals on the topic 

of volunteer management in events were included in the review. Peer reviewed research papers were 

identified and retrieved through a key word search of electronic databases that extended to Google 

Scholar, ProQuest, Scopus, Science Direct, Sage as well as the authors’ university library between 

May and December 2014.  Year of publication was not restricted. Key words used for the searches 

were “volunteer and management” and a combination of the following terms; “event”, “sport”, 

“motivation”, “commitment”, “intention”, “retention”, “participation”, “volunteer”, “organization”, 

“recruitment”, “volunteering”, “engagement”.  However, peer reviewed research papers with words 

such as “non-profit organization not in events” (e.g. Red Cross, social services, training and 

education, disaster and humanitarian aid) were excluded. Also excluded were papers that focused on 

sport volunteers where the research setting was not events (e.g. sport clubs, sport for development, 

sport leadership and coaching). Research reports, conference proceedings, books and book chapters 
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were also excluded from the review. Many peer reviewed research papers were cited in subsequently 

published research papers. Therefore, the reference lists of published peer reviewed research papers 

were also checked to ensure that a comprehensive list of event volunteer management peer reviewed 

research publications was constructed.   

 Information from each peer reviewed research paper examining volunteer management in events was 

identified, retrieved, recorded and coded in a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet.  The coded information 

included: author, author country affiliation, journal title, year of publication, field, country where 

research was conducted, methods used in the research (e.g. data collection methods, type of data, type 

of sample, organizational perspective or individual perspective or both), key concepts, constructs, and 

theories as well as research questions. Discussions between the two authors were used to develop 

coding categories and to ensure validity and consistency in the classification process.  

The reported data collection methods in each of the research papers were coded and classified as 

survey, interview, focus group, participant observation, observation, and analysis of pre-existing 

(secondary) data. The source of data (e.g. participants, interviewee, organizer), the number and types 

of samples involved in each paper, and the number of perspectives (e.g. organizational, individual or 

both) in each paper were coded and recorded. The type of data collected was classified as quantitative, 

qualitative or both. Key concepts and constructs (e.g. motivation, human resource management 

processes) and theories (e.g. theory of planned behavior, self-determination theory, social exchange 

theory) were also coded and recorded. Finally, the research questions by variables and concepts 

affecting event volunteer management were classified under types of research questions (e.g. cause 

and effect, relationship between variables, difference between groups, and prediction).  

We did not give a weight to specific studies as research has been conducted across diverse fields. The 

database of research papers was analyzed to identify categories, patterns and trends in the event 

volunteer management research literature.  
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3. Results 

 After deletion of duplicates, a total of 71 peer reviewed research papers on volunteer management in 

events published between 1988 and 2014 were included in the systematic review. Analysis of the 

reviewed papers is reported in terms of: (1) the scope of the research (world region, year published 

and field of publication); (2) research methods used; (3) theoretical basis of the research; (4) 

conceptualization and measurement of main constructs; and, (5) types of research questions.    

Scope of the research 

The research was conducted by 157 authors across 14 different countries. Most papers were from data 

collected at events in the United States (17.8 %), Canada (15.1 %), Australia (15.1 %), United 

Kingdom (12.3 %), and Norway (9.6 %) (see Table 1). In total, 60% of the events researched were 

hosted in the United States, Canada, Australia and the United Kingdom. There were comparatively 

few peer reviewed research papers that collected data from Greece (5.5 %), Korea (5.5 %), China 

(5.5 %), Switzerland (2.7 %), and New Zealand (2.7 %). Iran, Germany, Egypt, and South Africa 

were the subject of event volunteer management in four one-off peer reviewed papers.  Of the 157 

authors of event volunteer management peer reviewed research papers, at the time of their 

publication, 19.7% were affiliated with institutions in the United States. In total 67% of author 

affiliations were with the United States, Canada, Australia and the United Kingdom. Other authors’ 

affiliations at the time of publication were United Kingdom (17.1 %), Canada (15.9 %), Australia 

(14.6 %), Norway (7.6 %), Greece (5.1 %), Korea (3.8 %), Switzerland (3.8 %), and New Zealand 

(3.2 %). There were three authors each with affiliations with China and Iran, two authors each from 

Germany and Egypt, and one each from South Africa, Kuwait, Malaysia, and Taiwan.  
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The 71 research papers included in the systematic review are represented in a cumulative frequency 

distribution chart (see Figure 2). The mean number of papers published annually during the 27 years 

period of this review is 2.63.  The first published paper was authored by Getz and Frisby (1988) and 

evaluated management effectiveness in community-run festivals.  There was a seven-year gap until 

the next published event volunteer management paper by Williams et al. (1995). To identify trends in 

the volume of research publications the period covered by this review (1988 to 2014) was divided into 

four approximately equal time periods (three of seven years and one of six years). There was a 

significant acceleration in event volunteer management research publications from the first period 

(1988 to 1994) with one publication to the second publication period (1995 to 2001) during which 

seven research papers were published. The number of papers more than doubled to 18 research papers 

in the third seven-year period (2002 to 2008). From 2009, the number of published research papers 

more than doubled again to a total of 45 papers published over a six-year period (2009 to 2014). The 

field of event volunteer management research developed slowly in the first 14 years but accelerated 

rapidly in the fourth time period (2009 to 2014). As a proportion of the total research papers reviewed 
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11.3 % were published between 1988 and 2001 compared to 88.7% published from 2002 to 2014. 

Almost two-thirds of the event volunteer management research papers reviewed (63.3 %) were 

published in the six years from 2009 to 2014.  

Figure 2. Cumulative frequency of journal papers examining volunteer management in events by year 

published.  

 

Reflecting the various interests in volunteer management in events, research papers were published in 

35 different journals across a wide range of fields (see Table 2). These included journals in event 

(30.9 %), sport (22.5 %), leisure (18.3 %), non-profit and volunteering (7.0 %), and tourism (5.6 %). 

Other fields were represented but their comparative contributions have been less prevalent. The 

journals that have published the largest proportion of event volunteer management research papers 

were Event Management (18.3 %), Managing Leisure (9.8 %), Sport Management Review (7.0 %), 

and Leisure/Loisir (7.0 %).     
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Research methods and sampling 

A range of methods have been used to research volunteer management in events (see Table 3). A total 

of 91 methods were identified in the 71 published papers with a number of papers using more than 

one method. Most researchers used a quantitative (71.8 %) rather than a qualitative approach 

(18.3 %). Seven of the 71 published papers (less than 10%) used a mixed methods approach. The 
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mostly widely reported method was by survey (69.2 %) which included online, onsite, and postal. 

Other methods were interview (15.3 %), focus group (6.5 %), participant observation (3.2 %), and 

observation (2.1 %). Three papers analyzed pre-existing (secondary) data. A large proportion of data 

collection occurred around the staging of a targeted event (n=56). The most frequently researched 

events were sport events (n=48) many of which were classified as mega events (n=42). Fourteen event 

organizations involving volunteers were sampled and students from three universities were also 

sampled. Since eight papers did not provide sufficient details to decipher their sampling, the total 

number of samples is not reported. 

Perspective takes into account that different levels of analysis exist (Wicker & Hallmann, 2013). For 

example, individuals are nested within organizations, school children within schools, players within 

teams (Todd, Crook, & Barilla, 2005). Studies in the field of volunteer management in events see 

event volunteers nested within event organizations. Since different perspectives can lead to different 

findings (Bolman & Deal, 1991), papers examined the individual perspective, organizational 

perspective or both to assess whether differences existed between the perceptions of volunteers and 

management practices of the organization. Most papers collected data from an individual volunteer 

perspective (84.5 %). Data were mainly sourced from volunteers through surveys and interviews, 

although there was one paper that included data from organizers. Ten papers focused on both 

individual and organizational perspectives (see Table 3). 
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Theoretical base 

Where possible the theories underpinning each of the reviewed research papers were identified and 

coded. In this section, we used the terms “cited” and “applied”. Cited means that a study mentioned a 

theoretical framework but there was no evidence that the research tested the cited theory. Applied 
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means that a study was based on a specifically identified theory which informed the direction and 

research design of the paper as well as being evident in the results and discussion. 

Theories related to volunteer management in events were cited 36 times in 28 research papers and 

applied 15 times in nine research papers. Several papers discussed more than one theory (see Table 4). 

More than half of the research papers reviewed (60.5 %) neither cited nor applied an identifiable 

theory. The theories of planned behavior and reasoned action (Ajzen, 1988; Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975) 

were the most frequently referred to, and were either cited or applied in six papers. Self-determination 

theory (Ryan & Deci, 2000) was cited in five papers, with only one study applying the theory. Four 

research papers cited social exchange theory (Blau, 1964; Homans, 1958; Thibault & Kelly, 1959). 

Psychological contract theory (Rousseau, 1989), and motivation theory (Herzberg, 1986; Maslow, 

1987) were each cited in three papers but not clearly applied. Flexibility theory (Atkinson, 1984) was 

cited in one paper and applied in another.  A number of theories were either cited or applied in only 

one of the research papers reviewed.  These included reflexive modernization theory (Beck, 1992), 

theory of social capital (Coleman, 1988; Portes, 1998), theory of human capital (Becker, 1964), theory 

of political capital (Bourdieu, 1991), and theory of work adjustment (Dawis & Lofquist, 1984). 

Expectation theory (Becker, 1976), identity theory (Callero, Howard, & Piliavin, 1987), associative-

supportive-cognizant theory (Clary, Snyder, Ridge, Miene, & Haugen, 1994; Houle, Sagarin, & 

Kaplan, 2005; Peterson, 2004), critical theory (Alvesson & Willmott, 1992; Grey & Willmott, 2005), 

functional theory (Clary et al., 1998; Katz, 1960), self-regulation theory (Bandura, 1991), theory of 

habitus (Bourdieu, 1977), and theory of sport fan involvement (Lavarie & Arnett, 2000; Shank & 

Beasley, 1998; Wann, Melnick, Russell, & Pease, 2001).  
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Conceptualization and measurement 

The concepts and constructs used in each of the research papers were identified and coded.  It is 

acknowledged that concepts and constructs are not identical in that concepts are a generalized notion 

or idea about a class of objects and constructs turn concepts into systematically organized ideas 

(Neuman, 2011) often for the purposes of measurement. However, in this review the terms concepts 

and constructs were used interchangeably and are referred to as concepts. 

A total of 16 concepts were identified and coded 142 times across the 71 research papers reviewed. 

Many of the research papers studied more than one concept related to volunteer management in events 

(see Table 5). These included, in frequency order, motivation, retention, satisfaction, recruitment, 

commitment, experience, volunteer legacy, identity, expectation, flexibility, media, job performance, 

career volunteering, volunteer learning, and motivational climate.   
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The concept of motivation was evident in more than a quarter of the papers reviewed and accounted 

for 28.9 % of the total number of concepts researched. Some papers adapted existing measurement 

scales or developed new scales to measure event volunteer motivation. These measurement scales 

included: Special Event Volunteer Motivation Scale (SEVMS) (six papers); Volunteer Motivation 

Scale for International Sporting Events (VMS-ISE) (five papers); Volunteer Functions Inventory 

(VFI) (one paper); Associative-supportive motivation (one paper); Olympic Volunteer Motivation 

Scale (OVMS) (one paper). The next most frequently measured concepts were volunteer retention 

(21.1 %) coded to include future voluntary engagement, intentions to continue, and to remain as a 

volunteer for future events and volunteer satisfaction (12.7%).  Together motivation, retention and 

satisfaction accounted for 62.7% of the concepts researched across the 71 reviewed papers. A total of 

12 papers (8.5 %) measured recruitment in examining volunteer selection and seeking pathways for 

continuous improvement in the process of recruitment. Commitment was categorized with 

engagement and was investigated in ten papers (7.0 %) to examine the relationships between 

motivation and commitment, factors influencing the commitment of volunteers, and to enhance 
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volunteer commitment. Experience, as a broad concept was identified in seven papers and included 

sport event volunteer experience, experience of training and associated learning, and generated a 

greater understanding of sport event volunteerism by personal lived experience. Less than five papers 

researched concepts which included volunteer legacy, identity, expectation, flexibility, media, career 

volunteers, volunteer learning, and motivational climate.  

Types of research questions 

 Of the 71 papers reviewed a total of 78 research questions were identified as several papers studied 

more than one research question (see Table 6). A total of 24 research questions examined “cause and 

effect” relationships between independent and dependent variables with 20 positive results, one 

negative result, and three mixed results in terms of volunteer management processes, volunteer 

satisfaction or the experiences of volunteers. A total of 22 research questions focused on relationships 

between variables and 12 research questions examined differences between groups regarding 

motivation. Finally, 20 research questions were focused on prediction in order to better understand 

effective volunteer management in events.  
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Not surprisingly, motivation was the mostly frequently used term in the research questions. 

Motivation was used predominantly as an independent variable to research volunteer attitudes or 

behaviors, and appeared in 40 of 71 research papers reviewed. Differences in motivations between 

groups of volunteers (n=12) was a frequently asked research question. Other studies examined 

satisfaction, commitment, retention, and recruitment as the key term in the research questions (see 

Table 6).  

In summary, peer reviewed research papers on the topic of event volunteer management have been 

concentrated within certain countries but published in 35 different journal titles across a range of 

fields. Volunteer management in events has been the focus of increased research attention over the 

past six years with almost two-thirds of the 71 papers included in this review being published between 

2009 and 2014. Most research papers have taken a quantitative approach to data collection using 

survey methods and have sampled mega sport event volunteers. The theories of planned behavior and 

reasoned action (Ajzen, 1988; Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975) were the most frequently cited theories. 

However, more than half of the research papers reviewed neither cited nor applied an identifiable 

theoretical base. Key concepts and main research questions were mostly concerned with volunteer 

motivation, retention and satisfaction.  

4. Discussion  

 The purpose of this review of the event volunteer management literature was to uncover patterns and 

trends in the development and focus of this increasingly important and rapidly developing field of 

research. An established systematic quantitative literature review method was used to identify code 

and analyze the peer reviewed literature on event volunteer management. The approach taken was to 

identify the scope, methods, theories, concepts and types of research questions from the first 

identifiable event volunteer management paper published in 1988 until the end of 2014. Such an 

approach enabled important trends as well as possible gaps in the literature to be identified which in 

turn may assist in developing an agenda for future research in this rapidly evolving field. Several key 

findings have emerged from the review: (1) the research is concentrated in four countries; (2) research 
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interest has accelerated rapidly over the last decade; (3) much of the published research does not have 

a clearly articulated theoretical basis; (4) quantitative research methods have been the most common; 

and, (5) volunteer motivation is the most frequently researched topic. 

Geographically concentrated research 

The review identified and retrieved 71 peer reviewed research papers on volunteer management in 

events which were published in 35 different English language journals. However, whether by the 

event researched or by authors’ institutional affiliation the majority of published research is 

dominated by the United States, Canada, Australia, and the United Kingdom. Two-thirds of the 

authors were affiliated with one of the four dominant countries and of the events studied 60% were 

from these same countries. There was limited evidence of published research originating from other 

world regions or countries. Significant regions appear to have little or no research published on this 

topic even though they host and stage events and presumably rely on volunteers to assist with the 

staging of events (e.g. South America, India and the sub-continent, Russia and China). There are three 

possible reasons. First, the review was limited to English language journals. Reviewing non-English 

language peer reviewed journals would capture a broader array of events and volunteers assuming 

research of this nature is being undertaken and published. Including research papers in languages 

other than English would however present a major challenge but could identify significantly different 

patterns and trends in event volunteer management research than the results reported here as well as 

highlighting the impact of cultural differences in event volunteer management. Second, it is likely that 

there is a tendency for major sport events to be hosted more frequently in the countries that have 

dominated the research literature on this topic compared to other countries. While there is evidence of 

mega sport events, being awarded to or hosted by a more diverse array of countries including, for 

example, the FIFA World Cup (e.g. South Africa, Brazil, Qatar and Russia) which has arguably been 

led by the Olympic Movement with Summer Olympic Games (e.g. Tokyo, Moscow, Seoul and 

Beijing) these tend to be the exception rather than the rule.  In effect, there may be less frequent 

opportunities for researchers to study event volunteers in countries that host mega events less 

frequently. Furthermore, many of the studies of events in the four dominant countries have collected 
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data from some events on more than one occasion. For instance, samples were collected more than 

once in the Men’s world cup of skiing in Whistler 1994, Honda Classics in 1997, Alliance London 

Jeux du Canada Games in 2001, Commonwealth Games (Manchester in 2002 and Melbourne in 

2006), Twin Cities Marathon in 2004, Indianapolis Tennis Championship in 2005, USA National 

Special Olympics in 2006, Sony Ericsson Open in 2008, Turning Stone Resort Championship (PGA 

Tour event in 2009), Vancouver Olympics in 2010, British Women’s Golf open in 2011, and the 

London Olympic Games in 2012. Third, main academic researchers in the United States (19.7 %), 

United Kingdom (17.1 %), Canada (15.9 %), and Australia (14.6%) have published most papers on 

volunteer management in events compared to researchers from other countries. Furthermore, due to 

time and financial cost constraints, it is more likely that researchers study events that are located close 

to where they work rather than study events that are staged in other countries or regions.   

Rapid increase in volunteer management in events research 

The field of event volunteer management has a research history of about 27 years with the first 

identified paper published in 1988. After two decades of a comparatively slow but steady increase in 

research interest, as measured by published research papers, the field has accelerated rapidly since 

2008. Conservatively assuming a doubling of research output in the next seven years from 2015 in 

excess of 160 English language papers are likely to have been published on this topic by 2021. The 

rapid increase in event volunteer management research is indicative of the development of a critical 

mass of both research knowledge and researchers with an increasing level of expertise and specialist 

knowledge in this field.  Further, the increase in research in this field is likely to be related to the 

growth of the event industry along with increased demand for volunteer labor. Improved volunteer 

management practices, in turn, are required in that well managed volunteers are more likely to 

contribute to the success of an event. Such trends provide opportunities for the development of a more 

coordinated research agenda which encourages greater collaboration internationally between 

researchers, more frequent, open and effective exchange of research ideas and better use of limited 

resources for event volunteer research enabling more rapid and coherent development of the body of 

knowledge. 
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Theoretical base  

A limitation in the reviewed papers has been the lack of a clearly articulated theoretical basis. Fewer 

than 40% of the reviewed papers identified the theoretical underpinning and of those that articulated 

theory many papers cited rather than engaged with theory in a way that influenced either the research 

design or analysis. van Knippenberg (2011, p. 4) noted, “…. good theory explains. It captures causal 

relationships between concepts with a sufficient level of specificity to provide an explanation with 

enough detail to be insightful and to offer fertile ground for further theory development as well as 

practical application.” Sutton and Staw (1995, p.378) also argued that “Strong theory delves into 

underlying processes so as to understand the systematic reasons for a particular occurrence or non-

occurrence.”  

Interestingly, the most frequently applied theory within the reviewed papers was the theory of planned 

behavior which has been used predominantly to explain and predict health related behaviors through 

behavioral intentions. The theory of planned behavior uses subjective norms, perceived behavioral 

control and attitudes towards a specific behavior to predict behavioral intentions. There are substantial 

limitations to applying the theory of planned behavior to the behavior of event volunteers. The theory 

assumes a linear decision-making process, does not consider that behavioral intentions and behavior 

can change over time does not take into account the many external factors (e.g. HRM practices) which 

may influence the volunteer behavior in event settings. A lack of engagement with theory in all but 

one-fifth of the reviewed research papers presents an opportunity for future research to actively 

participate in the development of theories that are relevant to furthering our understanding of 

volunteer management in events. Research informed by relevant various theories may be better able to 

predict and explain the effectiveness of HRM in managing event volunteers.  

Research methods 

Decisions about research methods are influenced by several factors which include the scale of the 

study area, sample, type of event and access to the event, the purpose of the study, and the availability 

of data. Surveys were used as the chosen method in more than two-thirds of the reviewed research 
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papers, reflecting the dominance of a quantitative approach event volunteer management research. 

Survey methods might be the preferred approach for data collection because researchers focused 

mostly on sampling individual volunteers in more than four out of five of the reviewed research 

papers. There are proportionately few research papers that have used qualitative methods. According 

to Edwards and Skinner (2009), qualitative methods produce in-depth information and rich data. Aims 

and objectives of qualitative research are allowed to provide a detailed and interpreted understanding 

of social world of research participants by learning about the sense made of their social 

circumstances, their experiences, perspective, and histories (Ritchie, Lewis, Nicholls, & Ormston, 

2013). There are opportunities for future research to reflect different types of samples and research 

methods other than quantitative studies from the perspective of event volunteers.   

Volunteer motivation 

The field of volunteer event management is dominated by studies of volunteer motivation as 

evidenced by the large proportion of studies that researched motivation as a key concept or construct. 

It is important for event managers and volunteer coordinators to better understand why volunteers 

engage in certain events and what influences their decision to continue to volunteer work at an event. 

Therefore, researchers are interested the correlates and causes of volunteer commitment, satisfaction 

and retention, motivation is a good starting point. It is likely that the readily available volunteer 

motivation survey instruments such as the Special Event Volunteer Motivation Scale (SEVMS), the 

Volunteer Motivation Scale for International Sporting Events (VMS-ISE), and the Olympic Volunteer 

Motivation Scale (OVMS) encourage researchers to focus on the concept of motivation.  However, 

measurement driven studies are sometimes light on theory and the high number of published 

volunteer motivation studies may go some way to explaining the lack of a theoretical basis for the 

majority of published peer review research. Future event volunteer motivation research needs to 

engage with theory before considering which measurement instrument to use. 
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5. Conclusions 

The literature on volunteer management in events has studied various aspects affecting the 

recruitment, commitment, and retention of volunteers. This paper reviewed and found that the 

research on this topic is concentrated in certain countries, has increased rapidly over the last decade, 

tends to lack a clearly articulated theoretical basis, and reflects the dominance of a quantitative 

research design and focus on volunteer motivation. Since the research interest has accelerated rapidly, 

it may offer opportunities for the development of a more coordinated research effort between 

researchers across different countries. Evidence from this review suggests that there is a need for 

more theoretically informed event volunteer management research. Lack of a theoretical basis was 

most evident in many of the published volunteer motivation studies. Future event volunteer 

motivation research needs to apply theory before considering the application of a particular 

measurement instrument. Research derived from relevant theory will be needed to predict and adapt 

the effectiveness of HRM in managing event volunteers. Further, various types of samples and 

research methods and other than quantitative studies are needed to provide a different and useful 

initial framework to examine various aims of research in the field of event volunteer management. 

This quantitative systematic review may provide an opportunity to develop a more strategic research 

agenda which encourages a more collaborative cross-national approach with the aim of better 

understanding volunteer management in events and more effective practical application of future 

research. 
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Chapter 3. A systematic review of motivation of sport event volunteers 

 

The previous chapter provided the systematic quantitative review in terms of the current state of 

literature on volunteer management in events. It found that the research on this topic was concentrated 

in certain countries, has increased rapidly over the last decade and tended to lack a clearly articulated 

theoretical basis. Also, the research reflected the dominance of a quantitative research design and 

focused on volunteer motivation as a key concept. From the review in Chapter 2, future research 

might need to apply theory before considering the application of a particular measurement instrument 

and be required to predict and adapt the effectiveness of HRM in managing event volunteers. Further, 

various types of samples and research methods might be investigated and used.  

Along with Chapter 2, this chapter provides a systematic quantitative literature review regarding the 

motivation of sport event volunteers. It identifies the research gaps that are then addressed in Chapter 

5.  

This chapter consists of the post-print version of a sole-authored paper. The bibliographic detail of the 

paper is:  
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Abstract: The aims of this paper are to summarise the current status of the literature on motivation of 

sport event volunteers and identify research gaps in order to suggest a research agenda for the future 

research. It develops a better understanding of approach to sport event volunteers’ motivation and 

how it could be applied to volunteer management in sport events. Through a systematic review 

method, this study searched and categorised 33 original peer reviewed research papers published in 

English language academic journals. From the review, this paper updates new database and suggests 

that a wide range of motivation represented by sport event volunteers may be considered to apply an 

effective volunteer management for successful sport events.     
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Introduction 

Recruitment of volunteers as an important part of sport event human resource management process is 

a vital issue to hold a successful sport event (Sharififar, Ganjouie, Tondnevis, & Zarei, 2011). 

Volunteers are invaluable human resources at events (Lockstone, Smith, & Baum, 2010), spending 

their skills, knowledge, time, and effort. The volunteers particularly in sport events may be perceived 

as episodic volunteers compared to continuous volunteers who engage in a long-term volunteering. In 

many ways, episodic volunteering at sport events may be different from other volunteering.  

By increasing the significance of sport event volunteering, Farrell, Johnston, and Twynam (1998) 

suggested that organisers should understand motivation of volunteers for the effective volunteer 

management in terms of recruitment, retention, and daily operations of sport events. Previous 

researches on sport event volunteers have advanced the body of knowledge about motivation on sport 

event volunteerism and further sport event volunteer management in particular by exploring the 

relation between satisfaction, commitment, and retention. For example, Wicker and Hallmann’s 

(2013) study presented a review of the literature on individual and institutional perspectives to reveal 

theoretical and methodological shortcomings which their paper attempts to address. A multi-level 

framework combining both perspectives and multi-level analysis could open new perspectives for 

research on volunteers in sport to investigate the drivers of the decision to volunteers. Drawing from 

researches that have examined motivation of sport event volunteers, it is possible to undertake a 

systematic review in order to identify, describe, and compare the available systematic evidence about 

motivation for sport event volunteers. While previous researches on motivation of sport event 

volunteers have contributed to the advancement of theory and practice of volunteer management in 

sport event context, to the best of my knowledge, no studies have attempted to examine a systematic 

review about motivation of sport event volunteers with regard to improving ultimately their intention 

to continue volunteering at sport events. The systematic review may provide a better understanding of 

approach to sport event volunteers’ motivation, current issues, and research gaps for researchers to 

help in designing and developing a future research agenda. Identifying the motivation of sport event 
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volunteers through a systematic review is likely to enhance a considerable body of literature 

discussing the motivation for sport event volunteering.   

Therefore, the purpose of this review is to examine the nature and extent of peer reviewed research 

literature on motivation of sport event volunteers through an established systematic review method. A 

greater understanding of motivation of sport event volunteers may be possible to develop an effective 

volunteer management for operating a successful sport event.     

Sport event volunteering 

The International Labour Organisation (ILO, 2011, p.13) defined volunteering as “unpaid non-

compulsory work; that is time individuals give without pay to activities performed either through an 

organisation or directly for those outside their own household.” According to the Johns Hopkins 

Centre for Civil Society Studies (2014), approximately 140 million people in the 37 countries studied 

participate in volunteer work in a typical year, representing 12% of the total adult population of those 

countries and 44 % of the non-profit workforce in those countries. If those 140 million volunteers 

comprised the population of a country, it would be the 8th largest country in the world. Besides, 

volunteers make US $400 billion contribution to the global economy that would be in the 7th largest 

economy in Europe. 

Many sectors of society have derived benefits from the help of volunteers. The sectors of sport and 

event, especially, have relied heavily on volunteers who constitute a significant human resource to 

host a successful event. Events are typically dependent on episodic volunteers who get involved in 

more flexible, short-term, and once-off volunteering (Holmes & Smith, 2009; Lockstone et al., 2010) 

and episodic volunteering is likely to become more common in the context of sport events. For 

example, the 2000 Sydney and 2004 Athens Olympic Games recruited over 40,000 volunteers who 

contributed approximately 4.5 million hours (Cuskelly, Hoye, & Auld, 2006). If those volunteers were 

paid $10/hour, the cost for volunteer labour would have been $45 million (Doherty, 2009). The 2008 

Beijing Olympic Games utilised 100,000 volunteers for the competition venues, the Olympic villages, 

and transportation (Yan & Chen, 2008) and 70,000 volunteers were involved in the 2012 London 
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Olympic Games (International Olympic Committee, 2013). The 2016 Rio de Janeiro Olympic Games 

expect to need the help of 70,000 volunteers (Flueckiger, 2015). Likewise, the 2010 FIFA World Cup 

South Africa received the help from 15,000 Organising Committee volunteers and 3,000 volunteers 

for the Host Cities and the Football for Hope tournament (FIFA, 2010). At the 2014 FIFA World Cup 

Brazil, FIFA and the Local Organising Committee could get the enough support of 15,000 volunteers 

who played a key role in ensuring the event operations ran smoothly (FIFA, 2014). There will 

be about 5,500 volunteers involved in the FIFA Confederations Cup 2017 and 15,000 in the 2018 

FIFA World Cup Russia (FIFA, 2016).  

Given the substantial contribution of volunteers in sport events, it is significant to pay attention to the 

main factors of sport event volunteering in regard to motivation, satisfaction, commitment, and 

retention of volunteers. From this point of view, it is required to distinguish among the types of 

volunteers and the features of events in which they volunteer as volunteers differ in motive, 

expectation, and level of commitment. It can be applied to meeting the need of episodic volunteers in 

sport events in this study. Yoshioka, Brown, and Ashcraft (2007) argued that the understanding the 

motives of different volunteers is necessary for volunteer managers to manage volunteers effectively 

and design a volunteer program that satisfy the interests of potential volunteers. To attract sport event 

volunteers, therefore, the event organisers and volunteer coordinators should recognise the motivation 

of sport event volunteers and the relation to satisfaction, commitment, and retention of those 

volunteers.  

Sport event volunteer motivation 

Attitudes, beliefs, values, and personality are main causes that make individuals disparate and form 

their motivation when they engage in an activity (Chelladurai, 2006). Motivation is about being 

inspired to do an activity, and has been adapted in a wide range of contexts including workplaces, 

learning, events commitment and, as relevant here, volunteer activity. The categorising of reasons for 

volunteering has varied and been complex, depending on types of events and organisations (Bang & 

Ross, 2009). Such diversity is reflected in this research into volunteer motivation, particularly about 
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sport event volunteers. It seems that the motivation of sport event volunteers could be different from 

those of non-sport event volunteers.  

With a comprehensive view of volunteer motivation in the area of human services, Clary et al. (1998) 

used a functional approach to develop volunteer function inventory (VFI) under six broad functions: 

values, understanding, social, career, protective, and enhancement. Values referred to one’s altruistic 

and humanitarian concerns for others. Understanding related to exercising one’s skills, abilities, and 

knowledge as well as opportunities for learning experiences. The social function was about involving 

social interaction and networking. Career comprised relevant benefits obtained from engaging in a 

volunteer work. Protective referred to one’s guilt reduction and addressing one’s personal problems. 

Enhancement related to the ego’s growth and personal development. Clary et al. (1998) argued that 

volunteers with high scores among VFI factors are likely to intend to continue to volunteer. Güntert, 

Neufeind, and Wehner (2015) used the VFI to state the total match index which explained additional 

variance (e.g. good citizenship, excitement) in satisfaction and retention of volunteers in the context 

of sport events. Based on the VFI dimensions, they predicted unique variance and demonstrated the 

impact of the set of motives measured by the VFI.  

Although Clary et al.’s (1998) scale is applicable to all contexts of volunteer motivation, there is most 

probably a difference in volunteer motivation at sport events. This perspective is supported by several 

studies (e.g. Bang & Chelladurai, 2003; Farrell et al., 1998; Giannoulakis, Wang, & Gray, 2007) on 

motivation of sport event volunteers.  

Farrell et al. (1998) pointed out that “motivation for special event volunteer is different from that for 

other volunteers” (p. 295). The special event volunteer motivation scale (SEVMS) by Farrell et al. 

(1998) was developed to focus on particularly sport event volunteers at a woman’s curling 

competition in Canada in 1996. Four categories were grouped: purposive, solidary, external traditions, 

and commitments. Purposive referred to contribution to event and community. Solidary related to 

social interaction, group identification, and building networks. External tradition linked to traditions 

regarding family and external influences. Commitments were about expectation and responsibilities 
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from others. The findings demonstrated their suggestion that special event volunteers may experience 

multiple motivations and volunteer’s satisfaction with overall experiences is not only a function of 

fulfilling their expectations, but also associated to their satisfaction with the facilities and the 

organisation of the event (Farrell et al., 1998). Further studies on volunteer motivation in sport events 

(e.g. Dickson, Benson, Blackman, & Terwiel, 2013; Dickson, Benson, & Terwiel, 2014; Dickson, 

Darcy, Edwards, & Terwiel, 2015, Khoo & Engelhorn, 2007; Khoo & Engelhorn, 2011; Twynam, 

Farrell, & Johnston, 2002) provided support for the application of the SEVMS in sport event contexts.   

Bang and Chelladurai (2003) established the volunteer motivation scale for international sporting 

events (VMS-ISE) in the sample of the 2002 FIFA World Cup. This six factor scale consisted of an 

expression of values (related to altruistic values for other people), patriotism (feeling of belonging, 

pride, community spirit), interpersonal contacts (friendship and social network), career orientation 

(opportunities for new career and learning career-relevant skills), personal growth (feeling of self-

worth and self-esteem), and extrinsic rewards (related to free admission, uniform, and food). It was 

likely to measure volunteers’ motivation in international sporting events with a valid and reliable 

scale. Bang and Ross (2009) further proposed seven factors with the inclusion of one more factor, 

named love of sport (loving the sport and liking any event of the sport) and changed a factor name 

from patriotism to community involvement. They investigated whether volunteers were willing to 

support the country and the sport event in order to make it a success. In this sense, the VMS-ISE 

explained the attractiveness of sport as one of volunteer’s strong motives. The adaption of VMS-ISE 

has been found in the several studies in the review (e.g. Bang, Alexandris, & Ross, 2008; Bang & 

Ross, 2009; Bang, Won, & Kim, 2009; Hallmann & Harms, 2012; VanSickle, Pierce, & Diacin, 

2015). Findings provided a better understanding of various subgroup differences in volunteer 

motivation at sport events.  

Giannoulakis et al. (2007) examined the Olympic volunteer motivation scale (OVMS) including three 

categories: Olympic related (a desire of volunteers to be associated with the Olympic movement or 

meet with Olympic athletes), egoistic (a need for social interaction, and networking), and purposive (a 

willingness of volunteers to benefit with their actions). Although the OVMS factors consisted of 
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fewer items, Olympic-related motivation was found to be a main factor. It could be attributed to the 

distinct nature of the Olympic Games.  

Methods 

A systematic review was carried out using a methodology which has been used in various reviews 

(Petticrew, 2001). According to Pickering and Byrne (2014), it was currently developed between the 

more traditional narrative and systematic weighted methods. By using systematic review methods, 

research papers are searched and categorised in the relevant literature and it provides reproducible and 

reliable assessments of the current status of a field of research (Roy, Byrne, & Pickering, 2012). The 

results of quantitative assessment might be geographical spread of the literature, spread of the 

literature by year, key concepts and theories used, types of methods used, and sorts of results 

obtained.  

Original peer reviewed research papers published in English language journals on the motivation of 

sport event volunteers were obtained by searching electronic databases including Google Scholar, 

ProQuest, Scopus, Science Direct, Sage as well as author’s university library between January and 

May 2016. Key words used for the searching were ‘motivation of sport event volunteer’ and a 

combination of the following terms; ‘volunteer management’, ‘commitment’, ‘intention to continue’, 

‘retention’, ‘participation’, ‘volunteering’, ‘recruitment’, ‘satisfaction’, and ‘engagement’.  However, 

academic papers related with words such as ‘non-profit organisation not in sport events’ (e.g. Red 

Cross, first aid, charity), ‘sports club’ (e.g. rugby club, football club) and ‘non-sport events’ (e.g. 

cultural events, business events) were excluded. Papers that searched by databases had been peer 

reviewed and published in English academic journals and reports such as conference proceedings or 

theses as well as books and book chapters were not included. The reference lists of these articles were 

also used to find additional academic papers as the first articles appeared in various databases were 

frequently cited and recently published.  

From each academic research paper examining motivation of sport event volunteers, the following 

information was recorded in a Microsoft Excel database; author, their affiliation, journal name, year 
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of publication, country where research was conducted, methods used in the research (e.g. method for 

collecting data, type of data, scale of sample), key concepts, key measurement model/scale and 

theories used as well as the overall results. 

The methods used for data collection in academic papers were classified in several ways such as 

survey, interview, focus group, observation, and participant observation. The type of data and scale of 

sport events were also recorded. The type of data collected was examined as quantitative, qualitative 

or mixed method. Key measurement model/scale and theories were classified depending on whether 

they were applied and assessed in their research. Finally, overall results categorised by research 

questions were presented in order to understand that how motivation was investigated and linked to 

other concepts with regard to volunteer management.   

This study is desire to identify motivation of sport event volunteers in the literature and state research 

gaps for the future research. This research, therefore, has presented five aspects such as nature of 

research and author (e.g. study location, year of publication, journal field distribution), methods used, 

key measurement model/scale, theories related to motivation of sport event volunteers, and overall 

results categorised by research questions. Finally, the discussion will explain why this review is 

important for the further research and how motivation research contributes to the possibility that 

volunteers are more involved in sport event volunteering.     

Results 

A total of 33 academic peer reviewed research papers on motivation of sport event volunteers were 

published from 1995 to 2015 (see Appendix). In the Appendix, this paper identified more specific 

knowledge of each study to find out which studies mentioned. 

Geographic scope 

The research had been done in 11 different countries. Most papers were from the United States 

(29.4 %), Canada (17.6 %), Norway (11.8 %), and the United Kingdom (11.8 %) (see Table 1). There 

were relatively few peer reviewed research papers from Australia (5.9 %), Germany (5.9 %), Greece 
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(5.9 %), Iran (2.9 %), Switzerland (2.9 %), Malaysia (2.9 %), and New Zealand (2.9 %). Of 39.8 % 

authors studying motivation of sport event volunteers were affiliated with institutions in the United 

States at the time of their publication. However, as four authors among them in the United States were 

active more than one research, altogether, there were different 32 authors. Other authors’ affiliations 

at the time of publication were Canada (15.1 %), Norway (11.8 %), the United Kingdom (8.6 %), 

Australia (7.5 %), and Iran (4.3 %). In the case of Canada, there were different nine authors in 

affiliation with institutions in Canada because four authors were involved in more than one research. 

Different seven authors each in Norway and the United Kingdom conducted their studies as two 

authors in Norway and one author in the United Kingdom got involved in more than one research. As 

regards Australia, a total of five different authors investigated the relevant research in this field 

because one author was active in the three research papers. There were three authors with affiliations 

in Switzerland, two authors each from Germany, Malaysia, and New Zealand, and one each from 

Greece, Austria, and Taiwan.  
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Scope by year 

The 33 peer reviewed research papers involved in the systematic review are represented in a 

cumulative frequency distribution chart (see Figure 1). The mean number of papers published 

annually during the 21 years period of this review is 1.6. To classify trends in the volume of research 

publications the period covered by this review (1995 to 2015) was divided into two nearly equal time 

periods (one of 11 years and one of 10 years). From 1995 to 2005, papers were only published as none 

or one by each year. However, there was a significant increasing in motivation of sport event 

volunteers research publications from the first period (1995 to 2005) with six publications to the 

second period (2006 to 2015) with 27 publications. That is more than four times the number of 

published research papers ten years ago. As a proportion of the total research papers reviewed 18.2 % 

were published between 1995 and 2005 compared to 81.8 % published from 2006 to 2015. Over four-

fifths of peer reviewed research papers on motivation of sport event volunteers were published from 

2006 to 2015. 

Scope by field 
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Increasing the attentions about motivation of sport event volunteers, research papers have been 

studied in 21 different journals with various fields (see Table 2). These involved academic journals in 

event (30.3 %), sport (27.3 %), leisure (12.1 %), tourism (9.1 %), volunteering (6.1 %), and human 

resource (3.0 %). The dominance of journals assessing motivation of sport event volunteers has been 

found as Event management (15.2 %) and International Journal of Event and Festival Management 

(9.1 %). 

 

 

Research methods and sample 
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A range of methods have been used to examine motivation of sport event volunteers (see Table 3). 

Most researchers conducted a quantitative research (81.8 %) rather than a qualitative research 

(12.1 %). Two of the 33 published papers (6.1 %) used a mixed methods approach. The mostly 

commonly used method was survey (74.4 %) which involved online, onsite, and postal. Other 

methods were interview (11.6 %), focus group (4.7 %), observation (4.7 %), participant observation 

(2.3 %), and analysis of press coverage (2.3 %).   

There were 34 samples selected in the 33 peer reviewed research papers as one paper studied two 

mega events (see Table 3). The most frequently researched events were mega sport events (76.5 %). 

Only eight non-mega sport events (23.5 %) were sampled to study motivation of sport event 

volunteers.  

 

Key measurement model/scale  
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“Every single construct and item found in different research endeavours may have a great impact on 

motivation’s clarification and measurement” (Strigas & Jackson, 2003, p. 114). This paper attempted 

to categorise key measurement models or scales used in previous research papers in order to identify 

motivational patterns of sport volunteers in reliable and valid way. A total of six key measurement 

models or scales were used across the 15 peer reviewed research papers (see Table 4).  

 

Other 14 research papers explored motivation, but they did not use specified models or scales which 

previous researchers had studied or they modified the measurement items slightly to make the 

questions specific to a particular case. The rest four papers had no specific scales used due to 

qualitative data. Nearly half of the reviewed research papers adapted existing measurement scales to 

measure motivation of sport event volunteers. These measurement scales included Special Event 

Volunteer Motivation Scale (SEVMS) (used 8 times), Volunteer Motivation Scale for International 

Sporting Events (VMS-ISE) (used 5 times), Volunteer Functions Inventory (VFI) (used 2 times), 

Olympic Volunteer Motivation Scale (OVMS) (used once), Travel Career Pattern (used once), and 

Serious and project-based leisure (used once). The VFI by Clary et al. (1998) and the SEVMS by 

Farrell et al. (1998) have improved a better understanding of volunteer motivation in general and have 

been used more broadly than other scales. These scales would be possible to measure common 

volunteer motivations of any relevant volunteering activities. In contrast, the VMS-ISE by Bang and 

Ross (2009) and the OVMS by Giannoulakis et al. (2007) were particularly oriented towards sport 
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event volunteers as these scales could measure unique motivations regarding the mere love for sport 

as an incentive for volunteer activity in sport events. Therefore, the adaption of these scales might be 

found more in other future studies that will target sport events volunteers. Interestingly, Jarvis and 

Blank (2011) investigated a range of  motivations using four different scales framed by Pearce’s 

(2005) Travel Career Pattern, Farrell et al.’s (1998) SEVMS, Snyder’s (1993) VFI, and Stebbins’s 

(1992) Serious and project-based leisure. They attempted to explore and compare a range of 

motivations that are drawn from both the tourism fields (e.g. Pearce, 2005) and volunteer fields (e.g. 

Farrell et al., 1998; Snyder, 1993; Stebbins, 1992) to show that volunteers travelling to specific sport 

events might be a potential target market for the tourism industry.  

Theoretical basis 

The theories which informed direction and research design in the reviewed research papers were 

identified and coded (see Table 5). Theories related to motivation of sport event volunteers were 

applied 17 times in 15 research papers. Two papers discussed more than one theory and over half of 

the reviewed research papers (54.5 %) did not apply theories. Self-determination theory (Ryan & 

Deci, 2000) was the most frequently applied in five papers. Functional theory (Clary et al., 1998; 

Katz, 1960), incentive theory (Knoke & Prensky, 1984), and reflexive modernisation theory (Beck, 

1992) provided the theoretical frameworks for each two papers. The other theories were discussed in 

only one of the research papers reviewed. These included motivation theory (Herzberg, 1986; 

Maslow, 1987), social exchange theory (Blau, 1964; Homans, 1958; Thibaut & Kelly, 1959), self-

regulation theory (Bandura, 1991), theory of habitus (Bourdieu, 1977), theory of sport fan 

involvement (Laverie & Arnett, 2000; Shank & Beasley, 1998), and Emile Durkheim’s Suicide 

perspective (Durkheim, 1951) which intends to demonstrate the impact of broader social or 

community process on volunteering rather than the individual level.  
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Overall results categorised by research questions 

Of the 33 papers reviewed a total of 33 main research questions were identified (see Table 6).  

 

A total of 16 research questions examined ‘cause and effect’ between independent and dependent 

variables in terms of volunteer commitment, volunteer satisfaction or volunteer intention to continue. 
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A total of 13 research questions focused on ‘differences between motivation factors’ including socio 

and demographic characteristics and four research questions examined ‘relationships between 

variables’ such as motivational climate, expectation, travel, and tourism. Motivation was used as an 

independent variable to study sport event volunteer attitudes or behaviours.  

In summary, peer reviewed research papers in regard to motivation of sport event volunteers have 

been focused on particular countries but published in 21 different journal titles across a range of 

fields. Motivation of sport event volunteers has been the focus of increased research attention over the 

past 10 years with over four-fifths of the 33 research papers included in this review being published 

between 2006 and 2015. Most research papers have conducted a quantitative research to collect data 

using survey methods and have sampled mega sport event volunteers. Key concepts and main 

research questions influencing results were mostly concerned with measuring motivation of sport 

event volunteers regarding commitment, satisfaction, and intention to continue. Self-determination 

theory (Ryan & Deci, 2000) was the most frequently applied theory. However, more than half of the 

research papers reviewed did not apply an appropriate theoretical basis.  

Discussion 

The aims of systematic review are to identify where research has been studied, by whom, on what, in 

when, which methods, and what was found. Through this literature review technique, authors can seek 

the value of emerging and various research areas such as motivation for volunteer management in 

sport events. It might be useful to make an agenda for future research. Several main findings have 

emerged from the review: (1) the research is more focused on the United State, Canada, Norway, and 

the United Kingdom; (2) research interest has increased steadily over the last decade in the fields of 

event, sport, and leisure; (3) quantitative research methods have been mostly used but qualitative 

research methods have been limited; (4) motivation scales for sport event volunteers have been 

developed and modified; (5) over half of the published research papers are not clearly based on the 

theoretical framework; and, (6) volunteer motivation has been widely measured as an independent 

variable in the topic linked to volunteer management. 
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Geographically focused research 

The research presented that 33 peer reviewed research papers on motivation of sport event volunteers 

were published across 11 different countries. The majority of the study locations and authors’ 

institutional affiliation, however, are dominated by the United States, Canada, Norway, and the 

United Kingdom. Over 75 % of the authors were associated with one of the four dominant countries 

and more than 70 % of the study locations were also from these same countries. Although there are 

several researches from other countries such as Australia, Germany, Greece, Iran, New Zealand, 

Malaysia, and Switzerland, the number of reviewed papers may not be as considerable. There are 

three possible reasons why the United States, Canada, and the United Kingdom among the four 

dominant countries seem to especially have more research published on this topic in comparison with 

other countries. First, the systematic review was limited to English language journals. Reviewing in 

languages other than English may identify a wider range and various trends of sport events and 

volunteers, emphasising the impact of different culture. Second, it seems that these three dominant 

countries host more frequently major sport events that need an enormous amount of help from 

volunteers compared to other countries. According to Müller (2015), he defined and classified the 

scheme for mega events by developing indicators for four dimensions of mega events: visitor 

attractiveness, mediated reach, costs, and transformative impact. Based on the indicators, he proposed 

that the Olympic Games have emerged as a giga event which is the very largest of events (XXL size), 

European Football Championship, FIFA, Expo, and Asian Games are mega events (XL size), and 

Commonwealth Games, Universiade, Pan American Games, APEC Summit, European Capital of 

Culture, Rugby World Cup, and Super Bowl are major events (L size). To the exclusion of non-sport 

events (e.g. Expo, APEC Summit, European Capital of Culture), the United States, Canada, and the 

United Kingdom tend to be considered as the dominant countries that host such large sport events. For 

example, the United States (total eight times) was ranked as a first country by the number of times 

countries hosted the winter and summer Olympic Games. Both Canada (total three times) and the 

United Kingdom (total three times) were also ranked in 4th place. The United States also operated 

many major and mega sport events such as FIFA in 1994, Pan American Games in 1959 &1987, 
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Universiade in 1972 & 1993, and Super Bowl founded in the United States. Canada hosted 

Commonwealth Games in 1930, 1954, 1978, & 1994, Pan American Games in 1967, 1999, & 2015, 

and Universiade in 1983. The United Kingdom held FIFA in 1966, European Football Championship 

in 1996, Commonwealth Games in 1911, 1934, 1958, 1970, 1986, 2002, & 2014, Universiade in 

1991, and Rugby World Cup in 1991, 1999, & 2015. In effect, it is true that there may be more 

frequent opportunities for researchers to study sport event volunteers in those countries that host mega 

sport events more frequently. It is more likely that researchers have explored sport events that are 

located close to where they study rather than sport events that are held in other countries due to time 

consuming, financial costs, and transport. Third, academic researchers who are affiliated with 

institutions in the United States, Canada, and the United Kingdom have collaborated on many projects 

across different countries. Researchers in affiliations with the United States examined motivation of 

sport event volunteers with researchers from other countries such as the United Kingdom, Taiwan, 

Australia, Greece, and Malaysia in six published papers in this review. Researchers in those with the 

United Kingdom studied this topic with researchers from the United States, Australia, and Canada in 

three published papers. Researchers who are affiliated with Canada published two research papers in 

collaboration with researchers from Australia and the United Kingdom. Also, several researchers 

(n=14) were involved in more than one paper across different countries as well as their affiliation 

countries (e.g. Allen & Bartle, 2014; Allen & Shaw, 2009; Bang et al., 2008; Bang & Ross, 2009; 

Bang et al., 2009;  Dickson et al., 2013; Dickson et al., 2014; Dickson et al., 2015, Farrell et al., 1998; 

Khoo & Engelhorn, 2007;  Khoo & Engelhorn, 2011, Twynam et al., 2002). Such international 

collaboration is likely to provide opportunities for researchers to develop coordinated research 

projects and publish more substantial research papers.  

Increasing research interest about motivation in the fields of event, sport, and leisure 

The study on motivation of sport event volunteers has been researched for 21 years since the first 

recognised paper was published in 1995. The research interest increased slowly during the first decade 

as measured by published research papers but it has accelerated quickly since 2006. Such increase of 

research interest about motivation of volunteers can be influenced by the growing economic value of 
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the volunteer labour and preference of volunteering in sport and recreation. In the case of the United 

States, 62.6 million volunteers became involved in volunteering and total annual volunteer hours were 

7.8 billion hours in 2015. It was worth $184 billion to the United States economy (Corporation for 

National & Community Service, 2015). In 2013, 12.7 million Canadians or 44% of people, aged 15 

years and older, participated in some form of volunteer work. They devoted almost 1.95 billion hours 

to their volunteer activities, a volume of work that is equivalent to about 1 million full-time jobs 

(Turcotte, 2015). According to Volunteering Australia (2015), the dollar value of the contributions 

made by Australian volunteers in 2006 and 2010 was estimated based on the average annual number 

of hours worked multiplied by the average wage rate. In 2006, volunteering was worth $19.4 billion to 

the Australian economy. In 2010, volunteering was worth $25.4 billion to the Australian economy. It 

appears that the contribution of the volunteer workforce has been increased in economic aspects. Such 

economic value is likely to pay more attention to the research related to volunteer, especially, 

motivation that influences a decision to volunteer. Preference of volunteering in sport and recreation 

is also the reason why motivation research has been more studied in the fields of event, sport, and 

leisure. Among volunteers in the United States in 2015, men who volunteered and parents were most 

likely to engage in volunteer activities associated with coaching, refereeing, or supervising sports 

teams (United States Bureau of Labour Statistics, 2016). According to Vézina and Crompton (2012), 

Sports and recreation organisations got the most support from volunteers in Canada in 2010. 12 % of 

people aged 15 and over participated in volunteer work for sports and recreation organisations and 

these organisations accounted for 19% of total volunteer hours as compared with other types of 

organisations such as social services (18%) and religious organisations (15%) in Canada. In 2010, the 

sport and physical recreation sector attracted the largest number of volunteers (14% of the adult 

population or 2.3 million people) in Australia. People who volunteered for sport and physical 

recreation organisations in Australia had higher rates of participation in physical activity for exercise 

or recreation (90%), compared to other volunteers (80%) and non-volunteers (65%) (Volunteering 

Australia, 2015). It indicates that the largest portion of volunteers is involved in the fields of event, 

sport, and leisure. Such preference of volunteering in the fields of event, sport, and leisure may give a 

greater possibility of the critical development about the research of volunteer management as well as 
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motivation for researchers. Furthermore, the increasing research interest seems to influence the 

growth of the relevant industry with a source of volunteer labour. More research about motivation, 

thus, may lead to enhanced event volunteer management practices to contribute to the successful 

hosting of sport events.  

Mostly used quantitative survey but limited qualitative research methods 

The research methods are the procedure used to collect data for finding out research questions. In 

order to plan and carry out research, it is necessary for researchers to decide several factors such as 

the scale of the study area, sample, target, type of event and data. Surveys were used as the dominant 

method in more than 70 % of the reviewed research papers, representing the quantitative research 

methods. Survey might be the preferred approach for collecting data as researchers relied on the 

amount of sources about attitudes or opinions of individual volunteers. In the review, several 

researchers attempted to do much of their data collection online. Also, other researchers used survey 

by postal mail and onsite survey as well as online survey or a combination of all modes depending on 

the type of study and the demographics of respondents. As survey is capable of collecting data from a 

large number of respondents and numerous questions can be asked, a broad range of data could be 

collected. Besides, standardised surveys are relatively free from several types of errors in data 

analysis. It is therefore clear that survey is a main research method in the topic of motivation of sport 

event volunteers. In connection with survey method, researchers should consider the highest response 

rates possible to all surveys because the proportion of non-respondents may be too high to be sure that 

those who responded are representative of the others who did not. To boost survey response rates, 

researchers may repeat reminder emails to non-respondents or offer incentives to respondents in the 

form of prizes through a lottery (Nulty, 2008). Also, researchers may achieve high response rates by 

extending the duration of a survey’s availability (Nulty, 2008).   

On the other hand, there are a few research papers that have used qualitative methods or mixed 

methods. Williams, Dossa, and Tompkins (1995) conducted personal interviews with key informants 

associated with the special event as well as survey. This approach allowed the researchers to get a 
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more qualitative viewpoint of the event’s social dimensions. However, their study only selected six 

key informants of 200 survey respondents. It is one of the limitations of the qualitative research. As 

qualitative research usually includes relatively small number of participants, it is less likely to be 

taken seriously by other researchers or by industrial managers. MacLean and Hamm (2007) used 

mixed methods including survey and interview. Qualitative analysis was conducted to assess the 

intentions to continue volunteering with 25 randomly selected participants. The researchers could find 

out key data from randomly selected participants with thoughtful intentions to remain regarding 

commitment and motivation factors focused on the love of sport and helping the sport grow. Their 

research could investigate more deeply the connections of meeting motivational needs and intentions 

to remain through inclusion of qualitative components within motivational instruments. However, 

issues on privacy and anonymity among randomly selected participants can raise problems to present 

findings as individuals of target sample have different features case by case in different situations. It 

can influence the quality of research. Fairley, Kellett, and Green (2007) collected 22 qualitative online 

survey data as part of a longitudinal study, conducted 14 unstructured interviews, and engaged in 

participant observation. Their study identified four motives (i.e. nostalgia, camaraderie and friendship, 

Olympic connection, and sharing and acknowledgement of their expertise) for choosing to travel to 

volunteer at the Athens 2004 Olympic Games. Interestingly, Fairley et al. (2007) could find that 

nostalgia has not previously been recognised as a motive for any form of volunteer activity, but it was 

a main motive driving individuals to travel to volunteer at the Athens Olympics in their qualitative 

research. Such qualitative research may figure out a problem related to the lack of any previous 

findings by quantitative research methods. However, qualitative research is comprehensively 

dependent on the skills of the researcher and more easily affected by the researcher's personal biases. 

Therefore, it should be careful to discover unknown concepts and develop research framework 

through the use of qualitative methods. According to Ellis and Bochner (2000), qualitative methods 

are likely to explore a deep information and rich data including a personal experience, perspective, 

and feeling. The strength of qualitative research provides new insight through the use of 

unconventional sources of qualitative data, designs, and analysis. It may be possible to extend the 

existing ideas. Related areas might have benefited from the adoption of qualitative research methods. 
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Although there are several limitations of qualitative research such as small number of participants, 

issues caused by privacy and anonymity, and researcher’s personal biases, future research using 

qualitative methods may be powerful and sometimes more compelling than quantitative studies.   

Motivation scales for sport event volunteers 

Sport event volunteering can be related to episodic volunteers who participate in short-term or once-

off volunteering in local, regional, national, or international sport events. To hold sport events, the 

event organisation recruits a great number of individuals as episodic volunteers to help athletes, 

visitors, and spectators. The motivation of episodic volunteers at sport events might be qualitatively 

different from those of any other volunteers who provide services for non-sport events. Such view has 

been presented by several reviewed papers (e.g. Bang & Chelladurai, 2003; Bang & Ross, 2009; 

Farrell et al., 1998; Giannoulakis et al., 2007) on volunteer motivation in sport events context. The 

findings of the reviewed papers indicated that although some common motivations (e.g. altruistic 

values, social network) were significant to the sport event volunteers, other special motivations related 

to sport (e.g. love of sport, community involvement, Olympic related values) were also important.  

Furthermore, the idea of specific motivation of episodic volunteers in sport events is likely to explain 

that the processes of sport event volunteer management would be different from those associated with 

non-sport continuous volunteers. Examining specific features and differences on volunteer motivation 

at sport events, thus, is essential to understand the nature of volunteering for sport events.  

From the view of the reviewed papers (e.g. VFI by Clary et al., 1998; SEVMS by Farrell et al., 1998; 

VMS-ISE by Bang & Chelladurai, 2003; Bang & Ross, 2009; OVMS by Giannoulakis et al., 2007), 

the unique features such as patriotism (Bang & Chelladurai, 2003), Olympic connection (Fairley et 

al., 2007; Giannoulakis et al., 2007), and love of sport (Bang et al., 2008; Bang & Ross, 2009; Bang et 

al., 2009; Hallmann & Harms, 2012; VanSickle et al., 2015) may be strong and additional attractions 

and incentives for sport  event volunteers to feel more involved in and contribute to the sport event. 

The findings support the suggestion that the motivation scales for sport event volunteers might be 

developed differently from that of volunteers in other contexts.  
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Although the reviewed papers have contributed to the understanding of volunteer motivation in sport 

event context, research in this field has been limited by lack of adequate measurement of volunteer 

motivation at various sport events. Motivation factors may vary across different cultures and different 

countries. That is, additional research is necessary to examine whether the motivation scales for sport 

event volunteers are newly established or replicable in other samples across different countries.    

Lack of theoretical framework 

More than half reviewed papers have been limited by the lack of a clear theoretical framework. Fewer 

than 50% of the reviewed papers reflected the theoretical basis and of those that articulated theory 

most papers cited rather than engaged with theory in a way that affected the research design. Kaplan 

(1964) and Merton (1967) argued that theory is the answer to questions of ‘why’. Theory is about the 

connections among phenomena and stories in terms of why acts, events and thought occur. Also, 

strong theory is likely to delve into the fundamental perception to understand the systematic reasons 

for a specific case (Sutton & Staw, 1995).  

Interestingly, the most frequently applied theory within the reviewed papers was the self-

determination theory. Most definitions of volunteering are related to ‘free will or free choice’ (Allen 

& Shaw, 2009). This concept suggests that self-determination theory may be especially suited to 

understanding volunteer motivation and relevant concepts such as satisfaction, commitment, and 

retention. Volunteering behaviours with regard to the level of self-determination, therefore, seem 

compatible with self-determination theory.  

The examination of motivation may be explained in a different way with other theoretical basis. It has 

indicated that application of appropriate theories tends to lead to substantial outcomes with respect to 

motivation such as enhanced performance and constant commitment. Thus, a lack of engagement with 

theory in the reviewed research papers on this topic presents an opportunity for future research to 

extend a further understanding of sport event volunteers’ motivation. Research informed by relevant 

various theories may be better able to predict and explain motivation in managing sport event 

volunteers.  
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Motivation research linked to volunteer management 

The motivation of sport event volunteers is dominated by studies of volunteer motivation linked to 

causes of volunteer commitment, satisfaction, and intention to continue as evidenced by the nearly 

half proportion of studies that examined motivation as a key factor of volunteer management. It is 

significant for event managers and volunteer coordinators to better understand why volunteers get 

involved in specific events and what affects their decision to continue to volunteer activities at the 

event. Therefore, motivation is a good initial topic to develop the strategy of volunteer management in 

terms of volunteer commitment, satisfaction, and retention. It is likely that volunteer motivation scales 

such as VMS-ISE, SEVMS, VFI, and OVMS provide an instrument for researchers to examine the 

concept of motivation. Such measurement driven studies may be allowed to provide a detailed 

understanding of the effective volunteer management practices by finding out about the motivation of 

research participants. Furthermore, by motivational segmentation of volunteers, sport event organisers 

might gain a better understanding of different profiles of sport event volunteers and be able to design 

more advanced and effective volunteer management strategies. However, one study by Alexander, 

Kim and Kim (2015) has conducted cluster analysis on sport event volunteers according to their 

motivation. Alexander et al. (2015) employed seven motivational factors to identify sports-event 

volunteer segments for the 2012 London Olympic Games. They explored three distinct segments such 

as the obligated, the enthusiastic, and the semi-enthusiastic and assessed satisfaction, intention to 

continue volunteering, and socio-demographic backgrounds. The enthusiastic volunteer group was 

most likely to be motivated and report an intention to continue volunteering compared to the other 

groups. Their study classified volunteers into homogenous subgroups to better understand and predict 

behaviour of volunteers. Therefore, this study suggests that future research on sport event volunteer 

motivation attempts to develop the meaningful segmentation of volunteers and needs to engage with 

other variables to explain the effectiveness of volunteer management in sport events.  
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Conclusions 

The systematic review has presented the current status of the literature on motivation of volunteers in 

sport events. This paper reviewed and found that the research on this topic is more focused on 

particular countries (e.g. United States, Canada, Norway, United Kingdom), has increased steadily 

over the last decade in the fields of event, sport, and leisure, reflects the dominance of quantitative 

research methods, has developed the specific motivation scales for sport event volunteers, tends to fail 

to apply a clear theoretical framework, and has influenced the volunteer management.  

Evidence from this research identifies that there is an opportunity for the development of a more 

coordinated research work across different countries, a need for more theoretically applied research, 

and a use of various methods for more insightfully measured research. Future research on sport event 

volunteer motivation needs to predict and adapt the effectiveness of volunteer management for a more 

practical application. Moreover, it may be better to develop and modify the sport event volunteer 

motivation scales in order to provide a different and useful measurement to examine various aims of 

research in the field of event, sport, leisure or more. Also, cluster analysis may be a good research 

idea for further research. This study suggests that a more strategic research agenda through the 

systematic review may encourage researcher in the aim of better understanding motivation of sport 

event volunteers and more effective volunteer management. 
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Appendix  

Details of the 33 peer reviewed research papers examining motivation of sport event volunteers  

Author (Year/ No. 

of authors) 

Journal Study location Theory Method Key concepts/variables Key measurement 

model/scale 

Alexander et al. 

(2015/3) 

Tourism Management United Kingdom No specific theory Quantitative 

survey 

Motivation, Satisfaction, 

Intention to continue  

Motivation but not 

specified model 

Allen & Bartle 

(2014/2) 

Managing Leisure United Kingdom Self-determination 

theory 

Quantitative 

survey 

Motivation, Volunteer work 

climate, Commitment 

Motivation but not 

specified model 

Allen & Shaw 

(2009/2) 

Sport Management Review New Zealand Self-determination 

theory 

Qualitative 

focus group 

Motivation, Motivational 

climate 

- 

Bang et al. (2008/3) Event Management  Greece  No specific theory Quantitative 

survey 

Motivation VMS-ISE 

Bang & Ross 

(2009/2) 

Journal of Venue and Event 

Management 

United States Self-determination 

theory, Self-

regulation theory 

Quantitative 

survey 

Motivation, Satisfaction VMS-ISE 

Bang et al. (2009/3) Event Management United States Social exchange 

theory 

Quantitative 

survey 

Motivation, Commitment, 

Intention to continue 

VMS-ISE 

Coyne & Coyne Sr 

(2001/2) 

Human Resource 

Development International 

United States No specific theory Quantitative 

survey 

Motivation Motivation but not 

specified model 

Dickson et al. 

(2013/4) 

Event Management Canada No specific theory Quantitative 

survey 

Motivation, Intention to 

continue 

SEVMS 

Dickson et al. 

(2014/3) 

International Journal of 

Event and Festival 

Management 

Canada & 

United Kingdom 

No specific theory Quantitative 

survey 

Motivation SEVMS 

Dickson et al. 

(2015/4) 

Event Management Australia No specific theory Quantitative 

survey 

Motivation, Intention to 

continue 

SEVMS 

Downward & 

Ralston (2005/2) 

Tourism and Hospitality 

Planning & Development 

United Kingdom No specific theory Quantitative 

survey 

Motivation, Expectation Motivation but not 

specified model 

Fairley et al. 

(2007/3) 

Journal of Sport 

Management 

Australia No specific theory Qualitative 

interviews, 

participant 

observation 

Motivation, Travel - 
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Farrell et al. (1998/3) Journal of Sport 

Management 

Canada No specific theory Quantitative 

survey 

Motivation, Satisfaction SEVMS 

Giannoulakis et al. 

(2007/3) 

Event Management Greece No specific theory Quantitative 

survey 

Motivation OVMS 

Güntert et al. 

(2015/3) 

Nonprofit and Voluntary 

Sector Quarterly 

Switzerland Self-determination 

theory 

Quantitative 

survey 

Motivation, Affordance, 

Satisfaction, Intention to 

continue 

VFI 

Hallmann & Harms 

(2012/2) 

International Journal of 

Event and Festival 

Management 

Germany Motivation theory, 

Theory of sport fan 

involvement 

Quantitative 

survey 

Motivation, Commitment VMS-ISE 

Han et al. (2013/4) ICHPER-SD Journal of 

Research in Health, 

Physical Education, 

Recreation, Sport & Dance 

United States No specific theory Quantitative 

survey 

Motivation, Commitment Motivation but not 

specified model 

Jarvis & Blank 

(2011/2) 

Journal of Sport & Tourism Germany No specific theory Quantitative 

survey 

Motivation, Tourism Motivation items 

framed by four 

measurement 

models* 

Khoo & Engelhorn 

(2007/2) 

Tourism and Hospitality 

Planning & Development 

Malaysia No specific theory Quantitative 

survey 

Motivation SEVMS 

Khoo & Engelhorn 

(2011/2) 

Adapted Physical Activity 

Quarterly 

United States No specific theory Quantitative 

survey 

Motivation SEVMS 

Kristiansen et al. 

(2014/4) 

Sport Management Review Norway Emile Durkheim’s 

Suicide perspective 

which shifts the 

focus from the 

individual level and 

towards the broader 

social processes 

Qualitative 

interviews, 

observation, 

and analysis 

of press 

coverage 

Motivation, Commitment - 

Love et al. (2011/4) International Journal of 

Sport Management 

United States Incentive theory Quantitative 

survey 

Motivation, Satisfaction, 

Intention to continue 

Motivation but not 

specified model 

MacLean & Hamm 

(2007/2) 

Leisure/Loisir Canada No specific theory Quantitative 

survey & 

Qualitative 

interviews 

Motivation. Commitment, 

Intention to continue 

Motivation but not 

specified model 
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Pauline & Pauline 

(2009/2) 

Team Performance 

Management 

United States Functional theory Quantitative 

survey 

Motivation Motivation but not 

specified model 

Sharififar et al. 

(2011/4) 

Technics Technologies 

Education Management 

Iran No specific theory Quantitative 

survey 

Motivation, Commitment Motivation but not 

specified model 

Skille & Hanstad 

(2013/2) 

Sport in Society Norway Theory of habitus Quantitative 

survey 

Motivation Motivation but not 

specified model 

Skirstad & Hanstad 

(2013/2) 

Managing Leisure Norway Reflexive 

modernisation 

theory 

Quantitative 

survey 

Motivation Motivation but not 

specified model 

Strigas & Jackson 

(2003/2) 

International Sports Journal United States Incentive theory Quantitative 

survey 

Motivation Motivation but not 

specified model 

Twynam et al. 

(2002/3) 

Leisure/Loisir Canada No specific theory Quantitative 

survey 

Motivation SEVMS 

VanSickle et al. 

(2015/3) 

International Journal of 

Event and Festival 

Management 

United States Self-determination 

theory 

Quantitative 

survey 

Motivation, Satisfaction VMS-ISE 

Welty Peachey et al. 

(2014/5) 

Nonprofit and Voluntary 

Sector Quarterly 

United States Functional theory Qualitative 

focus group, 

interviews, 

observation 

Motivation, Intention to 

continue 

- 

Williams et al. 

(1995/3) 

Festival Management & 

Event Tourism 

Canada No specific theory Quantitative 

survey & 

Qualitative 

interviews 

Motivation Motivation but not 

specified model 

Wollebæk et al. 

(2014/3) 

International Review for 

the Sociology of Sport 

Norway Reflexive 

modernisation 

theory 

Quantitative 

survey 

Motivation Motivation but not 

specified model 

*Pearce’s (2005) Travel Career Pattern,  Farrell et al.’s (1998) SEVMS, Snyder’s (1993) VFI, and Stebbins’s (1992) Serious and project-based leisure. 

http://scholar.google.com.au/citations?user=UziF2YQAAAAJ&hl=en&oi=sra
http://scholar.google.com.au/citations?user=UziF2YQAAAAJ&hl=en&oi=sra
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Chapter 4. Methodology 
 

By conducting systematic quantitative literature reviews, as presented in Chapters 2 and 3, this 

thesis found that there is an opportunity for the development of more coordinated research work 

across different countries, a need for more theoretically applied research, and a need for various 

methods and samples. The reviews identified that research regarding motivation of sport event 

volunteers has adapted the concept of motivation for better understanding of volunteer 

management. Therefore, future research may need to investigate the effectiveness of HRM in 

managing event volunteers with relation to volunteer motivations and other possible variables 

that tend to affect volunteer management practices. In addition, this thesis identified that cluster 

analysis based on volunteer motivation may be an appropriate analytic tool for further research.  

As systematic quantitative literature reviews were provided in the previous chapters and a 

conceptual model was developed, this chapter considers research paradigms to ensure the 

adequacy of the research methodology. The chapter then outlines methods that allow the study 

to address the research questions identified in Chapter 1 and provides a rationale for the 

research method adopted in the empirical sections of the thesis. In addition, this chapter 

describes what kind of data were collected, how the studies were conducted, data collection 

methods and how the data were analysed. Chapter 4 is reported in terms of: (1) research 

paradigms; (2) rationale for the research method; (3) sampling frame; (4) instruments; (5) data 

collection and procedures; (6) treatment and analysis of data; and (7) summary.  

4.1 Research paradigms 

A variety of organising frameworks for theory and research are involved in social science 

studies, which are known as paradigms (Neuman, 2006). A paradigm consists of a set of basic 

principles and it reflects an overall view that defines the nature of the world, the individual’s 

place in the world and the possible relationships between the world and its parts (Lincoln & 

Guba, 2005). A general perspective or principle that indicates principal assumptions and beliefs 
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of the nature of phenomenon identifies research paradigms (Barker, Nancarrow, & Spackman, 

2001). Such paradigm makes an impact on the aim of the study, direction of the research, 

research methods and interpretation of the research results (Bryman, 2001). Therefore, a 

researcher’s choice of paradigm can be determined by the kinds of research questions under 

study (Tuli, 2011). 

Research paradigms can be categorised into two main concepts, which are positivism and 

interpretivism (Creswell, 2009). There is a clear differentiation made between paradigmatic 

approaches by recognising their ontological, epistemological and methodological bases (Guba 

& Lincoln, 1994). A proper paradigmatic approach is likely to offer a theoretical and practical 

framework for the investigation of study (Broido & Manning, 2002). Therefore, it is essential to 

consider an effective paradigmatic approach and research philosophy.  

In sociology, positivism is the view that social phenomena (e.g. human social behaviour) ought 

to be studied by gaining ‘factual’ knowledge through empirical observation and scientific 

methods. As positivism reflects realist/objectivist ontology and empiricist epistemology, this 

approach in turn guides a quantitative methodology and statistical analysis (Tuli, 2011). In 

contrast, interpretivism seeks to understand values, beliefs and meanings of social phenomena, 

thus it focuses on gaining a deep and sympathetic understanding of human activities and 

experiences (Creswell, 2009; Tuli, 2011). This interpretivist approach to social research would 

be much more qualitative than other approaches, reflecting constructionist ontology and 

interpretivist epistemology. Researchers working within the interpretivist paradigm are therefore 

guided to conduct in-depth interviews and non-numerical analysis (Tuli, 2011). 

Understanding of these different paradigms justifies the claim that there are competing 

methodologies in social research on the basis of different philosophical assumptions about the 

purpose of research and the nature of social phenomena (Neuman, 2003; Ulin, Robinson, & 

Tolley, 2004).  
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The primary undertaking of this thesis was to investigate volunteer motivation and PC for better 

understanding of characteristics and effective management of sport event volunteers by 

theoretically conceptualising their linkages with the key components of satisfaction and future 

behavioural intention. Therefore, this research aim required empirical research using numerical 

data analysis, and entailing a positivistic approach. 

4.2 Rationale for the research method 

When selecting appropriate social research methods, there are two main approaches that are 

widely used: qualitative and quantitative research methods. The unstructured qualitative 

research approach is more suitable to investigate the nature of a problem, issue or phenomenon 

without quantifying data (Dawson, 2002; Kothari, 2004; Kumar, 2005). In contrast, the 

structured quantitative research approach is more appropriate to determine the extent of a 

problem, issue or phenomenon by quantifying data (Dawson, 2002; Kothari, 2004; Kumar, 

2005).  

In Figure 4.1, the research design shows the selection of analytical methods for this thesis 

according to the research questions on the basis of the research aim. This thesis is based on the 

positivistic field of philosophy and emphasises a need for better understanding of a large 

number of sport event volunteers by exploring relationships between motivations and social-

demographic information. In addition, the positivistic approach adopted by the researcher for 

this thesis is that the study of PC amongst sport event volunteers is primarily about the analysis 

of usual linkages to volunteer satisfaction and intention to continue volunteering. This study 

therefore enquires into motivation and PC in sport event volunteerism. It is based on testing a 

theory comprised of variables, measured with numerical indicators and analysed with statistical 

techniques in order to support the predictive generalisations of the phenomena in this research.  
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             Figure 4.1 Research design
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As a quantitative approach involves the use of a survey and statistical analysis based on 

numerical data (Finn, Elliot-White, & Walton, 2000), it allows this study to examine a large 

number of behaviours and reactions of participants in the form of structured questions and 

standard answers in order to result in reliable and valid findings (Veal, 2006). The results of the 

quantitative analysis in this study assist in identifying sport event volunteers who are willing to 

engage in volunteer work. Therefore, the findings can eventually be generalised to the sport 

event volunteer population under investigation.  

Due to the exploratory nature of the research purpose and the generalisability of the results, a 

quantitative research method is considered suitable for this study. Adopting a quantitative 

approach enables this study to recognise the perspective of volunteers involved in sport events 

through their motivation and perception of PC. The next sections identify the sampling frame, 

instruments, data collection and procedures, and treatment and analysis of data in this thesis. 

4.3 Sampling frame 

This thesis included a sample of volunteers from four separate sport events: the 2015 Australian 

PGA Championship event at the Gold Coast (Golf Tournament); the 2016 Gold Coast Airport 

Marathon event (Multi distance running event); the 2016 Cycle Queensland event (Long 

distance, multi day Cycling event); and, the 2016 Australian PGA Championship event at the 

Gold Coast (Golf Tournament).  

The 2015 and 2016 Australian PGA Championship events were subsequent iterations of the 

same golf tournament in the PGA Tour of Australasia. They were the home tournament of the 

Australian PGA. The event originated in 1905 but has been staged at many different locations 

over that time. The event offered a range of different volunteer roles such as marshals, 

information booth officers, walker scorers, player services, guest services, board radio and carry 

boards to offer services to players and spectators during the event. The 2016 Gold Coast Airport 

Marathon was the 38th annual event staged at this location and attracted more than 27,000 

participants of all ages and abilities across a number of race lengths. This event organisation has 

delivered the Gold Coast Airport marathon event with volunteers to ensure that it is a success 
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each year. There were various volunteer roles such as administration, registration, information 

booth, directional volunteers, kit packing, interpreter and volunteer assistant. The 2016 Cycle 

Queensland event has been staged over the past 15 years over a number of different routes 

around Southeast Queensland. This event organisation offered participants a fully catered nine-

day cycling holiday with overnight stays in campsites. Volunteers also participated over the 

nine day duration and stayed overnight with the participants. There was a wide range of 

volunteer roles such as cycling services, logistics, services, ride reception, carrying luggage, 

cleaning, catering, café, medical, massage and volunteer support. All volunteers were placed in 

a team for the event and assigned to a team leader to support riders.  

The selection of these four sport events resulted from the following reasoning. First, due to 

advantages such as easy accessibility, less time consuming and reduced financial cost, it was 

practical for this study to select events in locations close to the researcher rather than study 

events in other countries or regions. Second, the PGA event has over 100 years of history and 

the Marathon event has taken place over nearly 40 years. Also, the cycling event has been 

staged for 15 years. Thus, each of these events was well-established, so the volunteer 

management structures and processes were likely to be well-established and a mix of continuing 

and new volunteers would likely be involved in the events. Thus, various volunteers under the 

supervision of well-established sport event organisations could be investigated. Third, these 

sport events need episodic, formal and organised volunteers who provide infrequently occurring 

service to an event organisation, typically for a single-day or multiday event. Since this study 

examined episodic volunteers around the staging of sport events, the selected sport events were 

appropriate for this study. Fourth, these four sport events rely on volunteers with no limitations 

on age, ethnicity, and gender. It was therefore possible to collect data from a wide range of 

volunteers.  

By selecting appropriate sport events for the data collection, this research accumulated a 

reasonable amount of data and investigated volunteers from several different types of sport 
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events. The inclusion of three different sports (golf, running and cycling) and event types 

(spectator and participatory) was aimed at improving the generalisability of the results.  

The study in Chapter 5 contained a sample of volunteers from the 2015 PGA Golf event, the 

2016 Marathon event, and the 2016 Cycling event. Due to the inclusion of additional items 

regarding PC types in the survey, the study in Chapter 6 included a sample of volunteers from 

the 2016 Marathon event, the 2016 Cycling event, and the 2016 PGA Golf event. That is, there 

are two common samples and one sample collected in a different year in each study.  

The size of the useable samples in the studies reported in Chapters 5 and 6 was 337 responses 

(response rate: 50.4%) and 261 responses (response rate: 45.1%) respectively.  

4.4 Instruments 

A pre-event survey consisted of five parts: (1) 21 items measuring volunteer motivations based 

on the VMS-ISE scale developed by Bang and Ross (2009), (2) three items regarding 

expectation of PC types, (3) ranking of PC types, (4) five items regarding socio-demographic 

information (e.g. gender, age, marital status, employment status, and educational level), and (5) 

five items regarding volunteering experiences (e.g. previous volunteer experiences at this event 

and other events, main information source, volunteer position preference, and volunteer hours). 

Volunteers responded to each item in relation to volunteer motivations and expectation of PC 

types using a 5-point Likert-type scale (1= not important, 2= slightly important, 3= somewhat 

important, 4= very important, 5= extremely important). Three items addressing expectations of 

PC types were also asked to rank the statements (1=the most important, 2=second important, 

3=the least important). The study in Chapter 5 used data regarding volunteer motivations, socio-

demographic information and volunteering experiences. The study in Chapter 6 used all items 

excluding five items regarding volunteering experiences in a pre-event survey. 

This thesis also conducted a post-event survey that contained three parts: (1) three items 

regarding experience of PC types, (2) one item in relation to overall satisfaction, and (3) one 

item about intention to continue volunteering. Three items about experience of PC types and 
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one item for overall satisfaction were rated on a 5-point Likert scale that ranged from very 

dissatisfied (1) to very satisfied (5). One item about intention to continue volunteering was 

measured on a 5-point Likert scale (1= strongly disagree, 2= disagree, 3= neither, 4= agree, 5= 

strongly agree). These data were used for the study in Chapter 6. The contents of surveys are 

detailed in Appendix 2 (see Appendix 2).  

4.5 Data collection and procedures 

The ethical clearance for these studies in Chapters 5 and 6 was approved by the Griffith 

University Human Research Ethics Committee before data collection began (Human ethics 

protocol number: 2015/744). The approved ethical form included a consent form and research 

information sheet (see Appendix 3).  

The participation of respondents in this research was completely voluntary and their responses 

were anonymous. No identifying information was used in reports of the findings. Only the 

‘code’ allowed the researcher to match their pre-event survey responses to their post-event 

survey responses without identifying them. The ‘code’ was made up of last letter of first name, 

last letter of family/surname, day of birthday and month of birthday. Respondents were 

requested to enter their ‘code’ in the survey questionnaire. If the respondents changed their 

mind after initially participating, they were free to withdraw from the study at any time without 

comment or penalty. As per ethics requirements at Griffith University, all hard copies were 

stored in a lockable filing cabinet in the office of the researcher. All electronic files were 

retained on a USB memory stick and a password protected computer at Griffith University.  

For the four sport events selected in this thesis, volunteers participated in the pre- and post-

event surveys either in person or via email. They received a pre-event survey invitation email 

(see Appendix 4) and a reminder email through the volunteer coordinators before the start of 

each event. Volunteers who were not able to respond to the online pre-event survey could 

complete the hard copy of the pre-event survey during the early stages of each event. On the last 

day of each event, some volunteers who wanted to participate in the onsite post-event survey 

completed the hard copy of the post-event survey. A post-event survey invitation email (see 
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Appendix 4) and reminder email were then sent to the rest of volunteers by the volunteer 

coordinators after the end of each event.  

This thesis utilised the mixed-mode surveys (i.e. online survey and onsite survey) to boost the 

survey response rate and provide two options in order to participate in the survey according to 

the preference and situation of respondents. Each of the methods available has its associated 

advantages and disadvantages and choosing a survey mode is associated with several factors 

such as the study objectives, sampling plan, survey instrument design, and data analysis plan 

(Couper & Miller, 2008; Dillman, Smyth, & Christian, 2014). In this thesis, it was required to 

examine a large number of participants in the form of structured questions and standard answers 

as a quantitative approach was adopted as a suitable method for this study. Gigliotti (2011) 

identified that using a mixed-mode design can supplement the shortcomings of each individual 

approach. Therefore, in order to enhance the validity and the generalisability of the results, the 

mixed-mode surveys were utilised in this thesis.  

In the study of Chapter 5, a useable sample for the analysis included 337 (i.e. online survey: 

n=198 and onsite survey: n=139) out of 668, representing a response rate of 29.6% (online 

survey) and 20.8% (onsite survey). In the study of Chapter 6, a useable sample for the analysis 

involved 261 (i.e. online survey: n=168 and onsite survey: n=93) out of 578, representing a 

response rate of 29.0% (online survey) and 16.1% (onsite survey).  

4.6 Treatment and analysis of data 

Both pre- and post-event online surveys administered in this research used a forced response 

option and both pre- and post-event onsite surveys were completed under the direction of the 

researcher to let respondents answer all questions. Surveys returned incomplete (i.e. included 

missing data), were excluded from all analyses. For the study in Chapter 5, the completed pre-

event survey data were used for the analysis. However, for the study in Chapter 6, the 

completed pre- and post-event survey data were only used for the analysis when the pre-event 

survey responses were able to match to the post-event survey responses. Where respondents 
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completed the pre-event survey but did not complete the post-event survey, both the pre-event 

and post-event survey data were excluded from the analyses in Chapter 6.    

 All data in this thesis were coded and analysed using SPSS version 22. To segment sport event 

volunteers by their motivation for the studies in Chapters 5 and 6, exploratory factor analysis 

(EFA) was firstly undertaken using the principal components analysis (PCA) with a varimax 

rotation. A hierarchical cluster analysis on standardised raw variables was then used to 

statistically identify different sub-groups based on volunteer motivations. With regard to 

characteristics about socio-demographic, volunteering-related experiences, and sport event 

types, chi-square contingency table analysis tests were conducted to examine significant 

relationships amongst motivation-based volunteer sub-groups.  

On the basis of segmentation of sport event volunteers by their motivation, the study in Chapter 

6 used frequency analysis to investigate the preference of PC types for sport event volunteers.  

ANOVA tests with Scheffe post-hoc tests were undertaken to find the differences in 

expectations and experiences of PC types as well as overall satisfaction and intention to 

continue volunteering between motivation-based volunteer sub-groups. The gap scores between 

expectations and experiences were identified using paired t-tests to compare expectations and 

experiences in terms of PC types. By conducting correlation analysis and regression analysis, 

this study attempted to investigate significant relationships between overall satisfaction and PC 

fulfilment and find the impact of PC fulfilment on volunteer satisfaction and future behavioural 

intention. 

In brief, methods used in this thesis are summarised in Figures 4.2 and 4.3.  
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                             Figure 4.2 Framework of research method in Chapter 5
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                                 Figure 4.3 Framework of research method in Chapter 6
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4.7 Summary 

This chapter has presented an overview of the research methods adopted for this study. The 

chapter has justified the adoption of and rationale for the selection of quantitative research 

methods. In addition, the chapter has explained sampling frame, research instruments, data 

collection and procedures, and treatment and analysis of data. As the research design of this 

study has now been described, the next chapters (Chapters 5 and 6) present two empirical 

studies that have been submitted to peer-reviewed journals. 
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Chapter 5. Heterogeneity of sport event volunteer motivations: A 

segmentation approach 

 

The previous chapter provided an overview of the research design for this study and addressed 

the selection and justification of the research method, sampling, data collection approach and 

research techniques.  

Building on the systematic quantitative literature review of motivation of sport event volunteers 

presented in Chapter 3, this chapter focuses on the investigation of volunteer motivations in 

relation to management of sport event volunteers. By collecting data from three different sport 

events and applying theoretical background, this study in Chapter 5 attempts to classify the 

motivation-based profiles of sport event volunteers to develop a meaningful segmentation of 

volunteers and explore their characteristics in an effort to inform development of effective 

volunteer management strategies.     

This chapter consists of the post-print version of a co-authored paper with my principal 

supervisors. The bibliographic detail of the paper, including all authors, is:  

Kim, E., Fredline, L., & Cuskelly, G. (2018). Heterogeneity of sport event 

volunteer motivations: A segmentation approach. Tourism Management, 68(2018), 

375-386. 

My contribution to the paper involved: developing survey instruments, conducting surveys, data 

collection, data analyses, creating tables, drafting of the manuscript, revision of the manuscript 

and submission to the journal. 
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Heterogeneity of sport event volunteer motivations: A segmentation approach 

 

EUNJUNG KIM, LIZ FREDLINE AND GRAHAM CUSKELLY 

Department of Tourism, Sport and Hotel Management, Griffith Business School, 

Griffith University, Gold Coast Campus, Southport, Queensland, Australia 

 

Abstract: This study identifies specific sport event volunteer motivations, and then segments 

sport event volunteers based on their motivations. It investigates the distinct features of four 

motivational clusters in terms of their socio-demographics, their volunteering-related 

experiences, and the type of sport event at which they volunteered. The data comprises a sample 

of 337 volunteers from three sport events in Queensland. The Volunteer Motivation Scale for 

International Sporting Events (VMS-ISE) questionnaire is used and data are analyzed using 

exploratory factor analysis and hierarchical cluster analysis on standardized variables. Chi-

square tests are then undertaken to explore relationships with other variables. The results 

indicate that motivations differ among the four main groups identified. Event organizers will be 

able to use this understanding of differing motivations to develop more effective volunteer 

management strategies.  

 

 Key words: Cluster analysis, sport event, volunteer, motivation 
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1. Introduction 

Volunteering is an important part of the tourism and leisure sectors and can take a variety of 

forms. Volunteer tourism, which involves people travelling to participate in volunteering 

activities, often in developing countries, is an important and growing trend (Guttentag, 2009) 

which is attracting more research attention (Elliott, 2008). About 1.6 million people worldwide 

join volunteer tourism projects annually and these volunteer tourists spend between £832 

million and £1.3 billion per year (equivalent to AUD 1.5 billion-2.3 billion) (Tourism Research 

& Marketing, 2008).  

 A more established trend in volunteering is locals who volunteer at attractions and events that 

help bring tourists to a destination. These volunteers provide important human resources to 

tourism and event organisations and are therefore an important component of the tourism 

industry. As mainstream tourism researchers have argued for the need to better manage tourism-

related business (Barbieri, Santos, & Katsube, 2012; Benson & Henderson, 2011; Tribe, 2008), 

effective volunteer management is an important dimension that needs to be informed by 

research.  

Recruitment of volunteers is a significant part of the human resource management processes and 

critical to hosting many successful sport events (Sharififar, Ganjouie, Tondnevis, & Zarei, 

2011). The International Labor Organization (2011) argued that volunteer work is most 

effective when properly managed. Event organizers rely on the assistance of volunteers, often in 

large numbers, in the lead up to and particularly during the staging of events. Therefore, it is 

important to build a mutual relationship between volunteers and event organizers to promote 

strong volunteer engagement. Such a close and well-established relationship between volunteers 

and event organizers would be expected to make a meaningful contribution to the event and 

influence volunteers to be more involved in volunteering The quality of the relationship can be 

influenced by how well volunteer management processes are implemented at a sport event 

(Taylor, Darcy, Hoye, & Cuskelly, 2006).  
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Volunteers, however, are a highly diverse group and frequently represent different nationalities 

and cultures, gender, age, career backgrounds, personal characteristics and previous volunteer 

experiences. Such diverse backgrounds and characteristics are likely to affect motives, needs, 

desires, and behavior of volunteers (Alexander, Kim & Kim, 2015). An understanding of the 

motives and characteristics of individual volunteers or groups of volunteers would best inform 

decisions about the most appropriate approaches and strategies regarding volunteer 

management. By segmenting volunteers, sport event organizers might gain a better 

understanding of the range of factors that influence sport event volunteering and be able to use 

these factors to recruit, support, and manage volunteers more effectively (Alexander et al. 2015; 

Schlesinger & Gubler, 2016).  

Although a substantial number of relevant studies have investigated sport event volunteerism 

with regard to characteristics of volunteers and volunteer management (e.g. Bang, Alexandris, 

& Ross, 2008; Bang & Ross, 2009; Bang, Won, & Kim, 2009; Dickson, Benson, Blackman, & 

Terwiel, 2013; Dickson, Benson, & Terwiel, 2014; Dickson, Darcy, Edwards, & Terwiel, 2015, 

Hallmann & Harms, 2012; Khoo & Engelhorn, 2007, 2011; VanSickle, Pierce, & Diacin, 2015), 

there are few studies of volunteer segmentation, even though many researchers recognize that 

volunteers are heterogeneous (Schlesinger & Gubler, 2016). This research has attempted to 

address the problem of heterogeneity amongst volunteers using a segmentation approach. 

Because motivation is one of the main concepts applied to understanding the decisions of 

individuals to become involved in volunteer activities, an understanding of different profiles of 

sport event volunteers’ motives would help event managers design more advanced and effective 

volunteer management strategies tailored to the different needs within the volunteer group. 

Thus, the purpose of this study is to profile and segment sport event volunteers based on their 

motivation. Further, this research investigates the distinctive features of sport event volunteer 

clusters based on socio-demographic and volunteer-related experiences across three different 

sport events. 
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 2. Literature review 

Given the substantial contribution of volunteers to events generally and sport events in 

particular, it is important to try to ensure the sustainability of this valuable resource. Volunteers 

are more likely to continue to engage with events if they are satisfied with their experiences, and 

they are more likely to be satisfied if their needs are met. For this reason, it is important to 

understand motivations for volunteering and the needs that volunteers are seeking to fulfill 

through their participation in an event. This literature review identifies appropriate theoretical 

bases for this study and summarizes the previous research which has segmented sport event 

volunteers on the basis of their motivations. It also describes the range of existing volunteer 

motivation scales in an effort to inform the design of the study. 

2.1 Theoretical background 

“Theory, or a statement of constructs and their relationships to one another that explain how, 

when, why, and under what conditions phenomena take place, is a critical element in the 

advancement of an academic discipline” (Cunningham, 2013, p. 1). Researchers apply theory to 

develop research questions, determine methods, analyze data, discuss results, and draw 

conclusions (Sutton & Staw, 1995). Several theoretical frameworks provide unique ways of 

approaching critical topics in the field with regard to the motivations of sport event volunteers. 

Clary et al. (1998) used functional theory to hypothesize six functions (i.e. values, 

understanding, social, career, protective motives, and enhancement) potentially served by all 

kinds of volunteerism and they designed an instrument known as the Volunteer Functions 

Inventory (VFI) to measure these functions. This functional approach proposed that people 

involved in similar acts may have different underlying motivations with respect to different 

functions for doing so. Clary et al. (1998) found that volunteers who were driven by their 

personally desired functions tended to be more satisfied with their volunteer work and had 

stronger intentions to continue volunteering. Their investigations provided empirical support for 

a functional approach focusing on the psychological purposes served by doing volunteer 
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activities and highlighted the active role of individuals that reflect important features of self and 

identity to match the person and the situation. 

The Special Event Volunteer Motivation Scale (SEVMS) developed by Farrell, Johnston and 

Twynam (1998) and Motivation To Volunteer (MTV) for Special Events identified by Monga 

(2006) are based on the incentives approach of Knoke and Prensky (1984). Knoke and Prensky 

(1984) identified three underlying volunteer motives which they labeled: normative incentives 

(referred to as purposive incentives, which are genuine concern for others and a desire to help); 

affective incentives (referred to as solidary incentives, which are social benefits derived from 

relationships with a group); and utilitarian incentives (referred to as material incentives, which 

are benefits from volunteering–such as gaining work experience, skills and tangible benefits). 

These incentives seem to lie at the core of the mechanisms for volunteering by which 

individuals exchange valued incentives for engaging in volunteer activities. These three 

dimensions appeared to be useful in exploring the motivations of volunteers for sport events 

(Farrell et al., 1998).  Farrell et al. (1998) reasoned that volunteer satisfaction with overall 

experiences is not only a function of fulfilling their expectations, but is also associated with 

their satisfaction with the facilities and the organization of the event. The incentives approach of 

Knoke and Prensky (1984) has been applied in several sport event volunteer studies (e.g. 

Dickson et al., 2013; Dickson et al., 2014; Khoo & Engelhorn, 2011; Twynam, Farrell, & 

Johnston, 2002). Using Principal Components Analysis (PCA), Dickson et al. (2013) and 

Dickson et al. (2014) found six factors that influence sport event volunteering  from 36 

motivation items, with the most important factors entitled ‘all about the games’ and ‘altruistic’. 

Khoo and Engelhorn (2011) identified a five-factor model with the altruistic factor (purposive 

incentives) being the most important. Twynam et al. (2002) found that special event volunteers 

indicated motivations across four factors with purposive, commitment, and solidary being 

stronger motivations than external traditions. Monga (2006) recognized the unique 

characteristics of special events and highlighted a five-dimensional framework including two 

additional explanatory dimensions such as affiliatory and egoistic motivations.  
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Giannoulakis, Wang, and Gray (2007) argued that studies of volunteerism in non-sport sectors 

have been unable to identify aspects of volunteering that are unique to sport volunteerism. They 

suggested that additional research should be conducted in order to establish a conceptualized 

theory that would identify the significance of motives to volunteer in sport settings. Strigas and 

Jackson (2003, p. 121) argued that theory “…needs to take under consideration the size, 

location, purpose, composition of the volunteer labor, and impact of the sport event on the 

hosting community, and create a taxonomy of sport events for volunteers based on the presiding 

factors”. Based on this theoretical approach, Giannoulakis et al. (2007) developed an instrument 

known as the Olympic Volunteer Motivation Scale (OVMS) to particularly examine volunteer 

motivation in the context of the Olympic Games. 

The Volunteer Motivation Scale for International Sporting Events (VMS-ISE) by Bang and 

Ross (2009) suggested that ‘love of a sport’ appeared to be a unique motivator of sport event 

volunteers. This concept is related to ‘mere love of sport’ as an incentive for volunteer activity. 

The notion of ‘love of sport’ was drawn from sport fan involvement research grounded in social 

identity theory (e.g. Jenkins, 1996; Laverie & Arnett, 2000; MacClancy, 1996). Based on a 

sport fan involvement approach, the love of sport dimension was conceptualized such that 

individuals may want to volunteer for sport events because they enjoy sports and love being 

engaged in activities associated with sport. Also, individuals may have an intention to volunteer 

at sport events as they have positive feelings and passion for a specific sport (Bang et al., 2008). 

In this sense, the VMS-ISE added attractiveness of sport as one of sports volunteers’ strong 

motives. Adaptations of the VMS-ISE have been used in several empirical studies (e.g. Bang et 

al., 2008; Bang & Ross, 2009; Bang et al., 2009; Hallmann & Harms, 2012; Schlesinger & 

Gubler, 2016; VanSickle et al., 2015).  

The incentives approach of Knoke and Prensky (1984) is likely to help identify general 

incentives aspects of volunteer motivation that can be applied not only to volunteer activities 

generally, but also to sport event volunteering. In addition, aspects of sport-specific incentives 

such as ‘love of sport’ or ‘community involvement’, may contribute to predicting intention to 
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volunteer in sport events (Bang & Ross, 2009). This study is based on these underlying 

theoretical foundations. 

2.2 Volunteer motivation scale 

Motivations could be formed by attitudes, beliefs, values and personality which encourage 

individuals to engage in activities (Chelladurai, 2006), in the case of this research, volunteering. 

Motivation is highly complex, and can vary, depending on types of events and organizations 

(Bang & Ross, 2009). The motivation of sport event volunteers could therefore be considered 

somewhat differently. There are several research studies related to volunteer motivation scales 

such as VFI (Clary et al., 1998), SEVMS (Farrell et al., 1998), MTV for Special Events 

(Monga, 2006), OVMS (Giannoulakis et al., 2007), and VMS-ISE (Bang & Ross, 2009).  

The volunteer motivation scales identified above include sub-scales, which this study has 

categorized as either common constructs (measured in five scales), shared constructs (measured 

in two or more scales) or unique constructs (measured on only one of the scales) (see Table 1). 
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Comparison of these scales shows that altruistic values for other people (that is, values and 

purposive) and establishing social relationships (that is, social, solidary, and interpersonal 

contacts) are common motivation factors as they were measured by five of the volunteer 

motivation scales found in the literature (VFI, SEVMS, MTV for Special Events, OVMS, and 

VMS-ISE). Growth and development (i.e. enhancement, egoistic, and personal growth), career-

related benefits and experiences (i.e. career, instrumentalist, and career orientation), and 

tangible benefits (i.e. instrumentalist and extrinsic rewards) were categorized as shared 

motivation factors (i.e. evident in the VFI, MTV for Special Events, and VMS-ISE but not in 

other scales). Unique constructs, as indicated below, were evident in only one of each of the 

four motivation scales, perhaps as a consequence of the context in which volunteer motivations 

were measured. ‘Protective motives’, which is related to reducing one’s guilt and addressing 

one’s personal problems and ‘understanding’, which is concerned with learning and exercising 

one’s skills and knowledge, were each measured only on the VFI. ‘External tradition’, which is 

related to family traditions and external influences on an individual’s volunteer career, and 

‘commitments’, which is linked to external expectations and personal skills with commitment to 

volunteering, were found only on the SEVMS. ‘Affiliatory motives’, which may be in the form 

of a particular interest to the special event activity, was measured only on the MTV for Special 

Events. ‘Olympic related’, which is associated with the Olympic movement and meeting with 

Olympic athletes, was a factor on the OVMS, which was particularly oriented towards Olympic 

volunteers. ‘Community involvement’ (i.e. feeling a sense of belonging, pride, and community 

spirit) and ‘love of sport’ (i.e. loving the sport and liking any event of the sport), were measured 

only on the VMS-ISE. Such unique motivation factors were shown by each scale to be valid and 

reliable and an appropriate measure of volunteers’ motives in the various cases studied.   

While the VFI (Clary et al., 1998) and the SEVMS (Farrell et al., 1998) have increased an 

understanding of volunteer motivation more generally and have been used more widely than 

other scales, in this case, it is necessary to gain an understanding of the motives of volunteers in 

the context of various sport events. As the ‘love of sport’ dimension is integrated into the VMS-
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ISE and the scheme by Bang and Ross (2009), it is likely to be applicable to different type of 

sport events, so this study is based on the scale developed by Bang and Ross (2009).   

2.3 Segmentation research of the motives of sport event volunteers  

Despite a number of studies on the motivation of sport event volunteers, few previous studies 

have attempted to segment sport event volunteers according to their motivation. Segmentation 

research would seem to be an important issue given that volunteers are heterogeneous. It 

appears as though only two studies have attempted to segment sport event volunteers.  

Alexander et al. (2015) used seven motivational factors in a segmentation study of volunteers at 

the 2012 London Olympic Games. They identified three distinct segments (i.e. obligated, 

enthusiastic, and semi-enthusiastic) in measuring volunteer satisfaction, behavioral intentions 

for other future events, and socio-demographic backgrounds. Their study was the first research 

that developed motivation-based segmentation related to sport event volunteers at a major sport 

event. By identifying meaningful segments of volunteers, their study focused attention on the 

strategic importance of understanding the diversity of groupings among sport event volunteers 

for a targeted-communication approach. However, their study did not appear to be underpinned 

by an appropriate theoretical framework explaining why these different clusters are represented 

(Schlesinger & Gubler, 2016). Further, the Alexander et al. (2015) segmented volunteers at only 

one major sport event, which limits the generalizability of the results.  

For the 2014 European Athletics Championships, Schlesinger and Gubler (2016) investigated 

the segmentation of sport event volunteers based on their different motivations. Their study 

used the VMS-ISE and identified four motivation-based volunteer groups (i.e. community 

supporters, material incentive seekers, social networkers, and career and personal growth 

orienteers). The groups differed in relation to socio-economic, sport-related and volunteer 

activity-related variables. Results showed that motivational profiles differed between groups of 

sport event volunteers, and that volunteers occasionally combine different bundles of motives. 

Their findings contributed to a better understanding of the heterogeneity of sport event 
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volunteers. Although their research had a large sample (n=1,169), Schlesinger and Gubler 

(2016) evaluated volunteer motives in only one event.  

Both the Alexander et al. (2015) and the Schlesinger and Gubler (2016) studies are valuable to 

the extent that they researched the heterogeneity of event volunteers’ motives and identified 

meaningful event volunteer segments. However, as one-sample studies which have not been 

repeated within the same event or across different events, the extent to which the event 

volunteer segments are generalizable to the wider event industry, is limited. Single sample 

studies, even with large numbers of respondents, leave open the question of findings being 

replicable. 

The current study aims to address these limitations by collecting a sample from volunteers at 

three different types of sport events to improve generalizability of the results. This study then 

attempts to classify the motivation-based profiles of sport event volunteers and develop a 

meaningful segmentation of volunteers across these sport events to verify more segmentation 

types and explore the characteristics of volunteers in various sport events.  

3. Methods 

The methods section describes how the study was conducted, why specific procedures were 

chosen, and explains how the data were analyzed. This section includes: (1) sampling frame; (2) 

instruments; (3) data collection and procedures; and, (4) treatment and analysis of data. 

3.1 Sampling frame  

This study contains a sample of volunteers from three separate sport events: the 2015 Australian 

PGA Championship event at the Gold Coast (Golf Tournament); the 2016 Gold Coast Airport 

Marathon event (Multi distance running event); and, the 2016 Cycle Queensland event (Long 

distance, multi day Cycling event). The golf and marathon events are both staged in a major 

tourism destination in Australia and are important components of the destination experience for 

tourists visiting the region. The cycling event was participant oriented but also a tourism 
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experience to the extent that the participants and volunteers toured through and stayed in a 

number of different locations during the event. These three events were chosen for several 

reasons. First, because of time and financial constraints and bearing in mind the need for easy 

access to event organizers and event volunteers, this study selected event locations close to the 

researcher rather than choose events in other countries or regions. Second, each of these events 

is well-established (e.g. the PGA since 1905, the Marathon since 1979, and the Cycling since 

2002), meaning that management structures and processes were likely to be well-established 

and that a mix of continuing and new volunteers would be involved in the event. Third, these 

events are heavily reliant on volunteers and they have few limitations on age, gender and socio-

economic status, making access to a potentially diverse group of volunteers possible. Such 

diverse sampling across different types of sport events attempted to address one of the 

shortcomings of the segmentation research referred to in the literature; that is, other studies have 

been limited to a single event. It is hoped that the current study will contribute to the 

development of this important and emerging body of knowledge on sport event volunteer 

segmentation by providing evidence of generalizability beyond a single mega-event to a range 

of smaller sport events.  

In an effort to establish a basis for pooling the response data from three different sport events, 

the bivariate correlation matrices for each event were visually observed and compared for 

similarity. Comparable patterns were identified. Afterward, the pooled correlation matrix was 

inspected for intercorrelations. All statements were found to be correlated significantly (r > 0.4) 

with at least two other items. It was therefore determined that the pooled data set was suitable 

for analysis. 

The size of the initial sampling frame was 668 (i.e. PGA: n=350, Marathon: n=195, and 

Cycling: n=123) and a useable sample for the analysis included 337 (i.e. PGA: n=152, 

Marathon: n=104, and Cycling: n=81) volunteers in total and resulted in an overall response rate 

of 50.4%.  
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3.2 Instruments 

The survey questionnaire consisted of three parts: (1) items measuring volunteer motivations, 

(2) socio-demographic information, and (3) volunteering experiences. The questionnaire used 

for this study was adapted from the volunteer motivation study of Bang et al. (2009), which 

examined seven dimensions of volunteer motivation in a sport event context. The seven 

dimensions of VMS-ISE were Expression of Values (three items), Community Involvement 

(three items), Interpersonal Contacts (three items), Career Orientation (three items), Personal 

Growth (three items), Extrinsic Rewards (three items), and Love of Sport (three items). A pilot 

study using a convenience sample of 36 participants was conducted. According to the comments 

offered by the participants, the questionnaire was revised to improve the ease of reading and 

understanding. 

Respondents were asked to indicate their levels of motivation, socio-demographic information, 

and volunteering experiences. The 21 items addressing motivation were measured on a 

unidirectional 5-point Likert-type scale (1= not important, 2= slightly important, 3= somewhat 

important, 4= very important, 5= extremely important). For this research, five questions 

addressing socio-demographic information (e.g. gender, age, marital status, employment status, 

and educational level) and an additional five questions addressing volunteering experiences (e.g. 

previous volunteer experiences at this event and other events, main information source, 

volunteer position preference, and volunteer hours) were asked. 

3.3 Data collection and procedures 

A total of 668 volunteers were asked either in person or via email to complete the questionnaire. 

One or two weeks before the start of each event, a survey invitation email was sent to potential 

volunteers by volunteer coordinators of the three events, using their database of volunteers 

registered for these events. Four days later a reminder email was sent via the volunteer 

coordinator in an effort to improve response rates. Volunteers who were not able to participate 
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in the online survey were asked by a member of the research team to complete a hard copy of 

the survey during the early stages of each event.  

3.4 Treatment and analysis of data 

The data collected from all three events were coded and analyzed using SPSS version 22. First, 

an exploratory factor analysis (EFA) was conducted using the PCA with a varimax rotation. 

EFA was used to explore the number of latent constructs underlying the set of items in regard to 

motivation and to provide a means of explaining variation among items. EFA is likely to 

examine processes for determining an appropriate number of factors and the pattern of factor 

loadings from the data. EFA is used when the primary goal is to identify latent constructs and 

there is relatively little prior theory and a lack of empirical evidence to specify an a priori 

model or make strong assumptions about how many common factors exist (Fabrigar, Wegener, 

MacCallum, & Strahan, 1999).  

In this study, the results of the EFA were quite different from those of previous empirical 

research which had used similar motivation scale items. Trninić, Jelaska, and Štalec (2013, 

p.13) stated that “Known structures of factors are frequently not corroborated by empirical 

research, that is, the same factors have not been found in different empirical factorial findings”. 

In this way, although motivation variables used in this study were measured in previous studies, 

the common factors were slightly different as the targeted samples were somewhat unique and 

there was a risk respondents might understand and answer the questionnaire differently in each 

event context. 

All factors with an eigenvalue equal to or greater than 1.0 were retained. In addition, all items 

with a factor loading equal to or above 0.6 and communality equal to or above 0.5 were 

included (see Table 2). Reliability coefficients (Cronbach’s α) were computed to estimate the 

internal consistency of the items within each factor. All factors identified in this study had 

reliability coefficients greater than 0.7 and were considered acceptable for further analysis.  
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Second, this research investigated different groupings of respondents based on their 

motivations. Cluster analysis is used to identify motivational segments statistically through 

dividing individuals into relatively homogeneous subgroups based on their scores on the 

motivational items. Before conducting a cluster analysis, the raw motivation variables were 

standardized using Z-scores based on each individual means and standard deviation across the 

motivation items. The rationale for using standardization was to remove the influence of 

response style, that is, the tendency for some respondents to use the extreme ends of the scale 

while others tend to select values closer to the middle. By using a Z – Score the new values 

reflect a relatively high or low score for any given respondent.  A hierarchical cluster analysis 

was performed using Ward’s method with squared Euclidean distance as the measure. To 

compare different groups of respondents regarding their motivation factors, frequency analysis 

was conducted based on the cluster solution by using variables saved as scores, which were 

formed by an EFA of motivation.  

Third, chi-square tests were undertaken to test for significant relationships with regard to socio-

demographic, volunteering-related experiences, and sport event types among the volunteer 

motivation subgroup clusters identified.    

4. Results 

Results of analysis are reported in terms of: (1) factor analysis of the motivation scale; (2) 

decision for the logical clustering; (3) profiles of motivational clusters; (4) characteristics of 

motivational clusters; and, (5) sport event types of motivational clusters.      

4.1 Factor analysis of the motivation scale 

The PCA of the 19 motivation items (of a total 21 items) resulted in six underlying dimensions. 

Two items (i.e. ‘volunteering makes me feel needed’ and ‘volunteering makes me feel 

important’) were omitted due to high cross-loadings between factors. These six factors were 

labelled (1) ‘Expression of values’, (2) ‘Career orientation’, (3) ‘Love of sport’, (4) ‘Community 

involvement’, (5) ‘Interpersonal contacts’, and (6) ‘Extrinsic rewards’ (see Table 2).  
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The resulting solution identified six factors and explained 77.47% of the variance. Factor 

loadings for all 19 items ranged from 0.626 to 0.895. Relatively high factor loadings indicate a 
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reasonably high relationship between the described factors and their individual items. Variables 

with low factor loadings were not observed after the two cross-loading items were dropped from 

the analysis. Reliability coefficients (Cronbach’s α) of all relevant variables in the rotated factor 

matrix ranged from 0.774 to 0.893.  

The first factor of ‘Expression of values’ (eigenvalue=6.289) consisted of four motivation items 

and the second factor of ‘Career orientation’ (eigenvalue=2.976) contained three items. The 

third factor of ‘Love of sport’ (eigenvalue=2.006) included three items, the fourth factor of 

‘Community involvement’ (eigenvalue=1.414) also comprised three items, and the fifth factor of 

‘Interpersonal contacts’ (eigenvalue=1.029) consisted of a further three motivation items. 

Finally, the sixth factor of ‘Extrinsic rewards’ (eigenvalue=1.005) included another three items. 

Six factors loaded in this study were somewhat different from those of previous studies which 

had used a similar event volunteer motivation scale (e.g. Bang & Ross, 2009; Bang et al., 2009; 

Schlesinger & Gubler, 2016). The previous studies extracted seven factors from the VMS-ISE 

scale using nearly 30 items, including not only the six factors loaded in this study, but also one 

factor which was ‘personal growth’. However, due to omission of two items relating to the 

‘personal growth’ factor that resulted from factor analysis in this study, six dimensions of 

volunteer motivation were finally determined.  

4.2 Decision for the logical clustering  

Cluster analysis can be used to identify which cases in a data set are similar, based on the 

centroids of a set of variables. Cluster analysis allows researchers to identify a range of cluster 

solutions and then to select the best solution based on ease of interpretation. Although many 

researchers use factor score in the cluster analysis, Dolnicar and Grün (2008) argued that this 

approach is less likely to determine the logical cluster solution because important variation in 

the dataset is lost.  

For instance, a study by Cha, McCleary, and Uysal (1995) used six factor scores which 

explained only 50% of variance in the original 30 motivational items. Shoemaker (1994) also 
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used the resulting factor scores in only 12 factors from the original 39 items. The study by 

Alexander et al. (2015) used the mean values of seven factor scores from an original 21 items 

addressing motivation to conduct a k-means clustering procedure. Likewise, there are several 

problems regarding the procedure for using factor scores in segmentation studies. It can lead to 

different results against the original information and discard information before cluster analysis. 

Also, it can eliminate variables that potentially could be the most important pieces of 

information for the identification of ideal segments (Dolnicar & Grün, 2008) Therefore, 

researchers should question this procedure when performing segmentation studies.  

Sheppard (1997, p.57) suggested that “Cluster analysis on raw item scores, as opposed to factor 

scores, may produce more accurate or detailed segmentation as it preserves a greater degree of 

the original data”. Although it may be difficult to demonstrate an appropriate segmentation 

technique as it is typically not known which the true segment solution is (Dolnicar & Grün, 

2008), overall clustering of the raw data directly (i.e. cluster segmentation) can identify the 

number of clusters in the data set more correctly than cluster analysis, using the resulting factor 

scores (i.e. factor-cluster segmentation). In this regard, ‘factor–cluster segmentation’ tends to 

perform substantially worse than ‘cluster segmentation’ as an approach of ‘factor-cluster 

segmentation’ may reduce the success of segment solution (Dolnicar & Grün, 2008) and may 

ignore critical information from respondents. Consistent with this line of reasoning, this study 

used the original item scores for the cluster analysis rather than the factor scores.  

The next decision was to use standardized data rather than unstandardized data for the cluster 

analysis. In this study, each item was measured on a five point Likert-type scale and the 

distribution of motivation scores demonstrated low levels of variance; therefore raw scores were 

standardized using Z-scores so that each respondent motivation score represented its deviation 

from the mean of all their motivation scores rather than a specific point on the scale. Although 

the choice of a certain standardization rule is up to the discretion of the researcher (Visalakshi & 

Thangavel, 2009), a standardization procedure seems to make a better quality cluster solution. 

Thus, Z-scores were used in this study. 
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Finally, the clustering method selected was hierarchical cluster analysis using Ward’s method 

with squared Euclidian distances as the measure. There are many possible applications of 

clustering techniques, the most common ones being k-means and hierarchical clustering 

algorithms (Johnson, 1967). “Hierarchical clustering is a step-wise process that merges the two 

closest or furthest data points or group of data points at each step” (Cabieses, Tunstall, & 

Pickett, 2015, p.309). Ward’s method of hierarchical clustering with squared Euclidean distance 

is said to identify groups clearly by minimizing within cluster differences and avoiding 

problems in regard to chaining of observations found in the single linkage method (Hair, 

Anderson, Tatham, & Black, 1998).  

4.3 Profiles of motivational clusters 

All of the scores of the standardized raw motivation variables were used in the cluster analysis 

to determine the profiles of sport event volunteers. After analyzing the cluster solutions ranging 

from two to five clusters, a four-cluster solution was selected to be the most adequate due to 

meaningful differences between the segments. The total sample (n=337) was compared in the 

four-cluster solution and had different sized groups. The results of the final cluster analysis 

procedure are displayed in Table 3. Cluster 1 accounted for 41 out of 337 volunteers (12.2% of 

cases) while Cluster 2 was the largest segment with 165 volunteers (49.0% of cases). Cluster 3 

was the second largest and accounted for 95 volunteers (28.1% of cases) and Cluster 4 was the 

smallest group including only 36 volunteers (10.7%). The factor scores from the PCA were then 

used to describe the profiles of each cluster. 
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Cluster 1 was highest for the factor ‘Extrinsic rewards’ (1.19) across groups. Cluster 2 

displayed the highest mean cluster scores for the factors of ‘Love of sport’ (0.19) and 

‘Community involvement’ (0.71). ‘Expression of Values’ (0.24) was the highest motivation 

factor for  Cluster 3 compared to other clusters, and Cluster 4 was highest on the factors ‘Career 

orientation’ (2.01) and ‘Interpersonal contacts’ (0.31). In the following section, the four 

clusters are described by the positive and high scores of motivation factors based on the cluster 

solution on the standardized motivation values.  

Cluster 1 (12.2%) was strongly motivated by ‘Extrinsic rewards’ as the most positive within 

this cluster and was labeled ‘material benefits seekers’ because it included incentives that fit 

into the material/utilitarian incentives described by Knoke and Prensky (1984). Through their 

volunteering activity, these individuals mostly sought tangible benefits rather than intangible 

benefits or values. They expected to receive the material rewards such as free tickets/admission, 

uniform, licensed apparel, and food. Interestingly, volunteers in this group were generally not 

motivated by the factor ‘Expression of Values’ (-1.01) which had the highest negative 

motivation score for this cluster and across all four clusters.       

Cluster 2 (49.0%) was characterized by the high positive motivation factor, ‘Community 

involvement’, and the second highest positive motivation factor, ‘Love of sport’, within this 

group. It was labeled ‘sport and community enthusiasts’. This group involved sport-specific 

incentives and coincided with the sport fan involvement approach, grounded in social identity 

theory (e.g. Jenkins, 1996; Laverie & Arnett, 2000; MacClancy, 1996). Volunteers in this group 

were motivated by getting involved in the volunteering to express and present their love and 

pride in terms of sport and their community hosting the sport event. It can be argued that this 

group had a tendency to be altruistic and, interestingly, the factor ‘Extrinsic rewards’ (-0.21), on 

the contrary, had a relatively low value for these volunteers. 

Cluster 3 (28.1%) was mainly oriented towards the motivation factor ‘Expression of Values’.  

This group was named ‘altruists’ and scored highly on altruistic values, what Knoke and 
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Prensky (1984) called normative/purposive incentives. Volunteers in this group considered 

purposive motives to be the most important in order to help others and create a better society. 

However, they had relatively low scores on the ‘Community involvement’ (-0.88) factor which 

tends to be inconsistent with altruistic value.   

Cluster 4 (10.7%) volunteers were motivated to meet and interact with other people and gain 

new career contacts for their jobs. The motivation factors ‘Career orientation’ and 

‘Interpersonal contacts’ were both relatively highly scored for this group of volunteers. This 

group was named ‘career and social relationship seekers’ and was similar to Knoke and 

Prensky’s (1984) affective/solidary incentives. Volunteers in Cluster 4 used the sport events to 

develop a social network and develop career-related experiences. In contrast, the factor 

‘Community involvement’ (-0.69) tended to have less importance as a driver of their motivation.    

4.4 Characteristics of motivational clusters 

To compare and distinguish the four motivational clusters, the four groups were analyzed with 

regard to social-demographic and volunteering-related experiences using Chi-Square 

Contingency Table Analysis. This analysis identifies patterns that are likely to enable sport 

event organizations to better understand the profile of volunteers’ characteristics and support the 

development of strategies that could be used to better target the recruitment of potential 

volunteers.  

Chi-square tests were used to identify relationships between the socio-demographic variables 

and membership of each cluster (see Table 4).  
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There were no significant relationships with gender among the four clusters as p > 0.05 

(X2=0.52). All clusters tended to have a balanced gender distribution with a slightly higher 

proportion of males due to their over-representation in the sample (58.2%). However, there were 

significant age patterns (X2=162.03; p < 0.001) between the groups. Cluster 1 (material benefits 

seekers) and Cluster 3 (altruists) were dominated by people aged 45 to 64, while Cluster 4 

(career and social relationship seekers) had more people (< 30 years of age; 66.7%). People 

aged 65 or above were comparatively affiliated with Cluster 2 (sport and community 

enthusiasts) (52.1%). Results in terms of partnership types of the volunteers indicated that there 

were significant relationships (X2=52.05; p < 0.001). Volunteers who were married or living 

with a partner were predominantly found in Cluster 1 (material benefits seekers) (75.6%), 

Cluster 2 (sport and community enthusiasts) (66.7%), and Cluster 3 (altruists) (78.9%). Perhaps 

not surprisingly, Cluster 4 (career and social relationship seekers) was most likely to involve 

singles (86.1%) as people aged < 30 years mostly belonged to this cluster. With regard to 

employment status (X2=82.74; p < 0.001), volunteers in Cluster 4 (career and social relationship 
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seekers) were mostly unemployed (41.7%) or people with a part-time job (38.9%). There were 

no retired people in this cluster. On the contrary, volunteers in Cluster 1 (material benefits 

seekers) (53.7%), Cluster 2 (sport and community enthusiasts) (62.4%), and Cluster 3 (altruists) 

(52.6%) were predominantly retired people. Although findings regarding socio-demographic 

features found significant patterns in educational level (X2=32.55; p < 0.001), all clusters 

seemed to have a generally high level of education equal to University or tertiary institution.  

Almost all volunteers in Cluster 4 (career and social relationship seekers) (91.7%) were tertiary 

educated which may be related to the age distribution in that two-thirds of volunteers in Cluster 

4 (career and social relationship seekers) were people aged less than 30 years.  
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Volunteering experience characteristics also indicated significant differences between volunteer 

groups (see Table 5).  

In regard to previous experiences at the sport events for which respondents volunteered (e.g. 

golf, marathon, and cycling in this study; X2=36.82; p < 0.001), Cluster 1 (material benefits 

seekers) (53.7%), and Cluster 4 (career and social relationship seekers) (77.8%) were dominated 

by first-time volunteers at these events. The other two clusters had an overall comparable 

proportion regarding distribution of volunteers from first time volunteers to experienced 

volunteers. Previous volunteer experiences at other events also varied amongst clusters 

(X2=22.50; p < 0.05). Volunteers in Cluster 1 (material benefits seekers) tended to report no 

experience in event volunteering (39.0%) or only a few previous experiences (36.6%). In 

contrast, volunteers who had had experiences of volunteering at other events were more likely 
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to belong to Cluster 2 (sport and community enthusiasts) (44.2%). Volunteers who had a few 

volunteering experiences seemed to be well represented in Cluster 3 (altruists) (40.0%) and 

Cluster 4 (career and social relationship seekers) (44.4%). Although volunteers gained 

volunteering information through various ways, they were likely to search main information by 

internet website in the overall clusters (X2=25.62; p < 0.05). Volunteers in Cluster 4 (career and 

social relationship seekers) especially tended to have a higher proportion of internet website use 

(50.0%) compared to other information sources. In each of the clusters except Cluster 4 (career 

and social relationship seekers), more than half of the volunteers revealed that they were happy 

with the volunteer position they had been assigned (X2=18.21; p < 0.05). Though Cluster 4 

(career and social relationship seekers) had relatively fewer cases than other clusters, it was 

found that volunteers in Cluster 4 (career and social relationship seekers) did not have a strong 

preference for any specific volunteer position (47.2%). Interestingly, the hours that volunteers 

worked indicated significant variation, depending on the time of involvement. Before starting 

the event (X2=28.11; p < 0.001), volunteers in Cluster 2 (sport and community enthusiasts) and 

Cluster 4 (career and social relationship seekers) spent a relatively long time (at least six hours 

or more) doing their volunteer work (e.g. preparing the official events, volunteering at minor 

events before the main event). In contrast, volunteers in Cluster 1 (material benefits seekers) and 

Cluster 3 (altruists) were less likely to get involved in volunteering before the event. During the 

staging of the event (X2=26.56; p < 0.001), the majority of volunteers in Cluster 1 (material 

benefits seekers) and Cluster 3 (altruists), however, spent proportionally more time volunteering 

than volunteers in Cluster 2 (sport and community enthusiasts) and Cluster 4 (career and social 

relationship seekers). Cluster 4 (career and social relationship seekers) particularly, seemed to 

spend less than 10 hours working during the actual period of the event. Finally, there were no 

significant differences between clusters in terms of volunteer hours after the event (X2=1.07; p = 

ns). More than four-fifths of all volunteers in the study (86.9%) did not participate in post-event 

volunteering. However, in many instances, there appeared to be no demand for volunteers to 

volunteer their time post-event.          
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4.5 Sport event types of motivational clusters 

As this study includes a sample of volunteers from three different types of sport events (i.e. golf, 

marathon, and cycle), motivational clusters were analyzed using chi-square tests (see Table 6). 

There was a significant pattern among the four clusters with respect to types of sport events 

(X2=75.75; p < 0.001). Cluster 1 (material benefits seekers), which was most likely to involve 

people aged 45 to 64 years and consisted predominantly of volunteers who engaged in the PGA 

golf event (80.5%). In contrast, Cluster 4 members (career and social relationship seekers), 

which was dominated by people aged < 30 years, tended to volunteer at the marathon event 

(75.0%). Although volunteers at the cycling event were most evident in Cluster 3 (altruists) 

(37.9%), they were quite evenly distributed across the four clusters when compared to those at 

the PGA and marathon events.  

 

 

5. Discussion and Conclusion 

This study identifies the motivations of volunteers for specific sport events in Queensland, 

including the 2015 Australian PGA Championship, the 2016 Gold Coast Airport Marathon, and 

the 2016 Cycle Queensland event. Also, this study analyzes the data to identify relatively 

homogeneous clusters of volunteer motivations and to define characteristics of the clusters in 

terms of their members’ socio-demographic status, volunteering-related experiences, and sport 

event types. A hierarchical cluster analysis using standardized variables is used to identify the 
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logical cluster solution in order to classify profiles of volunteers based on their motivations and 

compare volunteer characteristics between these clusters. The results indicate that levels and 

factors of motivations are different amongst the four main groups and influence each 

characteristic of volunteers in the groups. The findings of this research have implications for 

both theory and practice. Research limitations and future research directions are discussed. 

Theoretical implications 

In terms of the theoretical implications, first, in an effort to increase generalizability of 

segmentation studies investigating sport event volunteers, the samples in this study involved 

volunteers from three different types of sport events. Consideration of the various samples 

shows that this study may contribute to the generalizability of the results by transferring to other 

types of sport events in Queensland, Australia as other segmentation studies on the motives of 

sport event volunteers were limited to a single mega sport event in Europe (e.g. Alexander et al., 

2015; Schlesinger & Gubler, 2016). Diverse sampling from different types of major sport events 

might be designed for application to non-mega sport events and thus contribute to the 

development of segmentation studies on sampling selection processes of relevance to all sport 

events. 

Second, this study supported some of the previous research findings on measuring volunteers’ 

motivations. The first motivation factor, ‘expression of value’, is very similar to the ‘values’ 

factor that Clary et al. (1998) described in their research, to the ‘altruistic’ factor in Monga’s 

(2006) study, and to the ‘purposive’ factor reported by Farrell et al. (1998) and Giannoulakis et 

al. (2007). As many previous studies have identified this dimension, it appears that altruistic 

value is a common motive amongst sport event volunteers. Understanding of altruism can be 

drawn from a widely known definition of volunteering. The International Labor Organization 

(2011, p. 13) defined volunteer work as “unpaid non-compulsory work; that is, time individuals 

give without pay to activities performed either through an organization or directly for those 

outside their own household.” The nature of the volunteering phenomenon is associated with 

why volunteers freely choose to help others with no remuneration such that the nature of the 
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volunteering phenomenon in itself seems to be related to understanding of the concept of 

altruistic value. 

The second motivation factor ‘career orientation’ accords with the ‘career’ factor described by 

Clary et al. (1998) and the ‘instrumentalist’ factor identified by Monga (2006). This factor was 

identified as a motive that is shared among several studies on volunteer motivation (e.g. Bang et 

al., 2008; Bang & Ross, 2009; Bang et al., 2009; Clary et al., 1998; Hallmann & Harms, 2012; 

Schlesinger & Gubler, 2016; VanSickle et al., 2015). Volunteers may seek to address personal 

needs beyond altruistic values when volunteering for sport events. For example, individuals 

might want to volunteer to gain work-related experience and make new contacts for their 

business or career. The ‘career’ motive has emphasized volunteering as a response to initial 

work qualifications. This motive therefore has an influence primarily on volunteers who are still 

in the labor market, rather than on those who have retired.  

The third motivation factor ‘love of sport’ and the fourth motivation factor ‘community 

involvement’ were identified as sport specific motives. These factors, measured by Bang and 

Ross (2009), can be unique motivations and goals of volunteers in terms of the sport. In the 

category of ‘sport specific motives’, the reasons for volunteering reflect the sport itself rather 

than a general desire such as helping others or establishing a social relationship. Individuals 

who have enthusiasm for sports and community might desire to express their love and interest in 

sports by being involved in volunteer activities related to sport. In this study, the majority of 

volunteers (cluster 2- sport and community enthusiasts) were highly motivated because they 

liked events related to sport and they wanted to express their pride in their community in 

hosting sport events.  

The fifth motivation factor ‘interpersonal contacts’ has parallels with what Clary et al. (1998) 

named ‘social’, Farrell et al. (1998) and Monga (2006) called ‘solidary’, and Giannoulakis et al. 

(2007) called ‘egoistic’. Volunteering has been a part of most societies throughout human 

history (Hodgkinson, 2003). The ‘interpersonal contacts’ factor illustrates that individuals enjoy 
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forming social relationships and developing a social network to interact with other people and 

get involved in the society. That is, volunteering can provide opportunities for social interaction 

for volunteers who focus on ‘belongingness’ in a social network (Bang et al., 2008; Bang & 

Ross, 2009; Bang et al., 2009; Dickson et al., 2013; Dickson et al., 2014; Hallmann & Harms, 

2012; Khoo & Engelhorn, 2011; Schlesinger & Gubler, 2016; Twynam et al., 2002; VanSickle 

et al., 2015).  

The sixth motivation factor, ‘extrinsic rewards’ linked to ‘instrumentalist’ factor demonstrated 

by Monga (2006), refers to tangible and material benefits. In this study, this dimension was 

found to be valuable in motivating volunteers to provide their services in exchange for material 

benefits. Such exchange may be for tangible and symbolic rewards. Cluster 1 (material benefits 

seekers) had relatively high levels of motivation for extrinsic rewards, which contrasted with 

low levels of intrinsic motivation. The volunteers’ desires to receive extrinsic rewards such as 

material benefits, conditions of work and service, and materials given by the organization, 

seems to play an important role in making them more engaged in the sport event. If volunteers 

are influenced more by extrinsic benefits, a motivational force will occur through extrinsic 

motivation rather than intrinsic motivation. 

Third, this study confirmed the incentives approach of motivation described by Knoke and 

Prensky (1984) and the sports fan involvement approach grounded in social identity theory used 

by Jenkins (1996), Laverie and Arnett (2000), and MacClancy (1996). The four sport event 

volunteer clusters based on motivation were differentiated in terms of their socio-demographic 

and volunteering experiences characteristics. Cluster 1, motivated by ‘extrinsic rewards’, can be 

explained by the material/utilitarian incentives approach in Knoke and Prensky’s (1984) study 

and members of Cluster 1 are referred to as ‘material benefits seekers’. Cluster 2, high on the  

motivation factor of ‘community involvement’ and ‘love of sport’, represents a sports fan 

involvement approach grounded in social identity theory; and ‘sport and community 

enthusiasts’ belong to this group as they are mostly influenced by sport specific incentives. 

Cluster 3, labeled ‘altruists’, support Knoke and Prensky’s (1984) study, which suggests that 
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volunteers have normative/purposive incentives to express one’s altruistic and humanitarian 

concerns for others. Cluster 4, named ‘career and social relationship seekers’, illustrates the 

affective/solidary incentives approach to building and strengthening social interaction and 

relationships, according to Knoke and Prensky (1984). Drawing on the incentives approach of 

motivation (Knoke & Prensky, 1984) and sports fan involvement research grounded in social 

identity theory (e.g. Jenkins, 1996; Laverie & Arnett, 2000; MacClancy, 1996), this study has 

developed a clearer understanding of these four groups and identified aspects of volunteer 

motivation in sport events that might influence a better understanding of the volunteer 

segments. 

Practical implications  

Some practical implications can be derived from this research on the motivations of sport event 

volunteers. First, the high proportion of volunteers aged 45-65 years and above in Cluster 1 

(material benefits seekers), Cluster 2 (sport and community enthusiasts), and Cluster 3 

(altruists) indicated that it is important to try to recruit other people for volunteer roles at sport 

events in Queensland in the longer term. Although high engagement of volunteers aged over 45 

years may not be a problem in the short term, consideration could be given to diversifying the 

volunteer base with a broad range of age or experience depending on the type of event, for the 

future. For example, younger volunteers could be attracted to events through contacting schools 

and emphasizing benefits such as enjoyment, work experience, resume development, and 

industry connections that would appeal to younger generations (cluster 4-career and social 

relationship seekers) who might be motivated to volunteer to improve their employability.  

Second, with regard to employment status in each cluster, even though a high percentage of 

volunteers was either retired (cluster 1, 2, and 3) or unemployed (cluster 4), about 40% of 

volunteers were still working either part-time or full-time. Therefore, event organizers could 

consider flexible and appropriate volunteering schedules and workloads to accommodate these 

volunteers.  
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Third, although about 60 % of the total volunteers had volunteered previously at the sport 

events, new volunteers still accounted for a considerable proportion of a total of volunteers. 

Therefore, event organizers may also consider providing a well-organized orientation program 

including volunteering role information and instructions when volunteers are gathered together, 

as players and spectators are likely to receive a better level of service from well-trained 

volunteers.  

Fourth, as the main source of information for most volunteers was dominated by the internet in 

each cluster, it may be necessary for event organizers to develop an online system for easy 

access to information and registration of their interest in volunteering for an event. Also, 

volunteers had found out about volunteering at the sport events through their personal network 

or community (e.g. friends, staff). Event organizers may need to encourage existing volunteers 

to recommend potential volunteers.  

Fifth, most volunteers in this study liked to feel that they were contributing to the success of the 

event and community, loving sports, and helping others. Emphasis of these opportunities or 

benefits may help in volunteer recruitment. Although these concepts or benefits tend to be 

intangible and beyond the reach of event organizers, volunteers can be made to feel valued and 

respected by their staff and event organizers. Therefore, creating an atmosphere in which 

volunteering is valuable and satisfying may influence volunteers to engage in volunteer work 

again for future events (Pauline, 2011; Wang & Yu, 2015). Furthermore, sport event organizers 

should clearly describe and indicate messages and purposes of the sport event and volunteers’ 

contributions. If the organization highlights the extent to which volunteers support and 

contribute to making a sport event a success, volunteers may be more orientated to the goals of 

the organization by being aware of how they can contribute in meaningful ways.  

Finally, understanding of differences in motives is likely to produce a unique profile of each 

subgroup to help allocate the tasks to suitable volunteers for better engagement. For example, 

volunteers who were mostly motivated by love of sport and community involvement (cluster 2 
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in this study) were mainly males who were retired from the workforce. They were normally 

experienced volunteers and willing to volunteer, spending a relatively large amount of time 

doing so before and during the event. This group may like to do volunteer work related to 

supporting sport players or offering a certain sport service for their community. In contrast, 

younger volunteers who did not have a job might like to build career-relevant interaction and 

networking (cluster 4 in this study). Although younger volunteers having no jobs were 

comparatively new volunteers in these events, they tended to be motivated by the possibility of 

developing a relationship with staff and managers and being closely involved in volunteering 

activities to prepare the sport event before it commenced. If they regarded different desires and 

positions as a unique profile of each group, event organizers would be better able to describe the 

category of volunteer they preferred. Such practical implications can make it possible for the 

organizers and managers to develop more effective plans to recruit and manage sport event 

volunteers.  

Research limitations and future research directions 

There were several limitations to the present study. First, this research could not collect data 

from all 668 volunteers, which may have some implications for non-response bias. Though it 

may be beneficial to identify initial profiles of volunteers with regard to sport events, findings 

are not generalized to the entire sport event volunteer population. Although this study collected 

data across a range of non-mega sport events rather than a single mega-event and was repeated 

across three different sport events, the research was limited to a specific geographical area. This 

limitation might result from a tendency of researchers to investigate events that are located close 

to where they study rather than events that are staged in other countries or regions (Kim & 

Cuskelly, 2017). Due to constraints of time and financial cost, researchers are more likely to 

prefer the convenience and minimal cost of easy access to organizers and volunteers. Future 

research can repeat this methodology and assess the results at various sport events in other 

countries and regions, which will enhance the validity and reliability of sport event volunteer 

segmentation studies. Increasing the generalizability and validity of studies will attract a 
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growing research attention in other research fields to examine various research topics alongside 

other sectors. In this regard, overlapping sport and tourism fields to explore the emergence of 

the unique potential of volunteer tourism research could be worthwhile research contribution. 

Second, one of the drawbacks of applying this type research into motivation in the context of 

non-mega events is that smaller sample sizes are inevitable given that fewer volunteers are 

involved. In particular, Cluster 1 (material benefits seekers) and Cluster 4 (career and social 

relationship seekers) accounted for comparatively few volunteers. This is either a result of these 

groups actually being smaller in the volunteer population or volunteers who were motivated in 

this way being less likely to participate in the research. This eventually influenced on the size of 

the identified volunteer motivation clusters. The most efficient design occurs when cluster sizes 

are all equal. If cluster sizes are imbalanced, estimates from the smaller clusters will be less 

accurate (Donner, Birkett, & Buck, 1981; Eldridge, Ashby, & Kerry, 2006). However, cluster 

sizes often vary. According to a review by Eldridge et al. (2006), in practice, several studies 

inevitably reported unequal sized clusters and investigators had to consider the possible impact 

of variable cluster size. Given the uncertain nature of sample size calculations, it does not seem 

necessary to adjust sample size to achieve equal cluster sizes prior to analyses. Further, the 

importance of small cluster sizes in an efficient design should not be overlooked (Eldridge et al. 

(2006). Marshall (1996, p. 522) argued that “the optimum sample size depends upon the 

parameters of the phenomenon under study”.  As this study attempted to investigate small or 

medium sized types of sport events that are more appropriate to bringing positive effects to local 

host communities compared to global mega sport events (Taks, 2013), the small sized samples 

collected from three different types of sport events were chosen for this study. As unequal sized 

clusters can occur, in order to reduce at least the effects of a small sample size and increase the 

power of the study efforts to obtain high response rates may be needed. Researchers can chose 

to send reminder emails to non-respondents or provide incentives to respondents in the form of 

prizes by a lottery (Nulty, 2008). Alternatively, the extension of the survey period can be drive 

higher response rates (Nulty, 2008). Further, Ward’s method of hierarchical clustering might be 
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selected due to its tendency to generate clusters of similar size (Fredline, 2012; Mooi & 

Sarstedt, 2011). Despite the use of Ward’s method the clusters in this study were of unequal 

size. 

Third, consideration of other possible motivation items will be required as motives for 

participating in activities could be variously formed by people’s different attitudes, views, 

values and character. Future research might consider examining the potential motivation factors 

in order to explore more sustained impacts on volunteering at certain target groups. 

Conclusion 

This study is valuable for volunteer management in sport events and reflects a growing interest 

regarding volunteers within tourism settings. Volunteers are an important human resource and 

essential to hosting many successful sport events. Tourists who are willing to volunteer with the 

intention of travelling can be regarded as potential volunteers for sport events. Such volunteers 

tend to be a diverse group and have different motivations. Sport event organizers therefore need 

to pay more attention to motive profiles of different groups to better understand the 

characteristics of event volunteers with a view to maintain a good relationship with volunteers 

and develop the effective volunteer management strategies. By segmenting volunteers based on 

their motivations, this study identified meaningful groups of volunteers and has contributed to 

practical and theoretical implications for both industry and other researchers. Cognizant of the 

limitations of this current study, the results emphasize the need for further research on cluster 

analysis in regard to motivation.  
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Chapter 6. Motivation and psychological contract in sport event 

volunteerism: The impact of contract fulfilment on satisfaction and 

future behavioural intention 

 

The previous chapter investigated specific sport event volunteer motivations and segmentation 

of sport event volunteers based on their motivations. It identified the distinct features of 

motivational clusters in terms of their socio-demographic variables, volunteering-related 

experiences and the type of sport event at which they volunteered. The results indicated that 

motivations differed among the sport event volunteer sub-groups and event organisers might use 

this understanding of different motivations to develop more effective volunteer management 

strategies.  

This chapter mainly explores PC with regard to the relationship between PC fulfilment, 

satisfaction and future behavioural intention. Volunteer sub-groups, categorised by their 

motivations, are compared in terms of expectations and experiences about PC types as well as 

overall satisfaction and future behavioural intention. PC fulfilment is examined to predict the 

relation and impact on overall satisfaction and future behavioural intention. Understanding of 

volunteer motivation and PC types would be useful to help inform decisions about the most 

suitable volunteer management strategies.   

This chapter consists of the post-print version of a co-authored paper with my principal 

supervisors. The bibliographic detail of the paper, including all authors, is:  

Kim, E., Cuskelly, G., & Fredline, L. (2018). Motivation and psychological 

contract in sport event volunteerism: The impact of contract fulfilment on 

satisfaction and future behavioral intention. Manuscript submitted for publication. 

(Currently under review) 

My contribution to the paper involved: developing survey instruments, conducting surveys, data 

collection, data analyses, creating tables and figures, drafting of the manuscript, revision of the 

manuscript and submission to the journal. 
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Motivation and psychological contract in sport event volunteerism: The impact of 

contract fulfilment on satisfaction and future behavioural intention 

 

EUNJUNG KIM, GRAHAM CUSKELLY AND LIZ FREDLINE  

Department of Tourism, Sport and Hotel Management, Griffith Business School, 

Griffith University, Gold Coast Campus, Southport, Queensland, Australia 

 

Abstract: This study investigated sport event volunteer motivation and psychological contract 

(PC) with regard to the relationship between PC fulfilment, satisfaction and future behavioural 

intention. Motivation-based volunteer sub-groups based on cluster analysis were compared 

regarding their expectations and experiences of PC types as well as their overall satisfaction and 

future behavioural intention in a pre and post-test study. The gap between expectations and 

experiences of PC types (PC fulfilment by gap: PCFg), and second, experience (satisfaction) of 

PC types (PC fulfilment by experience: PCFe) were tested using regression analysis to 

investigate the impact of PC fulfilment on satisfaction and future behavioural intention. The 

analysis was conducted on a sample of 261 sport event volunteers from three sport events in 

south east Queensland, Australia. Amongst this volunteer sample, ideological PC was 

considered as the most important PC type overall but different motivations were associated with 

different PC preferences. Volunteers who had different motivations had varying experiences of 

PC types, overall satisfaction and intention to continue volunteering. PCFe was highly related to 

overall satisfaction and future behavioural intention, and was found to be a better predictor of 

volunteer satisfaction than PCFg. This study provides important theoretical and practical 

implications for sport event volunteerism approached from the perspective of PC types and 

motivations.  

Key words: Psychological contract theory, volunteer motivation, volunteer satisfaction, 

volunteer management, sport events 
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1. Introduction 

Many sectors of society have derived benefits from the support of volunteers. Sport events, in 

particular have relied greatly on volunteers who constitute a major human resource to 

successfully deliver sport events. Sport events are typically dependent on episodic volunteers 

who participate in more flexible, short-term and once-off volunteering (Holmes & Smith, 2009) 

and such volunteers provide event managers with the capacity to enhance and expand the 

quantity and diversity of services within the constraints of limited budgets.  

According to the International Labour Organisation (2011), volunteer activities can be most 

effective if volunteers are well managed. As volunteers comprise a large proportion of the 

overall staffing in many events (Pauline & Pauline, 2009), volunteers and organisers should 

function as a team with detailed responsibilities and duties. This teamwork is essential for 

hosting successful sport events. Therefore, it is important to build and maintain good 

relationships between volunteers and event organisers in order to effectively manage volunteers.  

The need to develop effective volunteer management strategies has led to an interest in applying 

the concept of psychological contract (PC) (Nichols & Ojala, 2009). PC is a cognitive, 

subjective and interpretative state and explains the development and maintenance of the 

relationship between an individual and an organisation. The study of PC plays a purposeful role 

in understanding the contribution of volunteers (Farmer & Fedor, 1999). Also, an understanding 

of the motivations and characteristics of volunteer groups and sub-groups is important to 

determine the most suitable volunteer management strategies (Alexander, Kim, & Kim, 2015; 

Schlesinger & Gubler, 2016).   

Although volunteer management in sport events has emerged as an increasingly important area 

of research endeavour (Farrell, Johnston, & Twynam, 1998; Nichols & Ojala, 2009; Wang & 

Yu, 2015), there is a lack of research on the analysis and impact of motivation and PC in sport 

event volunteerism. Therefore, this research proposes the following research questions: 
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RQ 1. What is the most important PC type? 

RQ 2. Do volunteers who have different motivations value different PC types? 

RQ 3. What are the level of experiences of PC types, overall satisfaction, and future 

behaviour intention between motivation-based volunteer sub-groups?  

RQ 4. Is the PC fulfilment by gap (PCFg) positively associated with overall satisfaction and 

future behavioural intention? 

RQ 5. Is the PC fulfilment by experience (PCFe) positively related to overall satisfaction 

and future behavioural intention? 

To investigate these research questions, this study segments sport event volunteers on the basis 

of their motivation. These motivation-based volunteer sub-groups are compared regarding 

expectations and experiences of PC types as well as overall satisfaction and intention to 

continue volunteering. PC fulfilment is examined to explore the impact on satisfaction and 

future behavioural intention. Figure 1 displays the conceptual framework for the design of this 

study (see Figure 1).  
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2. Literature review 

This section discusses PC theory and how this theory and the concepts of PC have been applied 

in volunteer research. As this study categorises sport event volunteers based on motivation, a 

volunteer motivation scale is described in this literature review to identify different kinds of 

volunteer motivations.  

2.1 Psychological contract theory  

PC has been defined by several researchers (e.g. Argyris, 1960; Levinson, 1962; Schein, 1980) 

to identify the subjective nature of employment relationships and is based on social exchange 

theory. The contemporary concept of PC was guided mainly by the work of Rousseau (1989) 

who defined PC as “individual beliefs, shaped by the organisation, regarding terms of an 

exchange agreement between individuals and their organisation” (Rousseau, 1995, p.9). PC 

involves beliefs about what employees are expecting to receive, because they believe that their 

employer made promises to provide those things.  

Rousseau (1989) distinguished between transactional and relational PC types. Transactional PC 

focused on the exchange of economic currency which was perceptions of promised tangible and 

material inducements within a well-defined and short-term time frame (Rousseau, 1990). 

Relational PC focused on the perceived exchange of socio-emotional currency which was based 

on mutual trust and was subjective in nature within an unclearly defined and long-term time 

frame (Rousseau, 1990). Research by Thompson and Bunderson (2003, p. 574) added 

ideological PC defined as “credible commitments to pursue a valued cause or principle (not 

limited to self-interest) that are implicitly exchanged at the nexus of the individual organisation 

relationship”. Hence, ideological PC focused on the exchange of ideological currency which 

was expressed in the mission, values, or principles of an organisation. Thompson and 

Bunderson (2003) argued that volunteers perceiving obligations to contribute to the goals of an 

organisation could explain the ideological PC type.  
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An increasing interest in PC studies has been focused on the effects of PC breach and fulfilment 

(e.g. Farmer & Fedor, 1999; Grimmer & Oddy, 2007; Robinson, 1996; Robinson & Rousseau, 

1994; Starnes, 2007; Vantilborgh et al., 2014). The breach or fulfilment of PC influences 

individuals’ attitude and behaviour towards an organisation (Conway & Briner, 2005). Morrison 

and Robinson (1997) argued that PC breach had two dimensions; reneging and incongruence. 

Reneging occurred “when agents of the organisation recognise that an obligation exists but they 

knowingly fail to follow through on that obligation” (Morrison & Robinson, 1997, p. 233). 

Incongruence occurred “when an employee has perceptions of a given promise that differ from 

those held by the organisational agent or agents responsible for fulfilling that promise” 

(Morrison & Robinson, 1997, p. 235).  

In contrast, PC fulfilment was concerned with increased trust and affective organisational 

commitment (Ali, Haq, Ramay & Azeem, 2010; Kingshott & Pecotich, 2007). Coyle-Shapiro 

and Kessler (2003) argued that the obligation fulfilment of an organisation leads to higher levels 

of commitment. Several studies investigating PC have reported a negative influence of PC 

breach and a positive impact of PC fulfilment in terms of personal outcomes such as job 

satisfaction, organisational commitment and intention to continue (e.g. Bunderson, 2001; Coyle-

Shapiro & Kessler, 2003; Withey & Cooper, 1989). The impacts of PC fulfilment and breach 

seem to be important in managing volunteers as this outcome from those effects is of primary 

concern for the organisations looking to enhance volunteers’ performance (Bussell & Forbes, 

2002). Therefore, being aware of fulfilling PC can contribute to more effective volunteer 

management and may improve volunteers’ satisfaction and intentions to volunteer again in the 

future. 

Although PC fulfilment and breach have been explored by several studies (e.g. Griep, 

Vantilborgh, Baillien & Pepermans, 2016; Harman & Doherty, 2017; Rayton & Yalabik, 2014; 

Vantilborgh, 2015; Vantilborgh et al., 2014; Walker, Accadia & Costa, 2016), clear 

conceptualisation and measurement of PC fulfilment and breach has not yet occurred. 

Therefore, this current study conceptualises and measures PC fulfilment in two ways. PC 
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fulfilment is measured both as the gap between expectations and experiences (PCFg) and as the 

satisfaction of experiences of PC (PCFe). By comparing the results in the two approaches, PC 

fulfilment can be explored to better explain the impact of PC fulfilment on satisfaction and 

future behavioural intention.   

2.2 Application of psychological contract theory to volunteerism  

Application of the concept of PC types to the recruitment and management of volunteers may 

predict volunteer satisfaction and future intentions to volunteer. PC not only develops but also 

sustains a relationship between an organisation and a volunteer over time (Taylor, Darcy, Hoye, 

& Cuskelly, 2006). In this sense, the application of PC theory can help to identify important 

factors that underpin and facilitate good relationships and teamwork between event 

organisations and volunteers.  

 

There has been extensive research involving PC in mainstream management (e.g. Karagonlar, 

Eisenberger, & Aselage, 2016; Low, Bordia, & Bordia, 2016; Lu, Capezio, Restubog, Garcia, & 

Wang, 2016; Robinson & Rousseau, 1994). However, the unique characteristics of volunteers 

suggest that there are several differences between mainstream management and volunteer 

management with regard to how individuals perceive PC. First, it is the matter of monetary 

remuneration. By definition, because volunteers are not paid a wage they are more likely to 

expect more in terms of relational PC (Kim, Trail, Lim, & Kim, 2009) rather than transactional 

PC (Taylor et al., 2006). Relational PC is an agreement in terms of a social relationship which 

can be an important motive for volunteers (Bang, Won, & Kim, 2009; Schlesinger & Gubler, 

2016). Volunteers are concerned with the nonmonetary benefits that they receive from 

volunteering. With regard to these benefits, volunteers may have expectations of relational PC 

in specific areas such as social interactions and career-related benefits (Kim et al. 2009). 

Second, since volunteers tend to have greater freedom than paid employees in choosing types of 

tasks and organisations, they may perceive different kinds of mutual obligations (Farmer & 

Fedor, 1999). Such different obligations may mean that fulfilment of PC of volunteers is more 
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likely to be influenced by their willingness, perceptions and intention in regard to volunteering 

rather than by other circumstances. 

By identifying the differences between mainstream management and volunteer management, 

this study clarifies the differences in expectations of PC types in volunteer management 

practices. For example, some volunteers may expect to receive reimbursement for expenses 

made and material support for performing their tasks and fulfilling basic role requirements 

(Vantilborgh et al., 2012) such as being provided with uniforms, free tickets, food and other 

tangible benefits. Other volunteers may expect to become well-integrated within the group, 

receive recognition for completed work and have sufficient autonomy in undertaking their 

volunteer activities (Vantilborgh et al., 2012).  Alternatively, volunteers may perceive that an 

organisation promises to devote time and effort to achieve its mission (Vantilborgh et al., 2013). 

Volunteers are therefore willing to participate and contribute to the values and mission of the 

organisation. 

PC theory has been applied to volunteerism but in a limited number of studies and not 

extensively in the context of sport events (e.g. Farmer & Fedor, 1999; Liao-Troth, 2005; 

Nichols & Ojala, 2009; Taylor et al., 2006; Vantilborgh et al., 2012, 2013, 2014; Wang & Yu, 

2015). Nichols and Ojala (2009) and Vantilborgh et al. (2012) conducted qualitative research to 

provide an overview of PC that was applied to volunteerism. Nichols and Ojala (2009) 

identified the expectations of event managers and sport event volunteers. Event managers were 

primarily concerned with reliability. In contrast, sport event volunteers focused on expectations 

in relation to flexibility of engagement, the quality of personal relationships, recognition for 

their contribution and clear communication. Vantilborgh et al. (2012) identified a value-based 

PC type as well as transactional and relational PC types. The value-based PC type could be 

interpreted as ideological PC. Vantilborgh et al. (2012) argued that the value-based PC type was 

related to the mission and values of the organisation reported by volunteers and this PC type 

might be crucial for increasing the involvement of volunteers.  
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Studies by Farmer and Fedor (1999) and Vantilborgh et al. (2014) examined the effect of PC 

fulfilment and breach amongst volunteers. Farmer and Fedor (1999) found that the level of 

perceived support from an organisation significantly increased the commitment of volunteers in 

various events and reduced withdrawal or turnover intentions. They reported a positive 

relationship between organisational support and volunteer participation. Vantilborgh et al. 

(2014) reflected on the lack of research regarding ideological PC breach and fulfilment, even 

though this PC type has distinct influences on outcomes such as the improvement of volunteers’ 

work effort. They investigated how ideological PC breach and fulfilment influenced the work 

effort of volunteers and found that fulfilling ideological obligations seemed like a signal that 

volunteers care about the mission, values, and principles of organisations. Vantilborgh et al. 

(2014) found that work effort increased in situations of either low or high fulfilment of 

ideological PC. In the case of ideological PC breach, they suggested that if ideological PC 

under-fulfilment becomes too large or is prolonged for an extended period of time, volunteers 

may make a decision to change their preferred PC or to leave the exchange agreement. 

Research by Liao-Troth (2005), and Wang and Yu (2015) considered volunteer motivation and 

PC. Liao-Troth (2005) examined how PC, volunteer motivation, and personality were related to 

each other in two studies. The only significant result was a relationship between a career motive 

and transactional PC. Liao-Troth concluded that volunteer motives did not have a direct effect 

on PC types. However, Liao-Troth argued that it would be incorrect to dismiss the effects of 

motives on PC as motives might influence the content of PC perceived by volunteers. There 

were several limitations in Liao-Troth’s study. First, the findings may not be generalised to 

other volunteer populations. Even though both samples in two studies were in volunteer 

situations (firefighters and students), these were not similar enough to make generalisations 

about volunteers overall. Second, Liao-Troth’s study did not consider the ideological PC type. 

Liao-Troth explored only transactional and relational PC types.  

Wang and Yu (2015) tested a conceptual model of sustained volunteerism using motivation and 

PC as predictors. Their study found that extrinsic reward had a negative effect on satisfaction 
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for students to volunteer at an Expo event. Their findings showed that perceived PC was 

positively associated with volunteer satisfaction and such volunteer satisfaction led to increased 

intentions to volunteer in the future. They argued that motivation and PC had a direct effect on 

volunteer satisfaction and sustained volunteerism. However, several limitations were noted in 

Wang and Yu’s study. First, their study identified PC as a single concept rather than three PC 

types. Second, their study explored prosocial beliefs and behaviours of student volunteers in the 

context of a mega event, and therefore, the findings may not be generalisable to other types of 

events not least because study was limited to a relatively homogeneous group of college 

students with data collection from a single Expo event.  

Cognisant of the limitations of previous studies, the current study attempts to improve 

generalisability by investigating volunteers drawn from three different sport events. This study 

aims to categorise sport event volunteers based on their motivation. Comparisons are made 

between motivation-based volunteer sub-groups in relation to their expectations and experiences 

of the three PC types as well as overall satisfaction and intention to continue volunteering. This 

study also focuses on PC fulfilment to better understand the impact of PC fulfilment for 

predicting volunteer satisfaction and future behavioural intention.   

2.3 Volunteer motivation 

Several studies have investigated volunteer motivation and developed scales aimed at 

identifying the range of factors which motivate people to volunteer in a variety of situations. 

These include the volunteer function inventory (VFI) (Clary et al., 1998), the special event 

volunteer motivation scale (SEVMS) (Farrell et al., 1998) and the volunteer motivation scale for 

international sporting events (VMS-ISE) (Bang et al., 2009). The VFI and the SEVMS have 

identified key factors of volunteer motivation and have been applied more frequently than the 

VMS-ISE. However, in order to fully understand the motivations of sport event volunteers, a 

scale developed for the sport context was considered more appropriate (Kim, Fredline, & 

Cuskelly, 2018). In this regard, Bang et al. (2009) investigated whether volunteers were willing 

to contribute to communities and sport events in order to host a successful sport event.  Bang et 
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al. (2009) developed the seven factor VMS-ISE scale which included the following dimensions: 

(1) expression of values, related to altruistic values for other people; (2) community involvement, 

feeling a sense of belonging, pride and community spirit; (3) interpersonal contacts, focusing 

on friendship and social network; (4) career orientation, preparing for the career and gaining 

career-relevant experiences; (5) personal growth, increasing self-worth and self-esteem; (6) 

extrinsic rewards, related to tangible benefits such as free admission, uniform and food; and (7) 

love of sport, loving the sport and liking any event of the sport. The love of sport factor can be 

regarded as an incentive, especially for sport event volunteers who are willing to spend their 

time and effort for sport events. They want to enjoy sports and express their love for being 

engaged in activities associated with sport. In this sense, the VMS-ISE confirmed the 

attractiveness of sport itself as a motive unique to sport event volunteers. The current study 

therefore used the scale developed by Bang et al. (2009) because of the love of sport dimension 

and community involvement dimension in the VMS-ISE scale.  

3. Methods 

The methods section explains how the study was conducted, which data were collected and how 

the data were analysed. This section includes: (1) sampling frame; (2) instruments; (3) data 

collection and procedures; and, (4) treatment and analysis of data. This study developed two 

surveys (i.e. pre-event survey and post-event survey) and collected data from three different 

annual sport events. Ethical clearance was approved by the University Human Research Ethics 

Committee before data collection began.  

3.1 Sampling frame  

This study builds on the research reported in Kim et al. (2018) that segmented sport event 

volunteers by motivation using an hierarchical cluster analysis technique. The samples in that 

study came from three events; the 2015 Australian PGA Championship Gold Coast (Golf 

tournament event), the 2016 Gold Coast Airport Marathon (Running event) and the 2016 Cycle 

Queensland (Cycling event). Following data collection at the 2015 PGA event, some 
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modifications were made to the instruments in the items collecting PC data. Therefore, the 

sample analysed in this study comprises volunteer surveys collected at the 2016 Marathon 

event, the 2016 Cycle Queensland event and the 2016 PGA event.  

A total of 578 (i.e. Marathon: n=195, Cycling: n=123 and PGA: n=260) volunteers were invited 

to participate in the study and a useable sample for the analysis (with both pre-event and post-

event surveys completed) involved 261 responses (i.e. Marathon: n=104, Cycling: n=53 and 

PGA: n=104). The effective response rate was therefore 45.1% taking into account respondents 

who provided useable data by completing both pre and post-event surveys. 

3.2 Instruments 

As mentioned, this study conducted a pre-event survey and a post-event survey. There were 

several variables collected in each of the two surveys and these variables were conceptualised in 

context with this study as summarised in Table 1. 
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The pre-event instrument included four parts: (1) motivations of volunteers, (2) expectations in 

relation to PC types, (3) ranking of PC types and (4) socio-demographic information. The 

motivation items used for this study were adapted from Bang et al.’s study (2009) that identified 

seven factors of volunteer motivation in a sport event context. The items in terms of PC were 

developed to specify three types of PC (i.e. transactional, relational and ideological). Three 

statements addressing PC types evaluated the expectations of volunteers regarding each PC 

type. These three statements were also ranked by the perceived importance of three PC types. 

Five questions addressing socio-demographic information were also included (e.g. gender, age, 

marital status, employment status, and educational level).  

The post-event instrument contained three parts: (1) volunteer self-reported experiences in 

relation to the PC types, (2) overall satisfaction in working with the sport event organisation and 

(3) intention to continue volunteering. The level of satisfaction of experiences regarding PC 

types was rated on a 5-point Likert scale and indicated PC fulfilment experience score (PCFe). 

The experience items regarding PC types corresponded with the expectation items to enable 

post-event experiences to be compared with pre-event expectations. The gap between 

expectations and experiences of PC types determined PC fulfilment gap score (PCFg). Finally, 

the post-event questionnaire asked whether respondents were satisfied with their overall 

volunteer experiences at the sport event and whether they intended to volunteer at the event next 

year.  

3.3 Data collection and procedures 

Volunteers were invited either in person or via email to complete the two surveys. A pre-event 

survey invitation was firstly emailed to registered volunteers at the three events using the 

database of volunteers registered for these events one or two weeks before the start of each 

event. The invitation to participate in the survey was conveyed via event volunteer coordinators 

as a condition of ethics approval which was to guarantee anonymity of survey participants.  

Four days later registered volunteers received a reminder email in order to encourage a high 

response rate. Volunteers who were not able to respond to the online pre-event survey were 
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asked to complete the hard copy of the pre-event survey during the early stages of each event. 

At the end of each event, the hard copy of the post-event survey was handed to volunteers who 

expressed a preference to complete the post-event survey onsite. A post-event survey invitation 

email was sent to the other volunteers by event volunteer coordinators in the three events one or 

two weeks after the end of each event which was followed by a reminder four days later. 

3.4 Treatment and analysis of data 

SPSS version 22 was used to code and analyse data collected from the volunteers at each of the 

three events. First, an exploratory factor analysis (EFA) was conducted using Principal 

Component Analysis with varimax rotation to identify the factors underlying the set of items 

with regard to motivation. This analysis was for descriptive purposes to facilitate understanding 

of the subsequent cluster analysis. 

Second, an hierarchical cluster analysis on standardised raw data variables was used to segment 

sport event volunteers by their motivations. Each cluster was then described on the basis of their 

scores on the motivation factors identified in the EFA. Raw scores were used in the cluster 

analysis rather than factor scores as this approach is more likely to determine the best cluster 

solution because original information in the dataset is mostly retained (Dolnicar & Grün, 2008). 

Chi-square tests were then used to identify any significant relationships between socio-

demographic information and the motivation-based volunteer clusters identified.   

Third, the differences between motivation-based volunteer sub-groups in terms of expectations 

and experiences of three PC types as well as overall satisfaction and intention to continue 

volunteering were tested using an ANOVA procedure with Scheffe post-hoc tests. Paired t-tests 

were conducted on the paired items of the three PC types (expectations and experiences) to 

investigate the gaps in terms of PC types as perceived by the volunteers. Given several cases of 

comparisons being made, a conservative alpha level was used (α=0.017, 0.05/3; α=0.025, 

0.05/2) to maintain an acceptable family-wise type I error rate. This Bonferroni-type correction 
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was used to reduce the chances of obtaining type I errors. The differences that are significant at 

the 0.05 level are indicated for the interest of readers.   

Fourth, correlation and regression analysis were used to investigate the relationship between 

overall satisfaction and PC fulfilment (PCFg and PCFe), and to identify the impact of PC 

fulfilment on overall satisfaction and intention to continue volunteering.  

4. Results 

The results are presented in four parts: (1) volunteer categorisation based on motivations; (2) PC 

types between motivation-based volunteer sub-groups; (3) experiences of PC types, overall 

satisfaction and future behavioural intention between motivation-based volunteer sub-groups; 

and (4) impact of PC fulfilment on volunteer satisfaction and future behavioural intention. 

4.1 Volunteer categorisation based on motivations 

Of the 21 items included in the pre-event survey instrument, five motivation factors were 

identified from 16 items. Due to high cross-loadings between factors, two items (i.e. 

‘volunteering makes me feel needed’ and ‘volunteering makes me feel important’) were 

omitted. Also, three items (i.e. ‘I want to interact with others’, ‘I want to develop relationships 

with others’ and ‘I want to work with different people’) were omitted as these items loaded on 

the wrong factor. Due to omission of these five items which related to the VMS-ISE personal 

growth and interpersonal contacts factors, a total of five volunteer motivation factors were 

eventually identified and labelled (1) expression of values, (2) career orientation, (3) 

community involvement, (4) love of sport, and (5) extrinsic rewards.  

After conducting an hierarchical cluster analysis using the same procedure as Kim et al. (2018), 

the data (n=261) were summarised in a four cluster solution and then described based on the 

factor scores of the five motivation factors identified in the EFA (see Table 2). Group 1 had the 

largest proportion of volunteers (n=118; 45.2% of cases) and had high and positive mean scores 

for the factors of community involvement (0.58) and love of sport (0.32), so it was named as 
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‘sport and community enthusiasts’. Group 2 was the second largest group including 81 

volunteers (31.0% of cases) and was highest on the factor expression of values (0.02), and 

therefore it was labelled as ‘altruists’. Group 3 was the smallest group involving 28 volunteers 

(10.7%) and their average mean score for the extrinsic rewards factor (0.64) was substantially 

higher compared to other groups. It was therefore named ‘material benefits seekers’. Group 4 

accounted for 34 out of 261 volunteers (13.0% of cases) and had high and positive mean scores 

on the factors of career orientation (1.39) and community involvement (0.75), therefore, it was 

labelled as ‘career and community-oriented people’. These results were highly similar to the 

segmentation of sport event volunteers reported in Kim et al. (2018).  
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4.2 PC types between motivation-based volunteer sub-groups 

With regard to RQ1, volunteers examined in this study tended to rate (m=3.7) ideological PC as 

the most important PC type rather than transactional (m=3.20) and relational PC types (m=3.43) 

(see Table 3). Nearly half (44.4%) of the volunteers ranked ideological PC as the most 

important. ‘Career and community-oriented people’ placed significantly more importance on 

expectations of ideological PC (m=4.12) compared to ‘altruists’ (m=3.48) and ‘material benefits 

seekers’ (m=3.39). In contrast, ‘material benefits seekers’ had a higher mean score on 

expectations of transactional PC (m=3.61) compared to ‘altruists’ (m=2.86). Amongst ‘material 

benefits seekers’, 64.3 % ranked transactional PC as the most important as these volunteers 

preferred tangible benefits rather than intangible benefits or values. Therefore, in relation to 

RQ2, there is evidence that volunteer sub-groups that were motivated by different dominant 

motivations seemed to value different PC types.  
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4.3 Experiences of PC types, overall satisfaction and future behavioural intention between 

motivation-based volunteer sub-groups 

With respect to RQ3, in the case of experiences of the three PC types, the highest level of 

satisfaction was associated with ideological PC (m=4.11) and this was consistent across all of 

the motivation-based volunteer sub-groups (see Table 4). ‘Career and community-oriented 

people’ were particularly satisfied with all PC types in comparison with other volunteer sub-

groups. In contrast, the lowest level of overall satisfaction was with regard to transactional PC 

(m=3.94). In particular, ‘material benefits seekers’ were less satisfied with three PC types than 

other volunteer sub-groups.  

In the case of overall satisfaction and future behavioural intention, the mean scores of the entire 

volunteer group indicated a high level of overall satisfaction (m=4.07) and positive agreement 

with the intention to continue volunteering next year (m=3.88) (see Table 4). By comparing the 

differences in means of overall satisfaction and intention to continue volunteering between the 

four motivation-based volunteer sub-groups, this current study identified that ‘career and 

community-oriented people’ were more highly satisfied with working in the sport event than 

other groups. In contrast, ‘material benefits seekers’ were less likely to be generally satisfied 

with their volunteer activities and continue to volunteer next year. Therefore, volunteers who 

had the highest level of satisfaction on experiences of each PC type tended to have the highest 

level of overall satisfaction and intention to continue volunteering. 
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4.4 Impact of PC fulfilment on volunteer satisfaction and future behavioural intention 

As mentioned in section 2, the concept of PC fulfilment has been discussed in the literature but 

not clearly operationalised. Therefore, this study measured PC fulfilment in two ways (PCFg 

and PCFe) and compared the results of analysis between PCFg and PCFe, to provide a better 

explanation of PC fulfilment and explore its relationship with overall satisfaction.  

With regard to RQ 4, the gap in mean scores between expectations and experiences of PC types 

was investigated (PCFg) (see Table 5). The majority at the sample had positive gap scores and 

therefore experienced PC fulfilment. For transactional PC, 86.2 % of volunteers in this study 

were fulfilled. Relational PC fulfilled 86.6% of volunteers and 83.5% of volunteers were 

fulfilled for ideological PC. Overall, experiences exceeded expectations, therefore it could be 

concluded that PC fulfilment has occurred for the majority of volunteers sampled.  
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Pearson correlation coefficients indicate strong positive relationships between transactional, 

relational and ideological PCFg, moderate relationships with satisfaction, and small but 

significant relationships between PCFg and future behavioural intention (see Table 6).  

 

A multiple regression was undertaken to analyse overall satisfaction and future behavioural 

intention based on PCFg (see Figure 2). Overall satisfaction was especially associated with 

transactional PCFg (β=0.268, p < 0.001) as most volunteers had lower expectations of 

transactional PC than the other two PC types, but they were comparatively highly satisfied with 

their experiences regarding transactional PC type. Therefore, the transactional PC gap score was 

larger compared to the other two PC types, and it appeared to have a greater influence on overall 

satisfaction. However, the variance explained in this model is not very substantial (R2 = 0.174). 

That is, overall satisfaction was not highly influenced by the three PCFg scores.  
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To test the RQ5, PC fulfilment based on satisfaction of experiences of PC types (PCFe) was 

examined using Pearson correlation coefficients. The three PCFe scores (i.e. transactional, 

relational and ideological) had a stronger and more positive relationship with overall 

satisfaction and future behavioural intention than three PCFg (see Table 7). Also, three PCFe 

were strongly related to each other. This result demonstrated that PCFe is strongly associated 

with overall satisfaction. 

 

In addition, a multiple regression analysis showed that the three PCFe scores were significantly 

associated with overall satisfaction (R2=0.509) (see Figure 3). Overall satisfaction was 

particularly related to relational PCFe (β=0.361, p < 0.001) and ideological PCFe (β=0.261, p < 

0.001) as most volunteers in this study were more satisfied with their experiences of relational 

and ideological PC types than transactional PC. More than one third of the variance (R2=0.391) 
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in future behavioural intention was explained by the direct effect of overall satisfaction 

(β=0.625, p < 0.001).  

 

5. Discussion and Conclusion 

This study found that ideological PC appeared to be a more important PC type than the two 

other PC types in terms of the expectations of volunteers, but that different motivations were 

related to different types of PC. The significant differences of experiences of PC types in 

relation to overall satisfaction and future behavioural intention were confirmed between 

motivation-based volunteer sub-groups. Overall satisfaction was positively related to and 

influenced by the three PCFe scores and overall satisfaction had a significant effect on future 

behavioural intention. The model based on experience scores (PCFe) provided better prediction 

of satisfaction than the model based on gap scores (PCFg). Based on the findings of this study, 

there are several theoretical and practical implications and contributions of this study. Research 

limitations and future research directions are also discussed.  

Theoretical implications 

This finding in this study supported several previous research findings about PC and contributes 

to the body of literature. Though Nichols and Ojala (2009) based their findings of a sample of 
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volunteers from a single sport event and collected data at one point in time, the current study 

addressed this limitation by collecting data from three different sport events and conducting 

both pre-event and post-event surveys. It is the first contribution of this study to result in 

increased generalisability of studies in relation to PC by extending the range of sport events 

investigated.  

Second, the findings of this study supported those of Vantilborgh et al. (2012, 2014) who found 

that ideological PC was significantly related to increasing involvement of volunteers. Whereas 

Liao-Troth (2005) examined two PC types; transactional and relational, and Wang and Yu 

(2015) considered PC as a single concept, this study explored three possible PC types (i.e. 

transactional, relational and ideological contracts) and found that ideological PC seemed to be a 

more important type than the other two PC types.  

Third, this study supported the finding of Wang and Yu (2015) that motivation was related to 

PC type. As this study classified sport event volunteers into four motivation-based sub-groups, 

each volunteer sub-group that had different dominant motivations tended to expect and rank 

different PC types as the most important. For example, the sub-group of volunteers mostly 

motivated by extrinsic rewards preferred transactional PC rather than the other PC types as they 

tended to be motivated by tangible benefits. In contrast, volunteers who were motivated mostly 

by love of sport, community involvement and expression of values valued ideological PC more 

than the other PC types. Thus, the current study found empirical evidence that different 

motivations are associated with different types of PC which was not consistent with the finding 

of Liao-Troth’s (2005) study that motives did not have a direct effect on PC types.  

Fourth, Wang and Yu (2015) concluded that the concept of PC had a direct effect on volunteer 

satisfaction and sustained volunteerism. Based on their findings, this current study further 

developed the research questions regarding the impact of PC fulfilment on volunteer satisfaction 

and intention to continue volunteering. In this study, three PCFe scores were positively related 

to overall satisfaction. Furthermore, overall satisfaction was significantly related to future 
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behavioural intention. Therefore, this finding was supportive of the previous study of Wang and 

Yu (2015) in terms of the prediction of volunteer satisfaction and sustained volunteerism linked 

to PC fulfilment.  

Fifth, as operationalisation and measurement of PC fulfilment was not clear in previous studies. 

The current study attempted to investigate the impact of PC fulfilment measured using two 

alternative perspectives; PCFg (based on the gap between expectations and experiences) and 

PCFe (based on experience scores). This study found that PCFe seemed to to better explain the 

impact of PC fulfilment on volunteer satisfaction than PCFg. Therefore, this current study can 

contribute to the measurement and identification of PC fulfilment to explore the impact of PC 

fulfilment.  

 Practical implications  

Several practical implications for volunteer management at sport events emerge from the 

findings of this study. First, most sport event volunteers placed more importance on ideological 

PC. Pursuing the mission, values, or principles of the organisation and sport event appear to be 

more important than transactional and relational factors for sport event volunteers. Therefore, 

sport event organisers may consider providing an orientation program that clearly describes the 

values and purpose of the sport event and the contributions of volunteers from a more value-

based perspective.  

Second, in this study, each motivation-based volunteer sub-group expressed a preference for a 

different PC type and were found to have a different level of satisfaction and intention to 

continue volunteering. To fulfil the various motives of different sport event volunteers, 

volunteer coordinators and event organisers may need to consider segmenting sport event 

volunteers to better cater to their differing motives. The segmentation approach may result in 

the development of more effective volunteer management strategies. Volunteer coordinators can 

allocate flexible and appropriate volunteering schedules and volunteer positions to better 

matched volunteers. In addition, sport event organisers can provide a well-organised training 
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program based on the categorisation of information and characteristics of volunteers. For 

example, in this study, younger volunteers were highly motivated by material benefits, career 

opportunities and work experiences. These volunteers might appreciate more opportunities to 

access training that will enhance their job prospects or have a volunteer position to work with 

professional staff in order to make contacts for their career. In contrast, mature-aged and retired 

volunteers were pleased to participate in volunteer work in order to express their enthusiasm for 

the sport event that they have enjoyed and have an opportunity to interact with others who feel 

the same. Such volunteers might enjoy social functions related to this specific sport with other 

volunteers or spectators who have similar interests. In this case, this volunteer group might 

prefer the volunteer position in an information booth, guest services or player services which 

allows them to interact with others. Therefore, to effectively manage sport event volunteers, 

grouping of volunteers might be required to more clearly deliver a volunteer experience which 

matches their motivation and PC preference.  

Third, volunteers who were more satisfied with their experiences related to each PC type were 

likely to have higher level of overall satisfaction and future behavioural intention than 

volunteers who were comparatively less satisfied with their experiences related to each PC type. 

As PCFe was significantly associated with overall satisfaction and intention to continue 

volunteering, satisfaction of experiences of each PC type may be important to enhancing the 

level of overall satisfaction and intention to volunteer next year. Therefore, volunteer 

coordinators and managers need to organise meaningful volunteer activities that match 

volunteers’ motive and PC preference. Given that most volunteers in this study tended to report 

higher scores on ideological PC and motives related to love of sport, community involvement 

and altruistic values, an emphasis of opportunities such as contributing to the success of sport 

events and the community, offering service for sports operation and helping others, would be 

useful. In addition, providing the corresponding reward and recognition such as thank you 

letters, tangible benefits, career-related or social benefits might be necessary to increase the 

satisfaction of volunteers. 
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Research limitations and future research directions 

Several limitations were found in this study. First, this research was not able to collect data 

from all 578 volunteers included in the sampling frame. Though this study may have provided 

new empirical evidence regarding motivations, PC, satisfaction and future behavioural 

intention, the findings cannot make generalisations about the entire sport event volunteer 

population.  In particular, ‘material benefits seekers’ and ‘career and community-oriented 

people’ accounted for relatively few volunteers. It is not clear whether this is because these 

groups are actually smaller in the volunteer population, or whether volunteers who were 

motivated in this way were less inclined to complete this survey. In this study, these groups 

tended to be dominated by single young females who were currently studying for a post-

secondary qualification and appeared to be motivated to volunteer to enhance their 

employability. If they are studying full-time, they may have less free time, and less actual ‘love 

of sport’. This may have reduced their motivation to participate in the study and complete the 

surveys. As they were highly motivated by tangible and career benefits, perhaps organisers 

could encourage their participation through material inducements, work-related experiences, 

resume development and industry contacts. To increase survey response rates, researchers may 

repeat reminder emails to non-respondents and provide incentives to respondents in the form of 

prizes by a lottery (Nulty, 2008). If future research is able to boost the response rate then the 

validity of the study findings will increase.  

Second, other possible motivation items can be considered to explore various volunteers’ 

motives. Although this study excluded the factors of personal growth and interpersonal 

contacts due to factor loading problems, these two factors might be important for other sport 

event volunteers or other kinds of volunteers. Future research might uncover other motivation 

factors amongst sport event volunteers.  

Third, this research found little evidence of PC breach as respondents were in general satisfied 

with their experiences of PC types. This may also be a result of non-response bias if dissatisfied 
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volunteers wished to disengage themselves from completing the survey. PC breach seems to be 

related to the reduced volunteer effort (Farmer & Fedor, 1999; Starnes, 2007) and increased 

withdrawal intentions (Kim et al., 2009). Future research might investigate the consequence of 

the breach of PC types on volunteer satisfaction and intention to continue volunteering.  

Finally, PC fulfilment was operationalised both as the gap between expectations and 

experiences and as the satisfaction of experiences of PC.  Satisfaction of PC experiences was 

found to be a much stronger predictor of future behavioural intentions than PC fulfilment as a 

gap score.  The stronger test statistic for satisfaction of experiences of PC can be explained in 

part by common-method variance.  Both fulfilment measures collected data on both independent 

and dependent variables at the same time. However, the gap score was calculated as the 

difference between data collected on two separate occasions. Whereas the experience score (IV) 

and behavioural intention score (DV) were collected at the same time using the same survey 

instrument.  While it is not possible to identify the amount of common method variance it was a 

factor which contributed to stronger results for the experience score over the gap score. 

This study provided important theoretical and practical implications of sport event volunteerism 

from the perspective of PC types and volunteer motivation. The findings can be used to inform 

sport event organisations and volunteer coordinators to better understand and manage volunteers 

with more effective volunteer management strategies. The efforts of organisers and managers to 

develop advanced strategies for volunteers may result in increased volunteer satisfaction and 

greater intention to volunteer for future events.  
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Chapter 7. Discussion and conclusion 

 

In the discussion and conclusion chapter, the papers in Chapters 2, 3, 5 and 6 are summarised to 

address the research questions proposed in Chapter 1 and interpreted within the extant literature. 

The implications for theory and practice are discussed and future research directions arising 

from the limitations of this study are identified. Lastly, a concluding statement is provided. 

7.1 Introduction 

The objectives of this study were to identify the research gaps in the literature through two 

systematic quantitative literature reviews (Chapters 2 and 3) and to conceptualise and develop a 

measurement scale for the volunteer motivation and psychological contract (PC) (Chapter 4). 

This study investigated volunteer motivations in the context of sport events and it segmented 

sport event volunteers based on their motivations to explore the distinctive features of sport 

event volunteer clusters (Chapters 5 and 6). Motivation-based volunteer sub-groups were 

compared in terms of expectations and experiences about PC types as well as overall 

satisfaction and future behavioural intention. PC fulfilment was investigated to explore the 

impact of the fulfilment of three PC types on satisfaction and intention to continue volunteering 

(Chapter 6). 

Figure 7.1 displays an overview of findings related to the research questions in Chapters 2, 3, 5 

and 6 (see Figure 7.1). The following sections discuss the results in relation to the body of 

literature and explore both theoretical and practical implications to be generalised to sport event 

volunteerism and effective volunteer management.  The limitations of the research are discussed 

and future research directions are identified. 
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Figure 7.1 Overview of findings   
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7.2 Identification of research gaps 

A global systematic quantitative literature review of peer-reviewed original research papers 

documented important trends and research gaps in what has, and has not, been studied on 

volunteer management and volunteer motivation in sport and events. The results showed that 

although the research on this topic has increased rapidly over the last decade, most studies were 

conducted in certain countries such as the United States, Canada, and United Kingdom. More 

than half the reviewed papers were limited by the lack of a clear theoretical framework and most 

reviewed studies used quantitative methods and the data was limited to mega sport events. Also, 

this literature review found that the field of volunteer management was closely linked to 

volunteer motivation because a large proportion of reviewed studies used motivation as a key 

concept and researchers investigated the relationships and impact of motivation on volunteer 

management practice.  

In accordance with the current state of literature on this topic, this thesis reported that the 

increased research interest might provide a greater possibility to develop the research area of 

sport event volunteerism. This study discussed possible research opportunities to advance 

knowledge about the effective management of sport event volunteers. First, there are more 

research opportunities in other countries. Second, future research can apply more relevant 

theories (e.g. theories of planned behaviour and reasoned action, self-determination theory, 

social exchange theory, flexibility theory, expectation theory, identity theory, functional theory, 

etc.) to extend a further understanding, and research that is informed by various theories may 

provide an explanation with enough detail to be insightful. Third, there are more opportunities 

for future research to reflect various types of samples and conduct qualitative research methods 

in order to produce in-depth information and richer data. Fourth, there is a need for further 

research to find other possible motivations, develop meaningful segmentation of volunteers, and 

engage with other variables to design more effective volunteer management strategies. 

The systematic review helped to develop research models in this thesis that attempted to 

investigate heterogeneity of sport event volunteer motivations and PC concepts related to 
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volunteer satisfaction and future behavioural intention for effective volunteer management in 

sport events. By collecting a sample from volunteers at three different types of sport events in 

Queensland, Australia, applying the appropriate theoretical background, segmenting sport event 

volunteers, and adapting the concept of PC to sport event volunteerism, this thesis provided 

theoretical and practical implications of sport events volunteerism from the perspective of 

volunteer motivations and PC types. The exploration of volunteer motivation and PC types 

would be important to develop advanced management strategies for sport event volunteers and 

ultimately for hosting successful sport events.  

7.3 Segmentation of sport event volunteers by motivations 

A segmentation approach was adopted to provide a better understanding of the range of 

motivation factors in the diversity of sport event volunteer groups. In this thesis, the 

classification was necessary to recognise the characteristics of sport event volunteers by 

dividing individuals into relatively homogeneous sub-groups in an effort to inform decisions 

about the most appropriate volunteer management strategies for different segments (Kim et al., 

2018).  

This thesis profiled and segmented sport event volunteers on the basis of their motivations using 

a hierarchical cluster analysis on standardised motivation variables in order to investigate the 

distinctive features of sport event volunteer sub-groups. 

Two slightly different samples were used in the studies reported in Chapters 5 and 6. The 

sample in Chapter 5 (n=337) involved volunteers who participated in volunteering at the 2015 

PGA event, the 2016 Marathon event, and the 2016 Cycle Queensland event in Queensland, 

Australia. Following data collection at the 2015 PGA event, some modifications were made to 

the instruments in the items for collecting PC data. Therefore, the sample in Chapter 6 (n=261) 

included volunteers who volunteered at the 2016 Marathon event, the 2016 Cycle Queensland 

event, and the 2016 PGA event. However, given that most respondents were common to both 
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studies, it is not surprising that the results were not very different in terms of the segmentation 

of sport event volunteers in both studies (see Figure 7.2). 

Figure 7.2 Classification of motivation-based profiles of sport event volunteers 

Nearly half of the volunteers in both studies were ‘sport and community enthusiasts’ and the 

second largest group was described as ‘altruists’. A small proportion of volunteers in these 

studies were ‘career seekers’ and ‘material benefits seekers’. It was an interesting point that 

sport event volunteers tended to identify the love of sport aspect as a strong motivational factor. 

It supported the finding of Bang and Ross’s (2009) study that addressed the specific benefits of 

sport itself for volunteering. Therefore, the finding in this thesis strengthened the research 

understanding that the motivational pattern of volunteers at sport events may differ from that of 

other kind of volunteers in other contexts, especially in terms of the sport relevant motive being 

more dominant than the motive of helping others (altruism).  

In addition, this thesis showed that distinct motivations differed between sport event volunteer 

sub-groups which is consistent with the findings of Schlesinger and Gubler’s (2016) study that 

classified sport event volunteers into four sub-groups according to their motivations (e.g. 

community supporters, material incentives seekers, social networkers, and career and personal 

growth orienteers). The identified cluster ‘sport and community enthusiasts’ was quite similar to 
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the sub-group that Schlesinger and Gubler (2016) labelled ‘community supporters’. The 

extracted cluster ‘material benefits seekers’ was similar to ‘material incentives seekers’ while 

the clusters which were closely related to ‘career seekers’ in this thesis seemed to be similar to 

the cluster named as ‘career and personal growth orienteers’. Obviously as a common motive, 

Schlesinger and Gubler (2016) identified that altruistic values were relatively highly measured 

for ‘community supporters’ and ‘social networkers’. 

Although Schlesinger and Gubler’s (2016) study, which used a sample of sport event volunteers 

who had registered for the Athletics Championships in Switzerland, and this thesis had different 

samples of sport event volunteers, most sport volunteers investigated in the two studies liked to 

feel that they worked for the sport event and relevant sport community, expressed love about the 

sport, and helped others. Contributing to the success of sport events and sport community, 

providing service for sports operations, and helping others may be possible opportunities and 

benefits that can be promoted to sport event volunteers to increase their interest in volunteering. 

Therefore, sport event organisers need to clearly describe messages and aims of the sport event 

and the contributions that can be made by sport event volunteers. Also, volunteer coordinators 

should provide well-organised volunteering schedules and workloads according to the 

characteristics of sport event volunteers based on their motivations. That is, motivational 

segmentation of sport event volunteers may be considered to effectively manage sport event 

volunteers. Understanding of differences in motivations of volunteer sub-groups seems to be 

important to recruit suitable volunteers for various sport events.  

7.4 Psychological contract types in sport event volunteerism 

Expectations 

The study in Chapter 6 applied three PC types (e.g. transactional, relational and ideological) in a 

relationship between sport event volunteers and their organisations. Most sport event volunteers 

examined in this thesis rated their expectations of ideological PC (m=3.70) as a more important 

PC type than relational (m=3.43) and transactional (m=3.20) PC types (see Figure 7.3).    
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Figure 7.3 Expectations of three PC types between four volunteer sub-groups based on ratings 

                  
 

Also, a high proportion of these volunteer sub-groups ranked ideological PC (44.4%) as the 

most important (see Figure 7.4).  

Figure 7.4 Percentage ranked most important 
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By extending the range of sport events investigated and exploring the three PC types (i.e. 

transactional, relational, and ideological), this thesis supported the study of Vantilborgh et al. 

(2012, 2014) that suggested ideological PC was significantly associated with the growth of 

volunteer commitment. On this point, this thesis found that ideological PC was the most 

important type for most sport event volunteers. Also, this thesis highlighted the fact that 

different motivations were associated with different PC preferences. 

As this thesis segmented sport event volunteers based on their motivations in order to compare 

different volunteer sub-groups, each volunteer sub-group which was dominated by different 

motives tended to place importance on different PC types. For example, ‘material benefit 

seekers’ who were mostly motivated by extrinsic rewards valued the transactional PC type, 

whereas ‘sport and community enthusiasts’ who were mostly motivated by love of sport and 

community involvement, preferred the ideological PC type. This finding supported the study of 

Wang and Yu (2015) that PC might be influenced by motivations as individuals pursue different 

experiences in a structured event to fulfil their expectations. The effect of motivations on the 

perceived PC types may play a significant role in understanding volunteers’ patterns of 

behaviour and characteristics. Therefore, it can be concluded that motivation is associated with 

PC type. 

Experiences 

In the case of self-reported experiences related to the three PC types, it was shown that the mean 

scores for the sample were higher on ideological PC type (m=4.11) than relational (m=3.95) and 

transactional (m=3.94) PC types across all sub-groups (see Figure 7.5). In particular, ‘career and 

community-oriented people’ were most satisfied with their experiences regarding all PC types 

compared to other volunteer sub-groups. In contrast, the overall lowest satisfaction level of 

experience of PC was in regard to transactional PC. In particular, ‘material benefits seekers’ 

were less satisfied with the three PC types than other volunteer sub-groups. 
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Figure 7.5 Experiences of three PC types between four volunteer sub-groups based on ratings 

                  
 

In addition, this thesis investigated overall satisfaction of volunteers and future behavioural 

intention (see Figure 7.6). The mean scores of volunteers indicated a relatively high level of 

overall satisfaction (m=4.07) and positive future behavioural intention (m=3.88). ‘Career and 

community-oriented people’ were particularly high on overall satisfaction and intention to 

continue volunteering compared to other volunteer sub-groups. In contrast, ‘material benefits 

seekers’ were less likely to be satisfied with their volunteer activities and continue to volunteer 

next year. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 7.6 Overall satisfaction and future behavioural intention between four volunteer sub-

groups based on ratings 
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Interestingly, ‘career and community-oriented people’ were highly satisfied with their 

experiences of all three PC types and their levels of overall satisfaction and future behavioural 

intention were higher than those of other volunteer sub-groups. In contrast, ‘material benefits 

seekers’ were relatively less satisfied with their experiences of all three PC types and their 

levels of overall satisfaction and future behavioural intention were the lowest amongst volunteer 

sub-groups. This finding can be interpreted to suggest that the high levels of satisfaction for 

experiences of three PC types tend to be related to the high levels of overall satisfaction and 

future behavioural intention. This finding supported the study of Wang and Yu (2015) that there 

is a positive relationship between volunteers’ perceived fulfilment of PC and volunteer 

satisfaction. The experiences of volunteers with management practices by their organisations 

were related to volunteer satisfaction and intention to continue volunteering (Walker et al., 

2016; Penner, 2002). The way volunteers are treated and managed influences their behavioural 

intention and is regarded as the main concern about PC between volunteers and their 

organisations. If volunteers perceive the management practices positively, they are likely to be 

satisfied with their volunteer experiences and such positive experiences would affect 

satisfaction and behavioural intention (Starnes, 2007). Therefore, the concept of PC is relevant 

for volunteer management to promote an increase in volunteer satisfaction and intention to 

volunteer again in the future.  

7.5 Impact of psychological contract fulfilment on volunteer satisfaction and 

future behavioural intention  

The further investigation of this study in relation to PC was that this thesis explored the impact 

of PC fulfilment on volunteer satisfaction and future behavioural intention. Due to the unclear 

conceptualisation and measurement of PC fulfilment, PC fulfilment was conceptualised in this 

study, both as the gap in mean scores between expectations and experiences (PC fulfilment by 

gap: PCFg) and as the satisfaction with experiences of PC (PC fulfilment by experience: PCFe). 

By comparing the results of the two approaches, this thesis found that PCFe seemed to better 

explain the impact of PC fulfilment on volunteer satisfaction than PCFg. PCFe was significantly 
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associated with overall satisfaction and future behavioural intention. Overall satisfaction was 

particularly related to relational PCFe and ideological PCFe as most volunteers in this study 

were more satisfied with their experiences of relational and ideological PC types than 

transactional PC. This finding was supportive of the previous studies that perceived fulfilment 

of PC was positively related to volunteer satisfaction (Wang & Yu, 2015) and led to increased 

intentions to continue volunteering (Kim et al., 2009). Therefore, this thesis provides a useful 

measurement and identification of PC fulfilment to explore the impact of PC fulfilment. In 

addition, this thesis contributes to the body of literature regarding PC fulfilment and sport event 

volunteers by applying the concept of PC fulfilment in a relationship between sport event 

volunteers and their organisation for predicting volunteer satisfaction and future intentions to 

volunteer.  

7.6 Research contribution to theoretical implications 

This section articulates scholarly contributions identified in this study by strengthening 

understanding of topics regarding volunteer motivation and PC under investigation, testing 

theories, methodology development, supporting empirical findings, and discovering PC 

concepts applied to sport event volunteerism. This thesis supports several previous research 

findings and contributes to the body of literature.  

First, this thesis confirmed that systematic literature reviews undertaken were useful to inform 

research by identifying the research gaps in the existing studies and the current status of 

literature. The findings of the systematic review provided evidence by classifying the literature 

based on the categories identified in this thesis. Therefore, this review offered a better 

understanding of approaches to motivation of sport event volunteers and volunteer management 

in events. The systematic reviews provided an interpretation of a considerable body of literature 

by investigating the previous original peer reviewed research papers.   

Second, by collecting data from three separate sport events and conducting both pre-event and 

post-event surveys, this thesis contributed to an increase of the generalisability of the results. 
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Unlike other several studies that focused on a sample from a single event at one point in time 

(e.g. Alexander et al., 2015; Schlesinger & Gubler, 2016; Wang & Yu, 2015), this study 

investigated three different types of non-mega sport events. Such a sampling frame extended the 

range of sport events possibly investigated. Therefore, this study demonstrated that an 

application of non-mega sport events to research sampling processes might provide more 

opportunities to investigate various samples in other sport events. As an increase in 

generalisability and validity of studies tends to attract growing research attention, it will be 

worth investigating various samples of volunteers to explore the emergence of the unique 

potential of sport event volunteer research. 

Third, this thesis supported the previous research findings regarding volunteer motivation 

factors by comparing five volunteer motivation measurement scales found in the literature such 

as VFI (Clary et al., 1998), SEVMS (Farrell et al., 1998), MTV for Special Events (Monga, 

2006), OVMS (Giannoulakis et al., 2007), and VMS-ISE (Bang & Ross, 2009). By using the 

VMS-ISE scale, this study found the first motivation factor ‘expression of value’ as a result of 

Bang and Ross’s (2009) study. This motivation factor was very similar to the ‘values’ factor 

that Clary et al. (1998) described in their research, to the ‘altruistic’ factor in Monga’s (2006) 

study, and to the ‘purposive’ factor reported by Farrell et al. (1998) and Giannoulakis et al. 

(2007). Therefore, this motive was identified as a common motivation factor in this thesis. The 

second motivation factor ‘career orientation’ was found not only in this study but also in the 

study of Bang and Ross (2009). This motivation factor accorded with the ‘career’ factor 

described by Clary et al. (1998) and the ‘instrumentalist’ factor identified by Monga (2006). 

This factor could be identified as a shared motive. The third motivation factor ‘love of sport’ 

and the fourth motivation factor ‘community involvement’ were found in this study. Bang and 

Ross (2009) stated that the motivation factors ‘love of sport’ and ‘community involvement’ can 

be regarded as sport-specific motives. These motivation factors were therefore unique motives 

found during the investigations of this study. The fifth motivation factor ‘interpersonal contacts’ 

was investigated in this study as a result of Bang and Ross’s (2009) study. This motivation 
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factor accorded with what Clary et al. (1998) named ‘social’, Farrell et al. (1998) and Monga 

(2006) called ‘solidary’, and Giannoulakis et al. (2007) called ‘egoistic’. This factor could be 

interpreted such that the ‘interpersonal contacts’ motivation was commonly found among 

volunteer motivations for the development of a social network and for interacting with other 

people. The sixth motivation factor ‘extrinsic rewards’ was found both in this study and in Bang 

and Ross’s (2009) study. This motivation factor was linked to the ‘instrumentalist’ factor 

demonstrated by Monga (2006). This factor was identified to be valuable in motivating 

volunteers to provide their services in exchange for material and tangible benefits. Such 

comparison of volunteer motivation factors showed what motivations were commonly measured 

in the context of volunteerism and which motivation scale might be useful according to the 

research topic. In this thesis, VMS-ISE (Bang & Ross, 2009) was used to investigate sport-

specific motivations. Thus, this thesis demonstrated that it is necessary to apply a specific scale 

to better understand different motives in compliance with various research samples.   

Fourth, this study confirmed the appropriateness of the incentives theory of motivation 

described by Knoke and Prensky (1984) and the sports fan involvement approach grounded in 

social identity theory used by Jenkins (1996), Laverie and Arnett (2000), and MacClancy 

(1996). As this thesis divided sport event volunteers into four homogeneous sub-groups (i.e. 

‘sport and community enthusiasts’, ‘altruists’, ‘material benefits seekers’, and ‘career and social 

relationship seekers’), each volunteer sub-group was explained by either the incentive approach 

or the  sports fan involvement approach. ‘Sport and community enthusiasts’ were described by 

the sports fan involvement approach. ‘Altruists’ were conceptualised by the 

normative/purposive incentives approach in Knoke and Prensky’s (1984) work and ‘material 

benefits seekers’ were defined by the material/utilitarian incentives approach in Knoke and 

Prensky’s (1984). ‘Career and social relationship seekers’ were explained by the 

affective/solidary incentives approach in Knoke and Prensky’s (1984). By applying and 

confirming these two appropriate theories, this thesis led to substantial outcomes regarding 

segmentation of sport event volunteers based on their motivation. In addition, this thesis 
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contributed to a clearer understanding of four motivation-based volunteer sub-groups to better 

identify characteristics of sport event volunteers in each cluster on the basis of the incentives 

theory and the sports fan involvement approach. Thus, this thesis demonstrated that the 

application of such appropriate theories might be better able to predict and explain volunteer 

motivations in managing sport event volunteers. 

Fifth, by considering PC theory guided mainly by the works of Rousseau (1989, 1990, 1995) 

and defined by several researchers (e.g. Argyris, 1960; Levinson, 1962; Schein, 1980), the 

finding regarding PC types in this thesis supported the argument of Vantilborgh et al. (2012, 

2014) that ideological PC tends to be the most important PC type in volunteerism. Vantilborgh 

et al. (2014) reflected on the lack of research in terms of ideological PC and emphasised that the 

ideological PC type has distinct effects on increasing volunteers’ work effort. Consistent with 

the findings of Vantilborgh et al. (2014), this thesis found that sport event volunteers place 

higher importance on ideological PC than on other PC types. Therefore, this thesis demonstrated 

that the investigation of the concept of ideological PC might be important for PC studies, 

especially in volunteerism as volunteers are more likely to pursue the achievement of the 

mission, values, and principles of the organisation.  

Sixth, this thesis supported the finding that different motivations are associated with different 

types of PC which was consistent with the finding of Wang and Yu’s (2015) study that 

motivation was related to PC type. It was an interesting finding that PC types had an influence 

on the motivation which stimulates volunteers to participate in volunteer activities. This thesis 

therefore demonstrated that a greater understanding of PC types could be possible by 

considering their relationship with motivations. From this perspective, this thesis suggests that 

further research is required to offer more empirical evidence as to whether motives seem to have 

a direct effect on PC types or the other way around.  

Seventh, based on the finding of Wang and Yu (2015) that the perceived fulfilment of PC has a 

direct effect on volunteer satisfaction and sustains volunteerism, this thesis further developed 
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the research questions regarding the impact of PC fulfilment on volunteer satisfaction and future 

behavioural intention and confirmed the significant impact of PC fulfilment. Although Wang 

and Yu (2015) examined the effect of PC on volunteer satisfaction and sustained volunteerism, 

few studies have attempted to investigate the impact of PC fulfilment on volunteer satisfaction 

and future behavioural intention in the context of sport event volunteerism. In light of the lack 

of research endeavours regarding the impact of PC fulfilment in sport event volunteerism, this 

thesis developed new research questions related to the effect of PC fulfilment on volunteer 

satisfaction and intention to volunteer for future events. In addition, due to the unclear 

operationalisation and measurement of PC fulfilment in previous studies, this study compared 

PCFe scores (based on the satisfaction of experiences scores) with PCFg scores (based on the 

gap scores between expectations and experiences) to better explain the impact of PC fulfilment. 

PC fulfilment was positively related to overall satisfaction and such overall satisfaction was 

significantly associated with future behavioural intention. This finding supported the previous 

studies in terms of the prediction of volunteer satisfaction and sustainability linked to 

perceptions of PC fulfilment (e.g. Kim et al., 2009; Wang & Yu, 2015). Moreover, there was a 

further contribution from this thesis in its finding that PCFe was a much stronger predictor of 

overall satisfaction and future behavioural intentions than PCFg. In this regard, this thesis 

contributes to the measurement and identification of PC fulfilment to explore the impact of PC 

fulfilment.  

PC fulfilment influences volunteers’ work effort, which can be described as the energy that 

people exert in a certain task (De Cooman, De Gieter, Pepermans, Jegers, & Van Acker, 2009; 

Vantilborgh et al., 2014). PC theory identifies the reciprocity norm (Gouldner, 1960) that affects 

the extent to which people will devote effort and time to the organisation when they are 

informed that the organisation delivers promised or expected inducements. This thesis therefore 

highlights the importance of the study of PC fulfilment and provides empirical support for the 

PC fulfilment research. 
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7.7 Research contribution to practical implications 

Identifying the practical impacts of the research project is likely to extend the scope of the 

contribution of study. Wallace and Van Fleet (2012, p. 34) argued that “the development of 

broadly applicable standards and guidelines for professional practice both builds on and 

contributes to the development of universal general principles”. Therefore, this thesis delineates 

the implications of the findings for practical areas, addressing benefits of the study to relevant 

organisations, volunteer coordinators, managers and staff in the sport event industry. In this 

thesis, such practical implications include specific suggestions that might improve volunteer 

management practices by better understanding the characteristics of sport event volunteers, 

developing an appropriate volunteer management strategy, designing an advanced volunteer 

program, and managing all processes effectively in a relationship with volunteers.   

Based on the findings of the studies included in this thesis, practical implications are provided 

to design and develop volunteer-centred management practices. Cuskelly et al. (2006) identified 

seven volunteer management constructs: planning, recruitment, screening, orientation, training 

and support, performance management and recognition. In this section, practical implications 

for volunteer management in sport events are suggested in the process of the volunteer 

management cycle, including these seven volunteer management constructs. Figure 7.7 displays 

practical implications regarding volunteer management in sport events on the basis of the 

findings of this research (see Figure 7.7).  
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       Figure 7.7 Practical implications of volunteer management in sport events 
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For the planning, event organisers and volunteer coordinators are required to consider a diverse 

volunteer base with a broad range of age or experience for the long term. This can be realised in 

part by contacting schools and emphasising benefits such as enjoyment, work experience, 

resume development, and industry connections that would attract the interest of younger 

generations. In addition, most sport event volunteers in this study had motivations in terms of 

love of sport, community involvement and altruistic values. An emphasis on opportunities such 

as contributing to the success of sport events and the community, expressing the love of sports 

and helping others would be useful to appeal to potential sport event volunteers at the planning 

stage.  

For the recruitment, sport event volunteers normally use the internet as the main source of 

information according to the findings of this study. Thus, it is important for event organisers to 

develop an online system for easy access to information and registration of the interest in 

volunteering for sport events in order to effectively recruit volunteers. In addition, volunteers 

tend to find volunteering information through their personal network or community. Volunteer 

coordinators may encourage existing volunteers to recommend potential new volunteers and 

bring their friends.   

In the screening phase, volunteer coordinators and staff are required to better understand 

different motives of volunteers and the distinctive features of volunteer sub-groups in order to 

determine appropriate volunteering workloads, schedules and to allocate volunteer positions to 

suitable volunteers as evidenced by the findings of this study. As volunteers have different PC 

preferences and motivations, a segmentation approach would be beneficial to match the best 

opportunities to volunteers based on their preferences. For the volunteers who have either part-

time or full-time jobs, volunteer coordinators should consider flexible volunteering schedules to 

accommodate volunteers as much as possible. 

For the orientation, a well-organised orientation program in terms of volunteering role 

information and instructions should be provided. In particular, most sport event volunteers in 
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this study valued ideological PC as the most important PC type. Thus, event organisers and 

volunteer coordinators would be better to offer an orientation program that clearly describes 

messages and the purpose of the sport event and the contributions of volunteers from a more 

value-based perspective such as pursuing the mission, values, or principles of the organisation 

and sport event.   

For volunteer training and support, volunteer coordinators and staff are required to provide a 

well-organised training program based on the categorisation of information and characteristics 

of volunteers. For example, according to this study, younger volunteers who were highly 

motivated by career opportunities might appreciate more opportunities to access training that 

would enhance their job prospects and the opportunity to work with professional staff in order 

to make contacts for their career. Therefore, volunteer coordinators and staff are better able to 

satisfy volunteers by clearly delivering a volunteer experience which matches their motivation 

and PC type.  

For performance management, as evidenced by the findings of this study, it will be necessary to 

make volunteers feel valued and respected by their supervisors and event organisers through 

creating an atmosphere in which volunteering is regarded as valuable and satisfying. Volunteers 

would like to be involved in volunteer work when they recognise how they contribute in 

meaningful ways. Volunteer coordinators and staff should therefore express their appreciation 

while volunteers perform their work.   

For recognition, the level of satisfaction with experiences of three PC types (transactional, 

relational and ideological) was significantly associated with overall satisfaction and future 

behavioural intention. Therefore, providing a corresponding reward and recognition such as 

tangible and material benefits (for transactional concept), personal relationships and networking 

(for relational concept), and thank you letters for volunteers’ contributions and volunteer 

celebration party (for ideological concept) might be necessary to enhance volunteer satisfaction 

and provide meaningful and enjoyable experiences for sport events volunteers.  
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This research contribution to practical implications could be important for informing the sport 

event organisations and volunteer coordinators about how to better understand and manage 

volunteers with more effective volunteer management strategies. The efforts of organisers and 

managers to develop advanced strategies for volunteers may improve volunteer satisfaction and 

promote greater intention to volunteer for future events, ultimately leading to the hosting of 

more successful sport events. 

7.8 Research limitations and future research directions 

There are several research limitations evident from the completion of this series of studies of 

sport event volunteers. In this section, research limitations are identified and future research 

directions are suggested.  

First, this research was not able to collect data from all volunteers included in the sampling 

frame of this thesis. In addition, the samples of both empirical studies in this thesis were 

overlapped. Although this study contributed to an increase in the generalisability of studies, as it 

extended the range of sport events investigated by collecting various samples from three 

different types of non-mega sport events, the findings cannot be generalised to the entire sport 

event volunteer population. Such small sample sizes eventually resulted in small and unequal 

sized clusters. Also, the sample for this research was limited to a specific geographical area. 

Therefore, future research should make an effort to obtain the highest response rates possible to 

all surveys in order to reduce bias resulting from non-response to the survey and to decrease the 

effects of a small sample size so that the power of the analyses can be increased. To boost 

survey response rates, researchers may send reminder emails to non-respondents and offer 

incentives to respondents in the form of prizes through a lottery (Nulty, 2008). Alternatively, 

researchers may extend the duration of the availability of the survey to drive high response rates 

(Nulty, 2008).  Also, future research can use these methods to explore other cases of sport 

events to enhance the replication and generalisability of sport event volunteer studies. 
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Second, other possible motivation items should be considered due to the fact that various 

volunteers’ motives are influenced by different attitudes, views, values, and personality. In this 

thesis, the sport-specific motive was identified as a stronger motivation than other motivations. 

In other event cases, other kinds of motivations might be considered as significant, according to 

the nature of volunteers. Future research might add and analyse various motivation factors 

amongst sport event volunteers, so that the study regarding volunteer motivations can have 

more impact and validity.  

Third, though this thesis investigated the impact of PC fulfilment, the impact of PC breach was 

not able to be explored because this research found little evidence of PC breach at the three 

events under examination, as the experiences of respondents generally exceeded their 

expectations. PC breach has been proposed as an important influence on voluntary turnover 

(Maertz & Griffeth, 2004). PC breach may affect a decrease in volunteer work effort 

(Vantilborgh et al., 2012), a decrease in trust, satisfaction, and loyalty, and an increase in 

aggressive voice (Vantilborgh et al., 2011). Future research should investigate breach of PC 

types to explain the negative repercussions that might result.  

Fourth, in this thesis, PCFe (PC fulfilment by satisfaction of experiences) was found to be a 

much stronger predictor of overall satisfaction and future behavioural intentions than PCFg (PC 

fulfilment by a gap score). This finding can result from common method variance (CMV) 

whereby both the independent (satisfaction of PC experiences) and dependent (overall 

satisfaction and future behavioural intentions) data in one instrument introduce the possibility of 

bias. It may potentially cause significant errors in the measures (Eichhorn, 2014). Reducing 

CMV in empirical studies begins with an understanding of its various potential sources 

(Eichhorn, 2014). Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Lee and Podsakoff (2003) and MacKenzie and 

Podsakoff (2012) stated these potential sources that use a common source or rater (e.g. one 

source providing both independent and dependent variables) could introduce a self-reporting 

bias and the survey instrument’s design, complexity, ambiguity and scale format could affect 

the respondent’s answers. In addition, the respondent’s knowledge of the research subject, the 
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length of the survey instrument and any inducements might affect the accuracy of respondents’ 

answers to the survey. Therefore, future research should attempt to obtain independent and 

dependent measures from separate sources to reduce or eliminate various sources of bias. In 

addition, future research should seek to improve the scale items by defining terms, providing 

examples, maintaining simplicity and avoiding complex syntax in the survey instrument.  

Fifth, this thesis adopted a positivist perspective and relied predominantly on quantitative 

research methods in order to be able to collect a broad range of data from a number of 

respondents and ask numerous questions. However, this approach may have limited the 

opportunities to provide a more qualitative viewpoint and suggest different research questions 

through the use of qualitative research methods. Qualitative research methods tend to explore 

deep information and provide rich data such as personal experiences and perspectives (Ellis & 

Bochner, 2000). Qualitative research methods can offer new insight through the use of 

unconventional sources of data which can extend existing ideas. Although qualitative research 

methods have several limitations such as small number of participants, issues caused by privacy 

and anonymity, and researcher’s personal biases, future research may benefit from using 

qualitative research methods to further advance knowledge in the field of sport event 

volunteering. 

7.9 Conclusion 

In conclusion, volunteer motivations and PC types have been considered as important factors to 

better understand characteristics of sport event volunteers and predict volunteer satisfaction and 

future behavioural intention. As many sport event organisers rely on the assistance of volunteers 

to hold sport events, sport event organisers should recruit and manage sport event volunteers 

effectively. Building and maintaining positive relationships between sport event volunteers and 

their organisations seems to play a key role in the overall success of sport events. Therefore, this 

study has made a substantial contribution to the field of sport event volunteer management.  
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The findings regarding heterogeneity of sport event volunteer motivations are valuable for 

volunteer management in sport events in scholarly and practical terms. Scholars and sport event 

organisers might pay more attention to motive profiles of different volunteer sub-groups for a 

clearer understanding of sport events volunteers. Such research interest and attention can lead to 

a well-organised plan for recruitment and more effective volunteer management strategies as 

well as generate additional theoretical impact for studies in this field.  

The results with regard to PC provide significant theoretical and practical implications of sport 

events volunteerism by investigating the relationship between PC fulfilment, satisfaction and 

future behavioural intention. The findings of this study can be used to suggest an appropriate 

approach to increasing the level of satisfaction and future behavioural intention of sport event 

volunteers and to develop the research field related to sport event volunteerism by adopting PC 

concepts.  

The contributions of this thesis to both theoretical and practical perspectives may result in the 

advancement of knowledge in relation to sport event volunteer management and the provision 

of noteworthy insight into the process of building and developing a successful relationship 

between volunteers and their organisations and better managing volunteers. Taking this research 

into account, understanding of volunteer motivations and PC types can enhance the effective 

management of sport event volunteers and ultimately the retention and satisfaction of volunteers 

in meaningful experiences that facilitate service delivery for others.   
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